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Preface

This is a revised version of the master thesis Algorithm Selection for the Graph Coloring Prob-
lem.

In the following paragraph, we list the corrections compared to the original version. In-
significant typos and spelling errors are not marked explicitly.

Notation: p. x, t. y means page x, line y from top. Similarly p. x, b. y means page x, line y
from bottom.

• p. 23, b 8: Changes citation source to [109]. Note that this changes the enumeration of
the remaining references.

• p. 39, first subsection: We are using maximal cliques and not maximum cliques as graph
feature.
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Abstract

The graph coloring problem (GCP) is one of the most-studied NP-HARD problems in computer
science. Given a graph G = (V,E), the task is to assign a color c ≤ k to all vertices v ∈ V
such that no vertices sharing an edge e ∈ E receive the same color and that the number of used
colors, k, is minimal. In the recent years, various heuristic and exact approaches for this problem
have been developed. However, all of them seem to have advantages and disadvantages, which
highly depend on the concrete instance on which they are applied. Consequently, designing an
algorithm which finds on each graph the best coloring is hard or, by analogy to the No Free
Lunch theorems, even impossible.

One possibility to achieve a better performance is to predict for each instance the algorithm
which achieves the best performance. This task is known as algorithm selection problem: Given
a set of algorithms and a set of intrinsic features of a particular instance, select the algorithm
which is predicted to show the best performance on that instance.

This thesis investigates the application of machine learning techniques to automatic algo-
rithm selection for the GCP. For this purpose, we first present several specific features of a
graph, which can be calculated in polynomial time. Then, we evaluate the performance of 7
state-of-the-art (meta)heuristic algorithms for the GCP based on experimental results on 1265
graphs of 3 public available instance sets. The results clearly show that none of the algorithms
is superior to all others. In addition, we analyze the behavior of these algorithms on classes
of instances with certain attributes. The experiments show that for each of these classes, there
exists at least one heuristic which performs clearly better than the rest.

In a subsequent step, we use the knowledge about the best-suited algorithm per instance in
combination with intrinsic graph features to train 6 classification algorithms. These supervised
learning methods are then used to predict for an unseen instance the most appropriate algorithm.
For each classifier, we test multiple parameter settings. We further identify relevant subsets of
features and investigate the impact of different data-preparation techniques on the performance
of the classifiers. In addition, we study the effect of considering only a subset of heuristics on
the overall quality of the prediction.

For a meaningful comparison with the underlying heuristics, we evaluate our proposed ap-
proach on a new generated set of instances. Our experiments show that algorithm selection based
on machine learning is able to outperform all considered solvers regarding several performance
criteria.
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Kurzfassung

Das Graphenfärbeproblem (engl. Graph Coloring Problem (GCP)) ist eines der bekanntesten
NP-schweren Probleme in der Informatik. Ziel dabei ist es, für einen gegebenen Graphen G =
(V,E) jedem Knoten v ∈ V eine Farbe c ≤ k zuzuweisen, sodass keine zwei Knoten, welche
mittels einer Kante e ∈ E verbunden sind, die gleiche Farbe erhalten und dass die Anzahl der
verwendeten Farben k minimal ist. Da das Berechnen eine exakte Lösung dieses Problems im
schlimmsten Fall eine exponentielle Laufzeit benötigt, wurde im Laufe der Jahre eine Vielzahl
an verschiedenen (Meta)Heuristiken für das GCP entwickelt. Viele dieser Methoden weisen
gute Erfolge auf, allerdings scheint es, als würden die Ergebnisse sehr oft von der konkreten
Instanz abhängen. Dementsprechend ist es schwierig, wenn (in Analogie zu den No Free Lunch
Theoremen) nicht sogar unmöglich, einen Algorithmus zu finden, welcher auf allen Graphen
optimal ist.

Ein Lösungsansatz für dieses Problem wäre, nicht nur einen Algorithmus zu verwenden,
sondern, abhängig von der konkreten Instanz, immer den geeignetsten auszuwählen. Bei dieser
Herangehensweise, auch bekannt als Algorithm Selection, wird aus einer Menge von Algorith-
men anhand bestimmter Attribute einer Instanz derjenige ausgewählt, von welchem auf dieser
Instanz das beste Ergebnis prognostiziert wird.

Die vorliegende Arbeit befasst sich mit der Anwendung von Techniken des überwachten
Lernens als Algorithm Selection für das GCP. Für diesen Zweck stellen wir verschiedene rele-
vante Attribute eines Graphen vor, welche in polynomieller Zeit berechnet werden können. Des
Weiteren evaluieren wir die Performance von 7 modernen (Meta)heuristiken auf 1265 öffent-
lich verfügbaren Instanzen. Die Ergebnisse dieser Experimente zeigen deutlich, dass keine der
Heuristiken im Allgemeinen besser als jede andere ist. Zudem beweisen die Experimente, dass
auf der einzelnen Untergruppen von Instanzen jeweils ein oder mehrere Algorithmen deutlich
bessere Leistung als der Rest erzielen.

Im zweiten Teil dieser Arbeit wird die Information über den besten Algorithmus je Instanz
mit ihren charakteristischen Attributen kombiniert, um damit 6 verschiedene Klassifikations-
algorithmen zu trainieren. Im Zuge dieser Experimente identifizieren wir erfolgreiche Attribut-
kombinationen und evaluieren, welchen Einfluss verschiedene Attributtransformationstechniken
ausüben. Darüber hinaus untersuchen wir, wie eine verringerte Anzahl von Auswahlmöglichkei-
ten (d.h. das Entfernen von Algorithmen aus der Menge an Lösungsalgorithmen) die Qualität der
Vorhersagen verändert.

Im letzten Teil vergleichen wir die Performance eines Systems basierend auf Algorithm
Selection mit den zugrundeliegenden Heuristiken auf einer Menge eigens erstellter Instanzen.
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Diese Experimente zeigen eindeutig, dass Algorithm Selection in allen betrachteten Kriterien
bessere Ergebnisse als die einzelnen Algorithmen erzielen kann.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

In computer science, there are some problems which arise more frequently and are, conse-
quently, well-investigated. One of these is the prominent graph coloring problem (GCP), which
is one of Karp’s NP-COMPLETE problems [139]. This problem has its origins in the coloring
the countries of maps such that no neighboring countries receive the same color. In this context,
a coloring of a graph G = (V,E) is an assignment of a color c ≤ k to all vertices v ∈ V of the
graph such that no adjacent vertices u, v ∈ V : (u, v) ∈ E receive the same color and that the
number of used colors, k is minimal. Although this sounds easy, finding such a coloring with
only a limited number of colors can be very hard. Even more, due to its NP-completeness, it
is unlikely (unless P = NP) that there exist exact strategies which require less than exponential
time to color an arbitrary graph. As a result, much focus has been spent on the development
of (meta)heuristics approaches for the problem. These methods do not longer ensure optimal
solutions, but return good colorings in a reasonable time.

For the GCP, various algorithms have been developed, starting with greedy algorithms [29,
157] to more sophisticated techniques from the area of (meta)heuristics like local search or
genetic algorithms. Some of the most popular solvers in this context base on a Tabu search [122,
20], variable neighborhood [123, 11] or iterated local search [51]. Other methods built on
genetic algorithms [90, 203] or ant colony optimization [17, 216, 75].

However, the different algorithms often show varying performance on different classes of
instances. For the practical usage, this raises some new problems, as deciding which method is
the best is not trivial and heavily depends on the concrete application. Even more, by analogy
to the No Free Lunch theorems [244], it is highly probable that there exist no heuristic that is on
all instances better than the rest. Thus, for an optimal solving of a particular instance, it would
be beneficial to know in advance which method is the most appropriate one.

This problem of selecting the most suitable algorithm for a concrete instance is also known
as Rice’s Algorithm Selection Problem [214]. It is an important problem, especially for practical
issues, as it allows more efficient solving and prevents worst-case scenarios. On the other hand,
it is also very interesting from a theoretical point of view. Knowing the circumstances under
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which an algorithm performs good (or poor) may allow to develop new strategies and leads to
more insights on the hardness of a problem.

In the recent years, various methods and applications for algorithm selection have been de-
veloped. One emerging technique in this context, that addresses this problem from a rather
empirical point, is the usage of machine learning. These methods learn from given data relevant
patterns to draw new conclusions (or in our case, predict the best algorithm).

In this thesis, we will consider the problem for selecting the best heuristic for the GCP using
machine learning techniques. In detail, we will investigate if, under the assumption that no
heuristic is superior to all others, it is possible to extract from an instance of the GCP specific
attributes which allow to predict the most appropriate heuristic.

For this purpose, we will show that the assumption holds by an empirical investigation on
the performance of 7 state-of-the-art heuristics for the GCP on instances of 3 different, public
available sources. We will further identify characteristic attributes for an instance of the GCP
and use this knowledge to train several classifiers for predicting on a new, unseen instance the
best algorithm.

Finally, we will compare the overall performance of solvers based on algorithm selection
with the underlying heuristic algorithms.

1.1 Objectives

The objectives of this thesis are:

• Identification of modern algorithms used for graph coloring and evaluation of their per-
formance on a representative set of instances.

• Identification of important features of an GCP instance that have an impact on the perfor-
mance of algorithms.

• Investigation of the application of different machine learning techniques for automated
algorithm selection based on features of a specific instance.

• Comparison of the performance of overall solvers based on algorithm selection with other
algorithms for the GCP.

1.2 Main Results

The main results of this thesis are:

• We investigated the performance of 7 state-of-the-art algorithms for the GCP on 1265
instances of 3 different, public available sources. Experimental results showed that none
of the algorithms dominates all others and that some algorithms are more appropriate to
instances with certain intrinsic features.

• We identified 78 attributes of GCP based on clustering coefficient, graph size, greedy
coloring methods, local search behavior, lower- and upper bounds, maximum cliques,
node degree and tree decomposition.
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• We used the results of the algorithm evaluation in combination with the features to train
6 different classifiers for predicting the best algorithm on a new, unseen instance. In ad-
dition, we study the impact of data-preparation for algorithm selection and apply feature
selection to identify important features.

• Finally, we compare our solvers based on algorithm selection with the single solver for
the GCP on a new generated set of instances. The results show that our approach achieves
better results than any single algorithm on all considered performance criteria.

1.3 Organization

The organization of this work is as follows: This thesis continues in Chapter 2 with relevant
background information on complexity, heuristics, experimental aspects and machine learning.
Chapter 3 explains the concept of algorithm selection and its relation to the No Free Lunch the-
orems. In Chapter 4, we present the GCP including solving strategies and popular heuristics.
Furthermore, we identify important features of GCP instances and introduce our approach for
algorithm selection for the GCP. Chapter 5 describes the design and setup of our experimental
part with information about the chosen heuristics, the benchmark instances and the used tech-
niques from the area of machine learning. The results of these experiments and a comparison of
the heuristics for the GCP are presented in Chapter 6. In addition, we show in this chapter the
performance of overall solvers based on algorithm selection and discuss the impact of different
parameter configurations and data-preparation techniques. In Chapter 7, we conclude the results
of this thesis and reflect upon further work.
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CHAPTER 2
Background

2.1 NP-Problems

In computer science, a lot effort is done to solve different kinds of problems like sorting numbers,
calculate complex equations or finding the shortest path for a salesman.

A problem in this context is usually a general question to be answered, often in terms of a
set of parameters as input and certain variables whose values are unknown [94]. An instance of
a problem is a particular case of a problem with concrete values for the parameters and solving
the instance means to specify the unknown variables such that all given constraints are fulfilled.

The different problems in computer science can further be divided into two categories: de-
cision and optimization ones. The former deal with the single question if something is possible
or not, resulting in a YES or NO answer (and the corresponding solution) while the latter focus
on finding a “good” (or the best) solution in a set of feasible solutions. Optimization problems
can be substituted by decision problems, as for each optimization problem with a solution of
quality m, there exists a corresponding decision problem asking if there is a solution of quality
m. Consequently, any optimization problem can be replaced by calling the underlying decision
problem multiple (linear) times.

Of course, not all problems are of equal difficulty and scientists are always eager to know
how long some algorithm f(n) for a particular problem in relation to some size measurement
n will take. One method to analyze this behavior which is based on complexity theory is the
so-called Landau notation [142]. This approach investigates how an algorithm performs asymp-
totically on an instance with respect to some input size n. In detail, this system describes the
behavior of a function f with respect to n considering the worst (O), the best (Ω), and the
average (Θ) case as follows [142]:

O(g(n)) = {f(n)|∃c ∈ R, n0 ∈ N : ∀n ≥ n0 : |f(n)| ≤ c · |g(n)|}
Ω(g(n)) = {f(n)|∃c ∈ R, n0 ∈ N : ∀n ≥ n0 : |f(n)| ≥ c · |g(n)|}
Θ(g(n)) = {f(n)|∃c, c′ ∈ R, n0 ∈ N : ∀n ≥ n0 : c · |g(n)| ≤ |f(n)| ≤ c′ · |g(n)|}
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where n is some problem-specific variable, g(n) is an arbitrary function and c, c′ and n0 are a
constant factors (which are most times ignored).

For example, f(n) is in O(n2) means that solving any instance of the size n with f(n) will
at most take c · n2 time. Note that this is only an asymptotic upper bound for the run time and
some instances may be solvable in a fraction of this value. Nevertheless, knowing this worst-
case analysis is very useful for estimating the runtime. Even more, showing that a problem can
never be solved in less time than some boundary allows a classification of problems into different
"hardness classes".

One of the most prominent distinction in this context is the one between polynomial and
non-polynomial algorithms. The former class, polynomial time algorithms represent functions
which complexity is characterized by a maximal runtime of O(p(n)) for some polynomial p
(e.g. n3 or log n). These algorithms may still take long time, but their growing rather ensures
that they terminate within appropriate limits. Algorithms which runtime can not be bounded by
a polynomial are denoted as exponential time algorithms, which, as the name implies, need an
exponential amount of time to discover a solution. In contrast to the former class, it is unlikely
that these algorithms terminate for larger n within reasonable time. Concerning a taxonomy for
problems itself, those for which polynomial time algorithms exist are grouped in the class P and
called tractable while those for which no such algorithm has been found are called intractable.
More formally, the class P includes are problems that can be solved on a deterministic Turing
machine in polynomial time, in contrast to problems of the class NP, which can only be solved
on a nondeterministic Turing machine in polynomial time. An alternative definition for the class
NP includes all decision problems their solution can be verified in polynomial time. Moreover,
problems which are denoted as NP-HARD are at least as hard to solve as any problem in NP (but
can also be harder to solve), while a problem p is NP-COMPLETE if every other problem in NP
can be transformed into p in polynomial time.

2.2 (Meta)heuristics

As already mentioned, certain problems are so complex that, even with enormous computational
power, solving them exactly may take years. Nevertheless, there exist some approaches to solve
NP-HARD problems [47]:

One possibility is that, although the underlying problem is NP-HARD, a particular instance
is solvable in polynomial time. Unfortunately, this effect is most times limited to a small subset
of instances with certain attributes, which do not occur in practice very often.

Another possibility is to use an exhaustive search and decrease the search effort with tech-
niques like dynamic programming, branch and bound or backtracking. These concepts try to
reduce the search space by skipping non-promising areas or reduce re-computations. Alterna-
tively, methods like mathematical linear programming or Lagrangian techniques can be used to
efficiently solve complex subproblems. Although all of these sophisticated methods obtain large
improvements compared with enumeration methods, they are still applicable only for smaller
instances.

A different, but widely used alternative is stop searching for an optimal solution and instead
concentrate on finding good solutions within certain time. These methods, called (meta)heu-
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ristics, do not longer check all possible variable configurations (the search space) but rather
perform a limited search among certain areas where good configurations are expected. In detail,
these algorithms start from some (random) solution(s) and explore related variable configura-
tions and their objective values, which guide the search process to promising areas. The under-
lying assumption is that good configurations tend to cluster together, as they often share some
variable assignments. Thus, following an improved solution and testing modifications on it may
lead to even more optimized variable decisions and better configurations. Consequently, these
algorithms return, instead of a verified optimal solution, the best solution found during their
survey among the solution space.

One very important aspect with some heuristic algorithms is the initial solution, as this is
the starting point and effects the complete subsequent search [258]. In this context, the basin of
attraction [198] of a solution is the area (the set of start configurations) in the search space from
which a heuristic is guided to this solution. Two other often used terms are intensification and
diversification in a search. The former one stands for the detailed investigation of a specific area
in the search space, e.g. by optimizing only a few variables of the current state. The latter one,
diversification, means a more expanded exploration where the search moves between different
areas and different basins of attraction.

In the recent years, various (meta)heuristics have been developed and there exist multiple
taxonomies for categorizing them (see [258] for more details). For this thesis, we use a classifi-
cation introduced in [124] which separates the different approaches into local-search based and
population based methods. Figure 2.1 gives an overview on the different approaches using this
schema. The former group, local search (LS), contain techniques which take an initial state and
try to improve it by exploring related configurations [258]. Therefore, a LS algorithm iteratively
generate possible candidates (called neighborhood) by applying so-called moves on the current
solution and chooses the most promising one as its as new current state. This process repeats
until some termination condition, like a time limit or a lack of improvement, is fulfilled. Critical
elements in a LS are the neighborhood and the acceptance criteria. Concerning the latter, the
algorithm usually look for states which are better (lower in case of a minimization problem) than
the current one. Two prominent paradigms therefore are first-improvement, which accepts the
first improved solution and best-improvement, which selects the best solution among the whole
neighborhood. However, it can be the case that no move result in a better state than the current
one, so the algorithm could not choose an improving configuration and the search is stuck in a
local optima. This is of course bad for the performance of the search, so researchers invented
different techniques to escape local optima like accepting worse solutions (e.g. simulated an-
nealing [140]) or adding a memory (e.g. tabu search [103]). Concerning the neighborhood
itself, it is clear that a small neighborhood increases the speed of the procedure, as only a few
candidate configurations have to be considered. The downside is that this also decreases the
chance to find a good solution, and the search is more likely to get stuck in a local optima. On
the other side, a too large neighborhood leads to a slow search that considers many unnecessary
states.

The second central group are population-based methods. These are often inspired by nat-
ural processes like evolution (e.g. genetic algorithms [105]) or behavior of animals (e.g. ant
colony optimization [72]). In contrast to LS, population-based methods consider several pos-
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Figure 2.1: Classification of (meta)heuristics based on [258].

sible solutions at once and try to evolve them in a simultaneous manner [258]. This should
help to avoid local optima and provide a more robust search. In addition, many state-of-the-art
population-based methods are complemented with a LS to so-called memetic algorithms [185].
These systems try to combine the strength of both paradigms by enhancing the strong diver-
sification abilities of maintaining multiple solutions with the intensification capabilities of the
LS.

2.3 Experimental Aspects

This thesis aims to show that knowledge about the individual behavior of heuristics for some type
of instance can be used to predict the best algorithm for a new, unseen instance. For this pur-
pose, it is mandatory to examine the efficiency of the different algorithms with respect to some
instance-specific attributes. Following an empirical paradigm, this is usually done in terms of a
comprehensive study on the performance of the heuristics on a representative set of instances.
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Unfortunately, there exist only limited appropriate data for the GCP that we could use to
investigate the behavior of the algorithms. For that reasons, we were forced to carry out our own
experiments. Such experiments should follow systematic criteria to allow neutral and fair con-
clusions about the different algorithms. For this reason, we present in the following paragraphs
considerations and existing work on methodical testing and the comparison of (meta)heuristics.

2.3.1 Testing and Comparing Metaheuristics

In the field of algorithmic, huge effort has been spent on the asymptotic analysis of algorithms
in the context of complexity theory. Apart of this theoretical approach, the experimental inves-
tigation of (meta)heuristics has long time been neglected [109]. However, since the 90ties,
the interest on the latter subject increased, resulting in several work on methodical evalua-
tion [13, 127, 134, 183, 14, 19]. Worth mentioning in this context is [211] where a complete
tutorial and hints for the representation of results are given. Also recommendable is [218] that
contains an excellent chapter on runtime comparison.

In general, we followed these guidelines for our experimental design. Nevertheless, we want
to describe some aspects and considerations for our particular test setting.

2.3.2 Performance Measurement

When evaluating the performance of (meta)heuristics, usually several measurements, like the
quality of the solution or the required runtime, can be observed. Furthermore, such experi-
ments involve typically multiple instances with different size and constraints, so scientists need
methods to compare the different results and draw conclusions about the overall performance.
A central issue in this context is to provide instance-independent measures because otherwise,
outliers or extreme values may adulterate the results [47].

For the solution quality, one possible measurement, which is independent of the instance and
normalized, is the relative distance (or error) to the optimal solution value. More formal, the
distance d(c, i) on an instance i is defined as d(c, i) =

|c(i)−copt(i)|
copt(i)

where c(i) are the costs of the
solution returned by the algorithm and copt(i) are the optimal costs. Drawback of this approach
is that it requires the knowledge of the best possible result, which is often unknown. Alternative
values, like using bounds or approximations, are often only weak estimations so in practice,
often the best known solution (BKS) replaces the optimum [218]. Another disadvantage of this
metric is shown in [259] where some properties of error functions are defined. According to this
work, the relative error is not proper and the same author introduce a more robust metric which
requires knowledge about a reference solution. In detail, their measurement err(k, i) for the
cost 1 of the solution c on an instance i is defined as

err(k, i) =
c(i)− copt(i)

c′(i)− copt(i)

1Note that this metric can be applied for any kind of costs. For this thesis, we will use this measurement only
concerning the number of colors needed k, for which reason we will denote this metric with err(k, i).
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where copt(i) represent the optimal and c′(i) the costs of some reference point (e.g. a worse
solution). Unfortunately, defining a good reference point is also often hard2, wherefore [260]
modified this approach by replacing c′(i) with the cost of a generic algorithm such as a heuristic
or a random solution generator [47].

An alternative to using distance metrics offer so-called rank-based methods [47]. Char-
acteristic features of them are that the measurements of the algorithms (like solution quality
or time) are transformed into a ranking that displays the relative performance on an instance.
Then, depending on its rank, the leading algorithm achieves a descent number of points which
are summarized and form the global performance indicator over all instances. Popular ver-
sions of this approach are a classical ranking where the earned points are distributed linearly
(e.g. according to their position)3 and the formula one (F1) method4 where the received points
are 10, 8, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, respectively. One inherent benefit of these methods is that they ignore
instance-specific differences in the objective function (e.g. an instance with an optimal value
of 10 versus an instance with an optimal value of 10000). In addition, they are more robust
compared with distance-based metrics, as one outlier does not have so much influence on the
average performance. On the downside, all ranking methods comprise a loss of information, as
generating rankings neglects the actual distance between algorithms, which may also be relevant.

2.3.3 Runtime Comparisons

As the title of this thesis reveals, we would like to design a system which selects the best al-
gorithm for a specific problem. For this purpose, it is necessary to compare the performance
(which includes in our case also the runtime) of the different alternatives and, as already men-
tioned, we follow an experimental approach. However, this leads to one problem which many
scientists ignore, namely that it is almost impossible to measure the runtime of an algorithm. An
algorithm is idea how to solve a problem, represented in an abstract set of commands, orders
and variables. Thus, it is just some kind of instruction how to act and only the implementation of
an algorithm is a concrete entity which can also be executed. Following this definitions, exper-
iments can only be carried out with implementations of algorithms and not with the algorithm
itself. Nevertheless, it is common usage in computer science that an algorithm is metonymic
with its implementation, although this is not true.

The reason for this precisely distinction is that, though we want to compare algorithms, we
have to use their implementations for the experiments. Moreover, these implementations are
made in a particular programming language using a particular data structure and data types,
which can dramatically effect the runtime. Considering these factors, the question arises how to
perform fair runtime comparisons, which is one of the hardest fields in the area of experimental
analysis.

2For the GCP, one possible reference point is the number of nodes, or the highest degree of a node plus one, as
these two values are a trivial upper bound for the required number of colors.

3This value correlates with the average rank, wherefore we consider in this thesis only the average rank and the
standard deviation.

4Based on a system used for Formula one between 2003 and 2009. For more info, see https://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Formula_one_points (last visited 18.10.2012)
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In this context, [218] describe what they call Best Runtime Comparison Solution, namely that
all algorithms are implemented in the same language and that the source code is available so that
they can be compiled on the same machine with the same compilation flags. Unfortunately, dif-
ferent researchers use different programming languages and have different programming skills,
resulting that often approaches for one problem are encoded in unequal ways. Consequently, is
very unlikely to achieve such an optimal setting.

One alternative is to omit the language requirements and use implementations written in
different languages. Some people may criticize that this corrupts somehow a comparison of
different algorithms as the implementation language affects the program speed. This holds es-
pecially for the field of (meta)heuristics, where often a time limit is used as stopping criteria.
Indeed, we cannot deny that the choice of the programming language impacts the performance,
especially when different paradigms like compiler-based (e.g. C++) versus interpreter-based ap-
proaches (e.g. Java, Python) are used. On the other side, the chosen programming language is
not the only possible reason for a slow implementation - sometimes it might just be bad pro-
gramming skills or improper modeling decisions which result in a slower program [67]. Case
studies on this topic reveal that the ratio of execution speed of programs between the best and
the worst programmer is up to 10 : 1 [174].

A different situation appears when it is not possible to obtain the source code (e.g. it is lost,
protected by copyright, not published etc.). In these cases, a valid alternative is to reimplement
the algorithm in a preferred language. This solution would solve the problem with multiple pro-
gramming languages without suffering from unequal programming skills of different program-
mers. Even more, this method allows using similar data structures, solution-checking methods
and compilers, which eliminate some major points of critique. Even though this approach sounds
promising, we would like to highlight some major downsides.

First of all, reimplementing multiple algorithms is sometimes not possible [218]. Although
one of the principles of modern science is reproducibility, it can be very hard to construct exactly
the same algorithm from a coarse-grained description in a publication. Often, the algorithm is
described roughly to provide an overview, ignoring some small design decisions which may
have an huge impact on the final program. We do not want to say that this happens on purpose!
This is just an unavoidable result of needed abstraction, information filtering and lack of space.

The second argument against a manual translation to one programming language is a more
practical and human problem: Neutrality and Fairness! As already mentioned before, different
programmer have different skills and even if all algorithms are reimplemented by the same
authors, it is not guaranteed that all algorithms are equally optimized. It is easy understandable
that researchers will spend some time in optimizing their own and new algorithm where they
know the underlying concepts and structures. In contrast to this, it is much harder to optimize a
foreign algorithm where the programmer does not know so much about the basic idea, algorithm
and dependencies. Moreover, improving an already published algorithm is less worthwhile, less
motivating and sometimes a waste of rare working time. In addition, even if all implemented
algorithms received the same amount of time, it is not guaranteed that the resulting programs are
equal optimized. There might still be the case that the programmer is just not able to implement
the heuristic in the most efficient way.

As the reader can see, both alternatives to the optimal setting involve some drawbacks. For
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this thesis, we stick to a recommendation of Johnson [134], who suggested to use as efficient
implementation as expected for practical usage. Following this principle, we argue that most au-
thors will optimize their own implementation as much as possible (within limited time), always
in mind that their implementation has to be competitive to existing solutions. Hence, we expect
that most available original implementations are improved to a certain grade of optimization for
their used programming language such that the effects of different programming skills can be
ignored 5. Moreover, we argue that it does not matter in which language it is developed, as long
as it is competitive with the other approaches. In other words and from a more practical (and
economical) point of view: It does not matter in which language the best program is written, as
long as it achieves the best solutions.

2.4 Machine Learning

In nature, one essential element of many successful species is their ability to adapt their behav-
ior by learning from previous events. It is the capability to use knowledge extracted of past
observations to recognize a situation and expect behavior of new entities. This a very powerful
and effective ability with incredible impact on any kind of problem solving. For this reasons,
many researcher spent much effort to enrich computers with such capabilities. These techniques,
grouped under the term machine learning, are an interesting branch in the area of artificial in-
telligence (AI).

In this thesis, we want to design a system that should, like an oracle, predict for some prob-
lem the best way to solve it. However, forecasting which solution for some new, unseen task is
not trivial. It requires knowledge about the different alternatives and a lot of experience. Even
more, we want a robust system which is able to gain more insight into the problem than its cre-
ators. At this point, machine learning comes into play. These techniques allow not only to judge
based on given rules, they are also capable of learning them from given observations. Hence,
they can autonomously extract knowledge of training data, determine relevant patterns and use
this information to predict new data.

For this thesis, we only deal with a small part of machine learning, namely classification
and regression. These two techniques belong to so-called supervised learning methods where
the training process includes data (a correct solution) given by a well-informed supervisor. In
contrast to this, unsupervised methods do not have any knowledge about the correct solution.

2.4.1 Classification

The first topic in this context is classification. Given some training data T consisting on obser-
vations of a set of variables X = {x1, x2, ..., xn} for each instance6 in T . Furthermore, each

5This statement does not mean that there are no runtime differences caused by the choice of the programming
language. We just assume that the authors of the various programs optimized as good such that we can compare the
underlying algorithms and that our measurements are not corrupted by poor programming.

6We want to distinguish between an instance for a problem (as described in Section 2.1) and an instance in
the context of machine learning. The former one is a concrete case of the problem while the latter is a concrete
observation of multiple attributes of an entity. Regarding this thesis, the instances of the GCP is usually a graph
while its related data (attributes of the graph and algorithm information) are referred as instance in the sense of
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instance belongs to a specific class y ∈ Y = {c1, c2, ..., cm}. The process of classification is
then determining for a new observation o the corresponding class y based on the attribute values
{x1o , x2o , ..., xno} of o. A classifier in this context is a function mapping h : X → y from a set
of variables X to a class value y ∈ Y [23].

During the recent years, several different classification algorithms have been designed, fol-
lowing different concepts and formal background. Similar to (meta)heuristics, the no free lunch
theorems also hold for classification algorithms, claiming that none of these is superior to the
others in general [243]. Thus, finding the most suited technique manually is usually hard and
requires broad domain knowledge and experience in machine learning. To face this challenge,
automatic techniques, like algorithm selection, have been proposed [7, 30]. However, applying
this technique here would extend the scope of this thesis so we will limit our research on a few
classification algorithms.

For this thesis, we consider 6 popular machine learning methods: k-nearest neighbor (kNN),
C4.5 decision trees (DT), random forests (RF), Bayesian networks (BN), support vector ma-
chines (SVM), and multilayer perceptrons (MLP). The motivation behind this selection is that
these six approaches are popular techniques that have been used successfully for algorithm se-
lection. In addition, they follow different paradigms which allows a more comprehensive com-
parison with respect to their usability for the GCP.

The following section presents a short overview on the chosen algorithms. For a more de-
tailed description, we refer to the original publications and [8, 242]. For implementation details,
see the Weka manual [23].

k-Nearest Neighbor

The nearest neighbor (NN) decision rule [58] is a very simple classification method based on
the assumption that observations, which have closely related attribute values, are often catego-
rized in the same class. NN-based algorithms belong to the class of instance-based- (IB) [4] or
lazy- learning methods. Thus, instead of learning a model of the underlying distribution, these
techniques save in the training phase all observations and corresponding classifications. As a
consequence, they do not need a (time-consuming) training but with the drawback that all data
is stored, which results in a higher space consumption.

Concerning a new, unclassified sample, a NN-based classifier uses the saved knowledge to
find a point in the training data which minimizes a distance function of their features, called the
nearest neighbor, and takes that point’s classification as prediction for the new sample. This
concept can be extended to consider k stored observations (kNN) where the majority vote of
k-nearest neighbors determines the predicted class.

Essential parameters for kNN are the number of neighbors, k, the used distance function and
the voting procedure [249]. Small k may increase the influence of noise in the data while a too
large value of k may include many neighbors of other classes. Furthermore, kNN classifiers can
use different distance functions (e.g. linear or with scaling) and, for k > 1, also voting methods
using distance-dependent weighting.

machine learning.
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Advantages of kNN classifiers are their simplicity and that they provide often good results
(e.g. [151]). On the downside, computing the predictions is usually more expensive, as all
training instances have to be considered [249].

Decision Trees

Decision Trees [208, 249] are a simple way to represent knowledge in a tree-like structure.
The most prominent method is the C4.5 decision trees (DT) [209], a descendant of ID3 [208].
Both techniques base on a divide-and-conquer algorithm where the training set is recursively
divided into subsets according to values of a single attributes. This top-down process creates
on each level, starting with a set of all training observations, a decision node which splits the
examples into multiple subsets depending on their values of a single feature. Then, the process
continues on the subsets until either all entries of each subset have the same classification value
or some other criteria is fulfilled. In that case, a leave note is created which denotes the subset’s
classification.

Essential component in this algorithm is the selection of the observed attribute for the current
node, as this influences the depth of the search tree and the evaluation performance. Different
methods have been invented. The most popular consider the information gain [208] or the gain
ratio [209]. In addition, after the initial tree construction is completed, usually a pruning phase
occurs starting from the leaves to the root to avoid overfitting [249]. During this process, the
algorithm computes for each subtree (a) the estimated error of that subtree and (b) a leave node
replacing it. In case that the latter does not exceed the former, the leave node replaces the subtree.

Making predictions on an existing DT is rather simple. Starting on the head node, a search
algorithm compares the attribute value of the new observation with the decision rule of the
current node and determines the descent node, on which the procedure repeats. When the search
reaches a leave node, it stops and returns the classification of that node. Advantages of this
method, which can also be implied by a hierarchical set of rules, are that the resulting classifier
is intuitive, easy to understand and fast.

Random Forests

random forests (RF) [125, 126] are an extension of C4.5 decision trees (DT) by using so-called
ensemble methods. Main idea is to connect multiple different decision tree-based classifiers to
achieve higher generalization accuracies. For this purpose, t different DT are generated during
the training phase by using randomly chosen subsets of the feature space.

For the prediction of an unclassified observation x, the t classifications of x are calculated.
This knowledge is used to build for each possible classification c a discriminant function gc(x)
which estimates the probability of x belonging to class c. Then, the class c with the highest
probability gc(x) is used as predicted classification.

Advantages of RF are their good performance on high-dimensional data [43], a short training
phase and their robustness to overfitting [126]. One disadvantage is that, compared with decision
trees, RF are harder to interpret for humans as the prediction is divided among multiple trees and
masked by the discriminant function.
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Support Vector Machines

support vector machines (SVM) [22, 57, 234] are one of the most popular techniques in machine
learning. Originally designed for binary discrimination, SVM use the training data to find the
best possible decision boundary in the feature space. This decision function is based on a linear
separation of the data points in a metric space using a hyperplane. Usually multiple of these
hyperplanes exist, so to ensure a maximal generalization ability, SVM calculate the hyperplane
which maximizes the margin between the two classes. This margin is determined by the short-
est distance between the closest data points, the so-called support vectors, to any point on the
hyperplane. In case that the data is not linearly separable, it is allowed that some points are in-
correct classified by using a penalty function for finding the correct "soft" margin. Moreover, it
is also possible to use non-linear classifiers which map the input vectors into a high-dimensional
feature space using kernel functions (e.g. high order polynomials or radial basis functions).

For a classification of a new observation, the new data point is simply tested on the decision
function to see if it belongs to the first or second class. In case of multiple classes, several
(binary-splitting) SVM are combined to form a hierarchical decision procedure.

Advantages of SVM are their robustness and their sound theoretical foundation [249]. Fur-
thermore, they require less training data than other algorithms and can handle large numbers of
attributes.

Bayesian Networks

One central issue in artificial intelligence (and computer science in general) is dealing with
uncertainty. Estimating, handling and reasoning with probabilistic events is often a challenging
task and one of the current leading approaches to face this are Bayesian networks (BN) (also
called Bayes networks, Bayesian believe networks, causal networks, or probabilistic networks)
[56, 120, 23]. These networks are a graphical model to represent a set of random variables U
and their (conditional) dependencies.

Formally, a BN is a directed acyclic graph where the nodes are variables with an underlying
probability function and the edges represent conditional dependencies between the variables.
Variables may be continuous or discrete and an arc from u to v indicates a probabilistic depen-
dency between these nodes where v depends on u. Furthermore, the lack of an edge between
two nodes implies that there is no direct dependency between them. The probability for each
variable u ∈ U is defined as p(u|pa(u)) where pa(u) are the parents of u and the probability
distribution for the set of all variables U is P (U) =

∏
u∈U

p(u|pa(u)).

For the purpose of classification, a BN with the feature variables X and the classes Y as
nodes can be used to estimate the probability of each class, given an observation x. Thus, for
all y ∈ Y , it is possible to calculate the probability p(y|a1(x), a2(x), ..., an(x)) and predict the
class with the highest probability.

Multilayer Perceptrons

A neural network [215] is an artificial construct trying to imitate biological reasoning in human
brains. Central elements are single units (called neurons or perceptrons) which are linked within
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each other by a set of input and output interfaces. Input signals are weighted using a node-
specific bias and if this input function exceeds the activation function of such a neuron, it is
activates and "fires" a signal to all linked nodes, which process this signal and may be activated
too. Possible activation functions are threshold functions, sigmoid functions or radial basis
functions.

One of the most popular versions of neural networks are multilayer perceptrons (MLP) [234],
which are well-suited for classification tasks (e.g. OCR [220]). As the name implies, the char-
acteristic feature of MLP are that the perceptrons are arranged in a layered structure where each
node has output links to all other nodes in the following layer. The nodes are typically connected
acyclic following a feed-forward approach and as activation function most times a sigmoid one
is chosen. For classification, each feature is used as separate variable of the input layer, followed
by multiple hidden layers and an output layer representing the class prediction. The training of a
MLP is usually done by back-propagation that uses the error of a misclassification to adapt the
bias weight of the different neurons.

Advantages of MLP are their robustness and that they are suitable for many different tasks.
In addition, they can model complex and non-linear dependencies. Disadvantages are their
hidden inner structure, which makes them hard to monitor. Furthermore, they may require,
compared with other techniques, a large training time.

2.4.2 Regression

So far, we have considered machine learning techniques that classify examples into one of a dis-
crete set of possible categories. A slightly different problem occurs when the predicted variable
is outside some predefined classes, e.g. if the target value is a continuous or real-valued number.
In such cases, the task is to approximate the underlying function and estimate for a new observa-
tion the value of the chosen variable. This is done by finding a regression function using different
techniques from the field of regression analysis [16]. These methods try to model the relation of
one or more input variables x1, x2, ..., xn to one variable y. One of the most common variants in
this context is linear regression. This techniques use a linear model of the connection between
the input variables and y. Consequently, the expected value E(yj) of an new observation j can
be modeled as

E(yj) = β0 +
n∑

i=1

βi · xij

where i = 1, ..., n is an index for the attributes and βk for k = 0, ..., n are weighting values.
Other models inherit more complex functions like quadratic regression or cubic regression.

For the context of algorithm selection, regression is very interesting because it poses an
alternative to classification-based approaches. For this purpose, a system can be trained to learn
the relation between instance features and the performance criteria (e.g. the runtime). During the
selection process, this program predicts via regression for all algorithms the performance on the
current instance, which is then used to rank the algorithms and to determine the best selection.
We want to note that this process can also be understood as some kind of classification [32] as it
finally results in one discrete value. Nevertheless, it is based on a different principle with other
advantages and disadvantages.
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2.4.3 Discretization

In the context of machine learning, data (in form of a variable) are usually nominal (categorical)
or continuous (numeric). The former class refers to data taking values of a predefined finite set
of possible categories while the latter is only characterized by a linearly ordered range of values.
Unfortunately, not all algorithms can handle numeric values (e.g. the Tree Augmented Naive
Bayes classifier [86]). Some of these techniques have build-in conversion functionality (e.g.
C4.5 decision trees) but if not, an explicit discretization can be used to transform continuous
attributes into nominal-valued ones. The different discretization techniques can be classified
according to their characteristics [74] like supervised vs. unsupervised, global vs. local, or
static vs. dynamic methods. Supervised methods include the classification information of the
instances for their decisions (in contrast to unsupervised ones), global vs. local indicates if
the produced partitions are applied to the compete instance space (global) or not (local), and
static vs. dynamic refers to a fixed (static) or variable (dynamic) maximum number of generated
intervals.

One of the most trivial discretization is a simple uniform binning of the data, e.g. Equal
Interval Width or Equal Frequency Intervals (both unsupervised, global and static method). An
example for a supervised, global and dynamic method is Fayyad & Irani’s minimum-descriptive
length (MDL) [81] algorithm. For a more comprehensive list of different techniques, we refer
to [74].

One important point, which is also worth mentioning, is that discretization is not only benefi-
cial when the algorithm requires categorical data. Research clearly indicate that some algorithms
show significant better performance when the data is transformed from numeric to nominal val-
ues [74]. For example, experimental studies [256, 100] on naive Bayes and kNN classifiers show
that both achieve unambiguously better results on discretized data than on continuous ones.

2.4.4 Feature Selection

Basic idea of machine learning is to learn from given examples and predict new knowledge.
Information itself is here considered in the form of instances described by various attributes
(also called features), and someone might easy come to the conclusion the more information
(features) we have of an example, the better for the learning process. Even more, it is reasonable
for any kind of learning that there is no such thing as "too much information" (as long as we
have the computational power to process it).

Unfortunately, practical results show that for machine learning, this assumption is often
not true - more features do not ensure better performance and in some cases, they even impair
accuracy of the used classifier [115, 227]. The effects of irrelevant, duplicated or correlated
features differ depending on the used classifier, but are usually a longer training time [156] and
lower accuracy [131, 156]. Even more, also adding relevant attributes can degrade an algorithm’s
performance [131].

At this point, the question arises given a set of features F , which subset S ⊆ F should be
used to achieve the best performance. And, more interestingly, how should we find this subset?

This process, called feature selection, is important subtask for each application of machine
learning. Its difficulty bases on the fact that for each set of features F with |F | = n attributes,
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there exist 2n different subsets, so even for small n it is impossible to test all subsets. A man-
ual selection could of course reduce the number of candidates, but this requires usually deep
domain knowledge and expertise in classification algorithms. Furthermore, it is often even for
humans not decidable which attributes to choose. In this context, [132] define three categories
of features: irrelevant, weakly relevant and strongly relevant ones. Following this classification,
the task is to select all strongly relevant features, no irrelevant features and a subset of weakly
relevant features that yields good performance. However, other authors argue that selecting only
the most relevant features leads often in a suboptimal results, especially if the variables are re-
dundant [112]. Thus, a subset of useful features may contain only a few relevant features with
less redundant information.

Regardless of the different notations of relevance, it is widely accepted that the choice of
features is in general hard. Fortunately, there exist various automated techniques for feature
selection which follow two paradigms [112]. The first one, subset selection, aims on finding
good subsets that together have good prediction results. These techniques are often based on
search algorithms like forward selection, backward selection or genetic search and can further
be divided into filter and wrapper [132, 144] procedures. The former one, filter techniques, are
general algorithms which require no further knowledge about the used classifiers while wrapper-
based techniques require the intended classification method and "wrap" it for their search proce-
dure. Both criteria evaluate complete subsets, but while filter-based algorithms decide about the
"value" of attributes according to some calculated measurements (e.g. correlation), wrapper just
apply the classification algorithm and use its performance as decision criterion. Advantages of
the former algorithms are their versatility, as they are not tailored to only one classifier. More-
over they are usually much faster and therefore, cover a wider area of the search space. Benefit
of wrapper methods are that their results are sometimes better for the targeted classifier, but with
the loss of generality. Examples for filter techniques are CFS [115] or LVF [161].

An opposed concept to subset selection is to rank the attributes according to their individual
predictive utility [112]. For this purpose, each feature is tested on some measurement (e.g.
information gain) and a ranking of all attributes is generated. In a subsequent step, superior
features (e.g. exceeding some threshold) are selected while inferior features can be discarded.

Finally, it has to be mentioned that one of the most successful preprocessing can be achieved
by the combination of feature selection and discretization [100].

For more information about feature selection itself, we recommend [64] which gives an
overview on the different search strategies. For an introduction of the different methods and
general guidelines for feature selection in form of a checklist, we suggest reading [112].
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CHAPTER 3
Algorithm Selection

3.1 What is a good algorithm?

In a previous chapter, we have presented some methodology for testing and measuring the per-
formance of algorithms. However, there is still the question what metrics should be tested. Even
more: What is a good algorithm? And how to decide if an algorithm is better than another one?
Answering these simple questions seem to be very easy, but is that really the case? For this
thesis, we would like to find and predict the best algorithm for a specific instance of a problem,
so first of all, we have to define what is “the best” or what is “better” 1. In many areas, it is
hard to specify “better” or “the best”. For example concerning cars: Some people would suggest
taking the fastest car as the best one. Others judge by the fuel consumption, while some take the
price or the horsepower as relevant parameters.

Of course there is no best possible way to sort; we must define precisely what
is meant by “best”, and there is no best possible way to define “best”[Donald E.
Knuth, in the context of sorting] [143][p. 181]

In algorithmics, it is a little bit easier as we do not have so much parameters, but still the
definition of “better” is always in relation of the observed attribute. For the field of (meta)heuris-
tics, [13] highlights three areas of interest: computational effort, solution quality, and robustness.

1Mathematically spoken, we are looking for a total preorder of the algorithms. A total preorder is a binary
relation ≤ over a set X where the following properties hold for ∀a, b, c ∈ X:

a ≤ a (reflexivity)

a ≤ b ∧ b ≤ c→ a ≤ c (transitivity)

a ≤ b ∨ b ≤ a (totality)
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Computational effort is the most obvious candidate, and as for nearly all algorithms, inter-
esting measurements are the runtime and the space (memory) consumption. Memory is usually
bound by the implementation, the operating system and current machine, which are relative un-
stable (with respect to different machines), but easily expandable factors. Furthermore, as most
(meta)heuristics cover only a limited area of the search space, they require much less space than
complete methods and do not exceed today’s memory limitations. Moreover, as most important
argument, lack of memory can often be substituted by additional computational effort (which
means by time). For that reasons, many researchers exclude the space requirements for their
comparisons and focus on time requirement, whereby the question occurs how (and in which
forms) to measure it. The most natural way is just stopping CPU execution time, a simple and
easy-comparable method. Although widely used in practice, some researchers argue that CPU
times are inappropriate measures, as they are hardware-dependent and hard to replicate [5]. Al-
ternative methods, include like using the representative operation counts [5] base on the number
of predefined program calls in the execution of the solver, resulting in a machine-independent
indicator for an algorithms performance.

However, time may not be the only relevant factor. As already mentioned, the different
problems in computer science can be roughly divided into two classes: decision and optimization
problems. In case of a decision problem, the result of all algorithms is similar and time can be
considered as most relevant metric. However, in case of an optimization problem, the new
feature of solution quality appears, which is most likely correlated to the runtime. Even more,
runtime and solution quality are often adversaries, so a better solution usually requires more
runtime and more runtime may likely result in a better solution. This could end in the special case
that with enough time, the algorithm could cover the whole search space, were it definitely finds
the best solution. However, this would require maximal runtime, which is undesirable (and often
incomputable) for (meta)heuristics. So it ends up in the question if the additional time required
to find a better solution is justifiable compared with the improvements in the evaluation function.
This is also closely related with the question of the termination condition (e.g. maximal runtime,
number of iterations), which is discussed later. Nevertheless, the interaction between time and
solution quality is a crucial issue for any comparison of algorithms dealing with optimization
problems.

The third category, robustness, describes how well an algorithm scales with different in-
stances of a problem. This includes the need of parameter tuning and the usability on a wide
range of instances. Consequently, this measurement describes a behavior on a set of instances
rather than on a particular instance. However, algorithm selection primary focuses on instance-
based decisions, wherefore robustness-attributes are less relevant. As a result, we almost ignore
this metric when comparing different algorithms. Nevertheless, there was one application of
some robustness-related attributed in this thesis: During the creation of our training data, we
discovered instances where multiple solvers performed best. For algorithm selection itself, it
would be sufficient to predict only one of these solvers, but the question arises which algorithm
should be used for training. One solution would be to handle this as multi-label classification
where multiple classes can be assigned to a single instance. Unfortunately, many classifiers can
not handle these ambiguous data, for what reasons transformation strategies have been devel-
oped [66]. Worth mentioning in this context is [138] where a study on different techniques for
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an algorithm selection of TSP solvers is presented. However, we follow a different approach by
eliminating additional labels and selecting only one algorithm for training. Therefore, we break
ties by preferring algorithms that are on average more successful, i.e. that showed an lower
average rank, which is a robustness attribute.

Another attribute of algorithms, although often ignored, deals with one central element on
many (meta)heuristics- the randomness. Nearly all state-of-the-art methods contain random
elements which are used for initialization decisions, branching or just solving ties during the
search. Besides the statistical relevance of the numeric values like runtime, this creates an addi-
tional feature of algorithms, its risk [130]. This central point poses great influence on practical
usability, as even the fastest algorithm is inapplicable if it provides the correct solution only with
a probability of e.g. 10%. Regardless of a decision or optimization problem, this information,
which can mostly be gained via experiments, must be taken into account, either implicit (e.g. by
encoding it in other attributes) or explicit as coincidence value.

After this short review of possible features, is it now possible to say some algorithm A is
better in general than another algorithm B. Of course it is. Someone can easily argument that
when algorithm A performs on all observed features f ∈ F at least as good as B and for at least
one attribute f ′ ∈ F A is better than B it is always beneficial to use algorithm A and therefore,
A is better than B [80]2. Unfortunately this is seldom the case in the field of (meta)heuristics if
|F | > 1, as most times the different features are (inverse) related. Thus, an ordering using this
scheme is likely to end up with several algorithms denoted as best, each superior in one or a few
features. This is called Pareto optimality and for further information, we refer to research in this
area. For our purpose, this method is inapplicable, as we prefer a distinct (or at least dominant)
solution. In this situation, researchers have only a few possibilities. Either they can try to map
the different features on one value by using an artificial function, or they have to prioritize the
attributes according to their importance. Both cases have the disadvantage that the weight of the
features must be specified according to some criteria, which influences the complete ordering.
An error or a wrong prioritization may corrupt the entire result of the research. Regardless of
the chosen method, in the end there must be a non-ambiguous method, specifying for any two
algorithms and given their features, if and which one is better.

3.2 No Free Lunch Theorem

The no free lunch (NFL) theorems by Wolpert and Macready [244, 245] are well-known theo-
rems in optimization heuristics and were “the” disappointment for all researchers trying to create
the best and all-dominating (meta)heuristic. Although primarily proposed for natural-inspired

2Mathematically spoken:

∀f ∈ F : f(A) ≤ f(B) ∧ (A is at least as good as B)

∃f ′ : f ′(A) < f ′(B) → (A is on f ′ better than B)

A < B (A is better than B)
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heuristics like genetic search or simulated annealing, they are in general valid for all black-box 3

algorithms for optimization problems. Central statement is that for any two different algorithm
A,B where A outperforms B on some cost function f , there must be a different cost function f ′

where B outperforms A [244]. Even more, Wolpert and Macready show that over the set of all
possible problems, the average performance of any pair of algorithms is exactly the same. This
is even valid for a random search, so roughly speaking, no algorithm performs in general better
than just randomly exploring the search space. Note that here lies the drawback of the theorem
- it is only valid over the set of all possible optimization problems. For one concrete problem,
the average performance of different methods can vary and nobody will deny that heuristics
specially designed for one problem often outperform general search methods [244, 76].

The NFL theorems have been addressed by many researchers [60, 210], leading to the
almost no free lunch (ANFL) theorem [76] that introduces some restriction on the complexity of
the considered functions. The authors proved that if a search heuristic performs well compared
to the average results on some optimization problem with an evaluation function f , it must take
advance on some hidden structure of f . This is also confirmed as each search strategy follows
some intuition how f looks like, e.g. that inputs with large f -values are very likely located
together at some local optima. In addition, the authors of the ANFL theorem show that for each
function f , it is possible to create a function f ′ closely related to f which is hard to solve for
this particular heuristic.

With the NFL theorem in mind, the reader might ask herself if it is even possible to choose
a “good” algorithm for a particular problem and a particular instance, as all methods in general
perform equal. Practice shows us clearly, that it is possible. The NFL theorem is only a general
statement over all possible evaluation functions (which means all problems), not necessary valid
for one particular problem or the individual instances of it. Thus, it is possible that there are
classes of instances where a particular algorithm is more suitable than others. However, it is very
unlikely that one algorithm is better than all others on all instances. The reason for this is that
for many problems, their instances can be reduced to instances of other problems. In addition,
also many different real world tasks can all be transformed to instances of the same problem.
Consequently, although all instances of a problem follow the same semantical structure, they
may imply different constraints, needs and requirements. An indicator for this is that for many
problems there exist multiple methods to create a particular instance 4.

One result of the ANFL is that an algorithm A performs better if it fits to some underly-
ing, hidden structure of the problem. It is some kind of implicit guessing and using hints in a
problem’s evaluation function that determines ifA is beneficial for that problem (or an particular
instance) or not [76]. Starting from this concept, the question arises that if the hidden structure of
a problem influences the performance of algorithms, does this statement also hold for instances
(or instance classes) of a particular problem. If it is possible to say that some method is better
suited for functions (problems) with some features, even if these features are implicit, can we

3This means that the function f to be maximized (or minimized) is a black box and the algorithm has no infor-
mation about the underlying problem.

4Regarding graph coloring problem, we refer in this context to [59], where the authors identify different classes
of the problem and introduce a parametric instance generator. A different method for generating hard graphs with
low chromatic number is presented in [180, 181].
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distinct upon the same features to make instance-specific predictions about the performance of
an algorithm?

This issue is part of the central question of this thesis (some would say the underlying null-
hypothesis):

• Are there some (hidden) attributes of an instance of a particular problem, the GCP, which
indicate the performance of different algorithms?

• And under the assumption that no algorithm outperforms all others on all instances, can
we use these attributes to predict the “best” algorithm for a new and unseen instance of
the GCP?

But how to choose these algorithms? And how to describe an instance and find relevant
instance classes? These crucial questions lead us to a well-known problem, the Algorithm Se-
lection Problem.

3.3 The Algorithm Selection Problem

For a particular problem, usually different researchers invent multiple different solution strate-
gies and algorithms, each having advantages and disadvantages. Although this is highly rec-
ommendable, it entails some challenges for practical applications as selecting (or finding) the
best fitting method may be hard. Even more, the “best fitting” is always related to the particular
problem instance and may change as the instance changes.

3.4 Algorithm Selection: Basic Concept

The Algorithm Selection Problem postulated by Rice [214] faces this important question, namely
given multiple algorithms, which one should be selected to solve a concrete problem instance.
A schematic view on algorithm selection is given in Figure 3.1 where x is an instance of the
problem space P andw is a performance criteria. The term f(x) represent characteristic features
of x obtained by an extrapolation method F . Given this feature, the task is to find a selection
mapping S that selects the best algorithm a from the set of candidates A for x with respect to w.
Then P (a, x) predicts the performance p of a on x, which is finally mapped by a norm function
g(p, w) to the performance of the algorithm.

Besides the basic task of selecting the best algorithm for one instance, there exist different
paradigms for algorithm selection. A central distinction can be done between static and dynamic
techniques [109] where the former one select one algorithm once while the latter approaches
monitor the performance of their selection and may revise their decision later. A special case of
dynamic methods is recursive algorithm selection [152, 154, 235] where the selection procedure
occurs at every recursive call.

A different topic, which often comes together with algorithm selection, are algorithm port-
folios [106] and their design. Originally, algorithm portfolios have been intended as a collection
of algorithms for a particular problem which are executed in parallel (concurrently) [130]. How-
ever, follow-up work also consider sequential (one by one) or partly sequential executions [253],
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Figure 3.1: Schematic model of algorithm selection [214].

dynamic portfolios [87, 88, 89] or using a restart strategy [106]. In general, approaches can fur-
ther be classified according to an (a,b)-of-n naming scheme, denoting that at least a and maximal
b of a total of n algorithms are executed [253]. Thus, while the classical algorithm portfolios
follow a (n,n)-of-n philosophy, other configurations like 3-of-n or a 1-of-n (the classical algo-
rithm selection) exist. In these settings, when not all n algorithms are used, it is reasonable that
only the best algorithms should be executed, which is just a different variant of the algorithm
selection problem.

Moreover, it has to be distinguished between systems where the different algorithms share
information between each other (e.g. in a sequential and dynamic scheduling) or not. The
advantages of the former case over classical algorithm selection is that it allows to combine
algorithms in a dynamic way. Thus, such a system is able to reach a better performance for an
instance than any of the underlying engines alone [172]. In contrast to this, the performance of
non-communicative approaches or ordinary algorithm selection is always bounded by the best
solver for that particular problem.

In the following paragraph, we will explain some crucial elements for algorithm selection,
namely the feature space and the algorithm space. For the criteria space, which considers
possible metrics for an algorithm, we refer to the discussions in Section 3.1.
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3.4.1 Algorithm Space

Backbone for each successful application of algorithm selection is the collection of algorithms
available and in theory, no limits regarding the chosen methods exist. It is possible to mix
exact and heuristic methods or even include bad or simple algorithms, as an optimal selection
strategy would not use suboptimal methods anyway. The former is especially useful for hard
problems where exact methods are only able to solve a subclass of instances (e.g. small ones).
In practice of course, it is a little bit more complicated and, although some research has been
done (especially in the field of portfolio selection, see [80]), there are no general valid concrete
recipes to achieve a perfect mix of algorithms. Often, it ends up with a manual analysis on
test instances to identify good candidates [253], which requires high domain and algorithm
knowledge. Using this method, first a collection of aspirants is designed which is often limited
by available algorithms, existing implementations and time for own developments. Then, meta-
information like existing research (e.g. on benchmark instances) or complexity aspects (see
Section 3.4.3) can be used for a preselection to remove suboptimal candidates. In a subsequent
step, the remaining solving strategies are tested on a representative set of instances, which forms
the basis for a manual selection.

3.4.2 Feature Space

Besides the algorithm collection, the choice of features which describe a concrete instance is an
essential element for algorithm selection. Unfortunately, there exist no automatic way finding
such features [190], as this requires usually good domain knowledge and analytic skills. Nev-
ertheless, some approaches seem to be useful across different problems and sometimes, even
features of related problems can be reused [222]. Example for such generic features usual con-
cern metrics about the instance size or the strength (amount) of some constraints. Also using
heuristics, approximations or solving subproblems may provide insightful attributes. In this
context, we warmly recommend [222] which presents various features for different optimization
problems.

In theory, almost anything related to the instance can be used, although not every attribute
is always a good feature. [190] suggest two guidelines for good attributes: First of all, features
shall be generated by any instance of the problem without any knowledge of the instance con-
struction. This is reasonable, as additional information, like the construction method, is usually
not available (as it is not part of the problem) and therefore for a general usage just worthless.
The second recommendation is that the computation should be in low-order polynomial time.
This is closely related to the metareasoning-partition problem [128] and faces the fact that the
more time is needed for the meta-reasoning (which also includes feature computation), the less
time is left for solving the problem. Thus a time-expensive feature extraction may undo the
benefits of an excellent selection of the solving algorithm and should therefore be avoided.

Besides these two issues, there are also other reasons why features are not suitable even if
they fulfill these suggestions. For example, attributes which strongly correlate to other features
reveal no additional information. The same holds also for attributes taking always the same
value or containing just random noise. Such features are useless and can be omitted. However,
it is often not possible to determine if a feature is useful or not in advance.
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A successful and widely used solution to this problem is to collect a wide range of features
and use then different selection techniques to find the most appropriate one. This process is
called feature selection (see Section 2.4.4) and is a well-studied area in machine learning.

3.4.3 Analytic Algorithm Selection

One method to compare different algorithms is based on the complexity theory and works by
analyzing the asymptotic behavior for the best/worst/average case of an algorithm [80]. This is
usually done using the Landau notation (see Section 2.1) which denotes the time or space com-
plexity with respect to some size metric n. For the context of algorithm selection, knowing these
characteristic values of all candidates allows to choose the one having the best best/worst/average
performance for a given instance with size n. In addition, estimating the constants c, c′ and n0
for each algorithm enables a more precise selection and can prevent worst-case scenarios effi-
ciently.

One benefit of this approach is a good abstraction of the algorithm from implementation
details [80]. On the one hand, this brings advantages as different methods can be compared in
general and more easily. On the other hand, algorithms may have equal asymptotic behavior, but
show dissimilar performance in practice depending on the concrete instance and the implemen-
tation [129].

Due to this, analytic analysis and complexity theory is in general not suitable for an au-
tomatic algorithm selection [80]. However, complexity theory is still an essential background
for many automated algorithm selection methods, which makes it a convenient candidate for a
manual preselection during the portfolio design.

3.4.4 Machine Learning for Algorithm Selection

In the previous section, we describe an analytical and theoretical approach for a decision proce-
dure. Unfortunately, it seems that these analysis is often not usable in practice, either because it
is very hard to analyze the behavior of the algorithms or the results are not satisfying. An alter-
native method addresses this problem from a rather empirical point of view. Instead of a detailed
mathematical analysis of algorithms, it is sometimes easier to evaluate their performance on dif-
ferent types of instances experimentally. The resulting knowledge can then be used in a subse-
quent step to decide which algorithm is appropriate for instances with certain characteristics. In
theory, this task can be made manually. However, with increasing number of attributes and com-
plexity, it is necessary to use more sophisticated techniques to learn under which circumstances
an algorithm is to prefer. This process of learning patterns to predict the performance (or the
best algorithm) is exactly the same task that various algorithms in the area of machine learning
are designed for. Consequently, the wide portfolio of machine learning techniques are an ideal
basis for algorithm selection, which is also underpinned by various successful applications [80].

Although it is widely accepted that machine learning provides the most promising tech-
niques, there is an ongoing discussion which of the two major concepts, classification or re-
gression, is better suited for algorithm selection. In the original work, Rice [214] encourages
a structure similar to decision-trees and also other early implementations prefer classification-
based methods (e.g. [3, 30]). However, recent approaches like [253, 32] built on regression to
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predict for all algorithms the performance, which is then used to choose the one with the best
estimated value. According to its authors, regression is more appropriate than classification, as it
allows a more adequate error metric. The reason for this is that one global goal of algorithm se-
lection is to increase the average performance, so it is sometimes acceptable to use an algorithm
which is nearly as good as the best if it improves the average efficiency. However, classifiers use
an error metric that penalizes all misclassification equally, regardless if the predicted algorithm
is almost the best or the worst. In contrast to this, the learning procedure for a regression func-
tion penalizes a large inconformity more than only a minor mismatch. Thus, a wrong prediction
of a classifier results more likely in a larger performance gap to the best algorithm of that in-
stance while using regression minimizes this risk. In addition, using regression does not require
an implicit ranking nor the comparison with other algorithms. As a result, these models can be
trained once and do not have to be recalculated in case of a new algorithm. Arguments against
using regressions are presented in [171], where the authors point out that modeling the execu-
tion time is challenging. For example, the estimated values of SATzilla [253] differ by up to
an order of magnitude. Furthermore, although a runtime prediction is convenient for algorithm
selection, it is by no means necessary. It would be sufficient to anticipate the fastest algorithm
without having knowledge how long it will take to solve the current instance. Moreover, [111]
object that also classifiers can penalize misclassifications differently and that the performance
difference between a mismatch of a classifier and the best solution is often small. Similar results
are also reported in [178].

Because of these arguments, we believe that it is hardly decidable which approach to pre-
fer as both have advantages and disadvantages. We can not deny that for decision problems,
regression poses some benefits, especially regarding the error metric and because it is easily
expandable. On the other hand, estimating the runtime is often complicated and not necessary,
particularly if it would be sufficient to predict just the best algorithm. Furthermore, using re-
gression for optimization enforces to predict the solution quality and the execution time, which
(a) may be inverse correlating and (b) requires twice as much learning effort (and enables twice
as much possibilities for mispredictions). Nevertheless, there are for both paradigms multiple
state-of-the-art implementations. In this context, we recommend [148] where the authors com-
pare different techniques from the area of machine learning for algorithm selection.

In the following paragraphs, we give an overview on the different approaches to algo-
rithm selection using machine learning. One of the most famous algorithm selection systems
is SATzilla [253] (and its successor [254]), which is a portfolio-based approach using regres-
sion to estimate the best suited SAT-solver. It has won several categories in the 2007 and 2009
SAT competition [252] and is among the state-of-the-art systems for solving this problem. A
different system, which also targets SAT, is presented in [171]. In contrast to SATzilla, it
builds on a kNN classifier to predict an algorithm and achieves, according to its authors, bet-
ter performance than SATzilla. In addition, [137] presents static and dynamic scheduling
strategies for algorithm portfolios of SAT solver. Also mentionable, in this context is [219]
which utilizes a technique called latent class models to identify groups of similar instances.
Another systems for SAT is presented in [189] that applies a greedy selection strategy and is,
according to its authors, also competitive to SATzilla. Besides for SAT, there are of course
other problems for which successful applications of algorithm selection exist. For example, the
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system CLASPFOLIO [98] is a recent approach to select the best solver for answer set program-
ming (ASP) [99] using a support vector regression. Also for ASP is ME-ASP [172, 173], which
builds on kNN classifier. A comparable framework for quantified Boolean formulas (QBF) is
AQME [206, 207], which uses 1-nearest-neighbor, Decision Trees, Decision Rules, and Logistic
Regression to predict the best solver. For the well-known TSP, [223] developed a prediction
using a MLP while [138] applied different methods like DT, kNN, SVM and a naive Bayes net-
work. Another regression-based system is shown in [32, 31] where algorithm selection for the
WDP is presented. Moreover, there exist approaches for the QAP [224], the MPE [110, 111],
the NRP [178], the BEP [108, 97]), and scheduling [15]. Also worth mentioning is [182] where
classification- and regression-based algorithm selection for ASP based on features of tree de-
composition is presented.

Regarding learning itself, there is also various work on selecting the best learning algorithm,
e.g. [3, 30, 28, 158, 7]. However, as this is not directly related to our application area, we omit
further descriptions. For more information regarding this topic, we refer to [225] where further
examples are given.

Besides these systems using classical techniques of machine learning, there are also ap-
proaches based on other meta-learning [242] methods. For example, [111] show in their work
for the MPE a successful application of bagging, boosting and stacking.

Other methods built on Markov decision processes, e.g. for selecting branching rules in SAT
algorithms [153], or for algorithm selection in sorting and the OSSP [152]. Still others handle
the problem from a statistical point of view [83]. Their proposed solution approximates the
performance of the algorithms using regression and applies simple rules for method selection.
Also noteworthy is [162], where runtime prediction for branch and bound algorithms is used to
estimate the best method.

For the field of dynamic algorithm selection, [10] and [42] encourage using reinforcement
learning techniques to observe and revise the selection decision during the search. In this con-
text, we also want to mention work on dynamic algorithm portfolios [87, 88, 89] and an appli-
cation example about selecting QBF solver [217].

Other portfolio-based approaches are [247] for backtracking search and [255] for the SCOP.
The latter approach is interesting, as it used analytical hierarchy process as external deci-
sion making tool for selecting the best portfolio. Also worth mentioning in this context is
CPHYDRA [191], a very successful system for constraint programming which builds on case-
based reasoning to partition CPU-time between multiple solver.

Finally, we also want to highlight HYDRA [251], a combination of automated algorithm
configuration and portfolio-based algorithm selection. An application with SAT algorithms
shows that this method has high potential and is competitive to portfolio-based approaches.

For further information of the state-of-the-art, including historical remarks and interdisci-
plinary connections, we refer to [225]. In addition, we recommend [147] (and the correspond-
ing online bibliography [146]) where a summary on literature and a classification of the different
approaches is presented.
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CHAPTER 4
Algorithm Selection for the GCP

In this chapter, we present our algorithm selection approach for the graph coloring problem
(GCP). We first explain the GCP and popular heuristics to solve it. Afterwards, we describe
several graph features (and ways to compute them) that can be used to characterize a concrete
instance of the GCP. Finally, we introduce our approach based on machine learning to automat-
ically select the best algorithm for GCP instances.

4.1 The Graph Coloring Problem

4.1.1 Definition

Graph Coloring is a well-known and often studied problem in computer science. The deci-
sion variant, the graph coloring problem (GCP) (sometimes also vertex coloring problem or
k-coloring problem) is one of Karp’s NP-COMPLETE problems [139] and its origins go back to
the four color theorem and the task of coloring real-world maps.

Given an undirected, acyclic graph G = (V,E) where V is a set of vertices (nodes) and E is
a set of edges (u, v) : u, v ∈ V between these nodes. A coloring of G is a mapping φ : V 7→ Γ
which labels each vertex with one of k colors Γ = {1, ..., k} such that no adjacent nodes have
the same color. A coloring is denoted as legal (or feasible) if for all pairs of vertices u, v with
(u, v) ∈ E, φ(u) 6= φ(v) holds. If there are two connected nodes u, v such that ϕ(u) = ϕ(v),
then these nodes are in conflict (or conflict nodes) and the coloring is said to be infeasible.

Alternatively, a coloring can be seen as a partitioning of V into k subsets where all nodes
of one subset Sc, c ∈ Γ have the same color c. Then, a coloring is legal if for each subsets Sc,
no nodes of Sc are adjacent (that is, ∀u, v ∈ Sc, (u, v) /∈ E holds). Such sets are also called
independent sets.

A graph G is called k-colorable if there exists a legal coloring with at most k colors, and the
minimum number of colors necessary for a legal coloring is denoted as chromatic number χG.

As many other NP-problems, graph coloring arises as NP-COMPLETE decision and as NP-
HARD optimization problem [195]. The former case, the GCP, targets the question if there exist
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a legal coloring for a given graph G and number of colors k, while the optimization version, the
chromatic number problem, aims to find the lowest possible number of colors k under which a
feasible coloring ofG is possible. Note that in literature, the distinction between these names are
often not clear and some authors also call the optimization version as graph coloring problem.

Unlike other NP-complete problems (e.g. the Hamilton path problem), instances of the
GCP are “hard on average” [237], meaning that also random instances tend to be difficult to
solve. A landscape analysis reveals that the search space tend to contain large plateaus [179]
which complicate the search process. Other results show that the landscape is mostly rugged [9,
149] and that various valleys, peaks and local optima are distributed over the whole search
space [25]. In this context, several works [119, 2, 149, 12] have been done to investigate under
which circumstances a graph is hard to color by investigating the phase transition of the GCP.
Although is widely accepted that an increasing density for a fixed k tend to result in more
difficult instances [61], there is not explicit correlation between graph attributes and hardness
known. Consequently, there exists so far no concrete link between the phase transition and a
specific parameter and the only measurement if an instance is hard is the computational effort to
solve it [47]. Moreover, approximating the chromatic number itself is very hard [82], although
many different approaches for this task exist (see [195] for more details).

The first coloring algorithms date back to the late 1960s [54, 241] and since that time, many
different exact and heuristic methods have been introduced.

Graph coloring itself has many applications. Possible application areas are, besides others,
scheduling [157, 101] (e.g. satellite scheduling [261], timetabling problems [241], time-tabling
problems in education [35]), register allocation [44], frequency assignment [93], wireless sensor
networks [167], bag rationalization [102], or circuit testing [95]. In addition, algorithms for
graph coloring are also used to solve other problems like finding bounds for the maximal clique
problem [194].

4.1.2 Exact Algorithms for the GCP

As already mentioned, the GCP is an NP-COMPLETE problem. Thus, finding the optimal solu-
tion may be very time intensive. In detail, calculating the exact chromatic number for a graph

with n nodes is, to the best of our knowledge, in O((43 + 3
4
3

4 )n) ≈ 2.4150n [78]. Neverthe-
less, there exist multiple methods for finding an exact solution. While early approaches focus
on a depth-first search [54, 239] or backtracking [29], recent methods base on column genera-
tion [175, 107], integer linear programming (ILP) [33, 177, 36, 34] or branch and bound [38,
104, 176, 117]. Other exact methods perform linear-decomposition of the graph [166] or base
on dynamic programming [78].

An alternative approach to these exact methods is to map the GCP to another problem, that
is then solved separately. A good candidate in this context is the satisfiability problem (SAT),
which is one of the best-studied NP-COMPLETE problems. Moreover, there exist various exact
and heuristic solvers for SAT. For more information, we refer to [236] which reviews 12
different encodings of the GCP as SAT and to [233] presents techniques for symmetry breaking.
Also worth mentioning is [24], which describes a learning automata especially designed for
solving the GCP as SAT-representation.
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However, all these approaches are only usable in general on small graphs up to 100 ver-
tices [48]. For larger graphs, these algorithms become very time consuming, which inhibits a
practical application on these instances. Thus, for obtaining results in reasonable runtime, the
use of heuristic methods is in general unavoidable.

4.1.3 Heuristics for the GCP

The following section gives a short overview on the different heuristic approaches for the GCP,
highlighting their principles, similarities, differences and relations within each other. To begin
with, we explain different concepts and representations which highly influence the algorithms
and allow a classification of the different approaches. We describe important algorithms di-
vided into three groups: fast, but sometimes inaccurate greedy methods; classical local search
approaches; and population-based heuristics. For each of them, we present popular algorithms
whereby we focus on those used for the experimental part of this thesis. For more details in-
cluding historical remarks, we refer to [91]. Other surveys can be found in [170, 118, 160]. An
experimental evaluation of different algorithms is presented in [48].

Strategies

As already mentioned, the GCP is a popular and well-known problem in computer science for
that many different solving methods have been developed. In the course of this research, some
general strategies have been evolved that are used successfully for the GCP [90].

Some algorithms solve the decision problem, where the k is fixed, while other algorithms
deal with the optimization problem, where the goal is to minimize k. As described before (see
Chapter 2), this is a rather arbitrary choice, as the optimization variant can be substituted by
the decision one in linear time. Consequently, most modern heuristics deal with the decision
version. Besides that, another interesting aspect is if the search works internally on complete
(proper [25]) or incomplete (partial [20], or impasse [169]) colorings. In the former case, at
every state in the search all nodes have a color assigned, regardless if the color is allowed or not,
while in the latter case, nodes can also be “uncolored”. Another facet is if the procedure operates
on feasible (or legal) or infeasible colorings. The first method considers only colorings where
no adjacent nodes have the same color, in contrast to infeasible models, which allow conflict
nodes. A different distinction can be made on the representation of the GCP itself - some meth-
ods follow the so-called assignment approach and work on finding a labeling function which
assigns each node a color while others stick to a partitioning approach using a set formula-
tion [90]. Although these two models are in principle similar, they offer different neighborhoods
and crossover strategies.

In general, it is possible to transform the current state of a search (the current solution) to
an alternative model, although this may cause drawbacks in the solution quality. For example
a feasible and incomplete coloring can be converted to a infeasible and complete coloring by
assigning a random color to all uncolored vertices. Such remodeling can be used to escape local
optima and find a better coloring. An successful example for such strategy is the VSS [123]
algorithm, which uses three different representations and predefined translation steps.
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In the following paragraphs, we describe some popular algorithms that are also used for our
evaluation.

Greedy Heuristics

Greedy (or constructive) heuristics are methods which build iteratively a solution based on lo-
cally optimal decisions. These algorithms usually show a short runtime, but with the drawback
that each decision is final, which implies that there is no backtracking. As a consequence, bad
(global) decisions often lead to non-optimal solutions. Nevertheless, many modern heuristics
contain constructive algorithms, especially for obtaining initial solutions, e.g. for a following
local search (LS) algorithm. Furthermore, these heuristics can easily be modified to generate
colorings with a fixed number of colors k by eventually returning illegal solutions, which is also
widely used for other (meta)heuristics [48]. In the following paragraphs, we present the most
popular greedy algorithms. For a more detailed list, we refer to [150].

Random Order Sequential: The random order sequential (ROS) is one of the simplest algo-
rithm for graph coloring. Given a graph , the algorithm creates a (random) sequence of vertices
S = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} and assigns to v1 the color 1. Then, in the following iterative procedure,
all other nodes vi for i = {2, . . . n} receive the lowest possible color such that for each node vi
no adjacent node vj (j < i) has the same color. It is clear that the quality of this solution highly
depends on the order of the nodes and although there exists for any graph an ordering which
would produce an optimal coloring1 , practical results are in general below other constructive
methods [48, 52].

DSATUR: As already mentioned, the quality of ROS highly depends on finding a good order-
ing, which seems to be hard too. Brélaz [29] introduced therefore a new way to rank the nodes
based on their saturation degree, which is defined as the number of different colors of adjacent
nodes. His proposed algorithm, DSATUR (DSAT), uses a similar coloring method as ROS but
instead of a fixed ordering of the nodes, it chooses the one with highest saturation degree for
coloring. In case of a tie (and for the first node), the node with maximal degree to still uncolored
nodes is preferred; and if the tie remain, it is broken randomly. With this dynamic ordering, the
algorithm greedily colors vertices with the lowest possible color, resulting in a time complexity
of O(n3) and a space complexity of O(n2) [52].

Recursive Largest First: The recursive largest first (RLF) [157] algorithm is a greedy method
which builds on the extraction of large independent sets. Given a graph, it assigns the color c = 1
to a node v with largest degree to the nodes of the set of uncolored nodes U1. Next, it moves all
nodes adjacent to v in a set U2, containing nodes which cannot be colored with color c. Then, it
adds, as long as U1 is not empty, the vertex u ∈ U1 with largest degree to nodes in U2 whereby
ties are broken up by preferring minimal node degree. After a node u is chosen (and colored

1The proof of this proposition is trivial: Given an optimal coloring for a graph G where for all color classes Ci

and Cj with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k − 1, i < j, |Ci| ≥ |Cj | holds. Then, an ordering of the vertices according to their colors
result in a sequence of vertices for which the described coloring method returns an optimal coloring.
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with c), its adjacent nodes are moved from U1 to U2. When no further nodes can be added, the
construction of the color class c is complete and the entire process is repeated using the next
available color on the subgraph of G, containing only uncolored nodes U2. The time complexity
of RLF is O(n3) while its space requirements is O(n2). Compared with DSAT and ROS, RLF
provides on many classes of instances significant better results, but with the drawback of a higher
runtime [48]. Improved versions of RLF can be found in [50].

Local Search Heuristics

One downside of greedy algorithms are their irreversible decisions, which often lead to colorings
with far more colors than the chromatic number. One alternative are heuristics based on a local
search (LS). Instead of building a valid solution step-by-step, these methods systematically
explore the search space to improve their current solution.

Since the formulation of the GCP, various techniques following this paradigm have been
introduced. In the following paragraph, we present the most popular one, which are also consid-
ered for our experimental part.

TABUCOL: One of the most popular heuristics for the GCP is the TABUCOL algorithm by
Hertz and Werra [122]. Introduced in the late 80ties, it became de facto the reference algorithm
for any new developed method and is often used a LS in memetic algorithms. As the name
implies, TABUCOL is a classical tabu search that saves applied moves and forbids their revision
for a period of iterations. The algorithm works on infeasible colorings using a partitioning
approach where the neighborhood of a current state is obtained by moving a single node u of one
class Vi to another class Vj . After one move, the color class i is marked as forbidden for u, except
this would result in a configuration better than the best solution found so far (aspiration criteria).
Originally, the algorithm works with a fixed tabu tenure of 7, but today’s implementation are
based on an improved version [90], which uses a dynamic tabu tenure t = random(A) +α ·nc
where random(A) returns a random number between 0 and (A − 1), nc is the number of
conflict nodes and α is a parameter. Proposed values for the parameters areA = 10 and α = 0.6.
Furthermore, the improved method restricts the neighborhood move by considering only conflict
nodes. The evaluation function is the number of conflict nodes and at the end, the solution with
the lowest number of these nodes is returned.

PartialCol: PartialCol [20] is a prototype for two heuristics using a tabu list. In con-
trast to TABUCOL, these algorithms work with feasible, but incomplete colorings. A current
solution is represented by the k color classes and a set of uncolored nodes Vk+1. The search
aims to reduce Vk+1 to {}, using |Vk+1| as objective function. The neighborhood is defined
as moving one node u from Vk+1 to a color class Vi. In case that this configuration is infeasi-
ble, nodes adjacent to u are shifted to Vk+1 until the solution is legal again. At each iteration,
PartialCol selects the node u and the color class Vi which results in the smallest |Vk+1|. In
addition, it sets Vi tabu for all vertices removed from Vi for a certain period of time. The authors
of PartialCol experimented with different calculations of this tabu tenure, which result in
the two versions, Dyn-PartialCol and Foo-PartialCol. The former one uses a tenure
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similar to TABUCOL by just replacing the number of conflict nodes with the size of Vk+1, re-
sulting in t = random(10) + 0.6 · |Vk+1|. The latter approach operates with a reactive tabu
tenure based on the fluctuation of the objective function. If the value of this function is stable
over some period of time, the tabu tenure is increased to escape the current search region. To
prevent a too high tenure, the variable is slightly evaporated along the search process, resulting
that the search is alternating between diversification (with high tenure) and intensification (when
the tenure is low).

Iterated Local Search: Another search strategy, which is also used for the GCP, is the iter-
ated local search (ILS), a concept which combines an external LS with an explicit diversification
mechanism. Starting from an initial solution, the method first calculates some local optima s∗

using the LS. Then, it iteratively uses a perturbation procedure to gain a new state s′ from s∗,
applies the LS on s′ and replaces the current incumbent s∗ by the new local optima if some ac-
ceptance criteria are fulfilled. This process is then repeated from the (maybe new) configuration
s∗ until the termination conditions are satisfied.

For the context of the GCP, different implementations of the ILS have been developed [193,
163]. We consider here the version of Chiarandini and Stützle [51, 47]. In this approach, the ini-
tial solution is created with the DSAT heuristic followed by a color reduction until the solution is
infeasible. As LS, an one-opt neighborhood enhanced with a tabu list, comparable to TABUCOL,
is used and the perturbation is applied always to the best solution found so far. For the perturba-
tion itself, the authors suggest a recoloring, where a certain number of colors kr = γ · k (where
γ is a parameter) are removed and the corresponding nodes are recolored using the DSAT [51]
or ROS [47] method. To prevent a stagnation on the current state, it is ensured that the new color
of each node is different from the one before the recoloring.

Guided Local Search: guided local search (GLS) [238] is an adaptive heuristic which tries to
escape local optima by a dynamic objective function. Instead of using the classical cost function
of a problem, it augments the cost function with penalties that are updated every time when the
underlying search finds a local optima. Key element is that the penalties are updated on some
attributes of the current solution so that the method avoids reentering this state again and is
guided to new, promising search regions.

Chiarandini adapted this scheme for the GCP [47]. This algorithm uses weights associated
to edges that cause a conflict as penalties which modify the original cost function. Moreover,
it uses an one-opt exchange neighborhood for the LS and whenever a local optima is found,
it allows sw = 20 non-worsening moves (sidewalks) before the weights (and the evaluation
function) are updated.

Population Bases Heuristics

Central element of the local search paradigm is that these methods maintain one current solution
during the search process, which is improve by exploring related configurations (its neighbor-
hood). A different, but also widely used alternative is to omit this limitation and consider a
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whole set (or a population) of solutions. These techniques, also denoted as population-based
heuristics, can also be used to solve the GCP.

Similar to the LS-based methods, there exist various population-based algorithms to solve
GCP. In the following paragraphs, we introduce several popular state-of-the-art solvers that are
also considered for the evaluation.

HEA: One of the first successful evolutionary approaches for the GCP is hybrid evolutionary
algorithm (HEA) [90]. This method is a genetic algorithm using a LS instead of a mutation
operator and a specialized crossover operator, called Greedy Partition Crossover (GPX). HEA
represents solutions using a partitioning approach working on complete, but illegal colorings.
Starting from an initial population obtained by a modified DSAT algorithm, it iteratively applies
the LS followed by a crossover operation and a population update. The LS itself is a tabu search
similar to TABUCOL, which improves the individual solutions. One factor of the success of HEA
is the GPX crossover. This operator creates of two parents one offspring by building iteratively
new subsets based on the parents subsets with maximum cardinality. Consequently, the offspring
inherits large color classes of both ancestor, which form the basis for the following LS.

MACOL: In the article introducing HEA [90], its authors identify that one important element
for the success of population-based methods for the GCP is the diversity of the population.
This factor balances the search between diversification and intensification and prevents it from
converging to early to a local optima. This phenomena leads to the development of MACOL [164]
which uses a similar concept of a memetic algorithm as HEA. Instead of DSAT, MACOL, applies
a modified version of the DANGER [104] algorithm for the initial population in combination
with elements for diversity control: before a new individual is accepted, a distance metric to the
already generated colorings is calculated and, in case that the solution is too close to existing
ones, the new individual is not accepted. Note that according to the authors of MACOL, using
a pure random initial method does not result in worse solutions but may prolong the search
slightly. The following LS is again TABUCOL with a critical one-move neighborhood. However,
instead of the GPX, MACOL uses an Adaptive Multi-Parent Crossover (AMPaX). This operator
differs in two major points to the GPX: First, AMPaX uses two or more parents per offspring
(between 2 and 6, chosen randomly) and second, in each step of the crossover operation, AMPaX
chooses a parent and a color class adaptively (instead of a successive, alternating way). In
addition, after selecting an independent set from one parent, this parent is ignored for a few
number of steps to avoid focusing on a single parent. Another difference to HEA is the Pool
Updating strategy, which balances intensification and diversification of the search on the basis
of the distance between the quality of existing solutions and the quality of the new one.

MMT: MMT [169] is a two-phase hybrid heuristic based on an evolutionary algorithm and a
set covering formulation. In contrast to other population-based approaches, the first phase deals
with partial feasible solutions and is using a tabu list with an impasse class neighborhood as
LS. Crossover is done with a modified GPX and to enforce diversity, MMT applies a distance-
sensitive pool updating considering for each individual its score (sum of the degree of uncolored
nodes) and the number of uncolored nodes. The second phase, called Column Optimization,
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utilizes a set covering (or set partitioning) formulation of the problem. This is an integer lin-
ear programming (ILP) model that is also used for other GCP algorithms [175]. Considering
this formulation, MMT applies the Lagrangian heuristic algorithm CFT to find further improved
solutions.

Multi-agent Fusion Search: The multi-agent fusion search (MAFS) algorithm [250] is an ap-
plication of a multi-agent optimization framework for the GCP. Basic elements are independent
agents who share information within each other using a communication protocol. Furthermore,
the system inherits two forms of knowledge representation: declarative knowledge, which is
represented in a symbol structure called chunks, and procedural information processes (like an
algorithm), which are implemented as rules. The fusion search itself is a collaboration of a re-
combination search and a LS, where the former one is responsible for “navigating” through the
search landscape while the latter one performs a more intensive low-level search. The agents are
initialized based on a dummy solution obtained by DSAT, which is for each individual modified
and optimized using the LS. This search itself is again TABUCOL, although also other variants
have been tested. The most important parts is the recombination search, which is based on a
grouping approach similar to HEA or MACOL. To create a new configuration, this method first
extracts of the parents’ color classes maximal independent sets. These sets are then recombined
in a alternate-greedy way whereby to prevent that the offspring is not to closely related one of
its parents, the independent sets are chosen alternatively of the individual ancestors. Finally,
redundant vertices are removed by keeping the node with the smallest k value.

Other Approaches

As already mentioned, the GCP is one of the most studied problems in computer science and
as a result, various different techniques for solving it have been developed. In the following
paragraph, we list different methods in the literature and although we found more than 40 ap-
proaches, we have to admit that this list might be incomplete. For a more comprehensive view,
we group the algorithms in the following classes.

Methods based on Local Search: Concerning the algorithms based on LS, it is interesting
that a large number of heuristics build upon a tabu list. Most of these techniques try to en-
hance the classical tabu search, e.g. by a guiding the search to some regions [202, 204] or
adding further reactive elements [45]. Other algorithms focus on an adaptive neighborhood
exploration [69] or combine a tabu search with simulated annealing [192]. Another interest-
ing hybrid approach in this context is VSS [123], which is build on a tripartite search space
using TABUCOL, PartialCol and a third technique alternately for an effective search. A
different idea follow HCD [37] and its successor CHECKCOL [41], which assign weights to ver-
tices to escape local optima. There are further approaches based on multi-phased local search
(TPA) [40] and IGrAll [39] and applications of a GRASP [155] whereas latter is primary de-
signed for sparse graphs. Moreover, there are implementations using simulated annealing [135],
variable neighborhoods (VNS) [11] or a very large neighborhood (VLNS) [231, 49], although
the latter is according to its authors less effective. Other heuristics, which we do not describe
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further, are RCC [71], an iterated greedy method [62], a Novelty algorithm [47], an approach
based on the minimum-conflict principle used in constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) [47], and
lmXRLF/lsII [141].

Population-based Approaches: Besides the different variants using a LS, there exist a wide
range of population-based methods for the GCP. One of the first approach with these tech-
niques built on a classical genetic algorithm [65]. Unfortunately, this method does not perform
well [91], which leaded to the invention of more sophisticated techniques using for example an
uniform independent set crossover [73] or no crossover at all [184, 77]. However, the first really
successful GAs apply instead of the mutation operation, a local search to improve the current
solution. We have already introduced one of the first successful methods, HEA [90]. More recent
algorithms are AMACOL [92], EVOCOL [201], and EVODIV [203], which also include elements
for controlling the diversity of the population. Another solver, EXTRACOL [248], reduces the
graph by extracting large independent sets before the basic solving procedure. There are further
approaches based on ant colony optimization [17, 216, 75] and an ant local search [200]. Other
naturally inspired methods are the honey bee algorithm BeesCol [18], hybrid immune algo-
rithm [63], quantum annealing [228], and using a gravitational swarm [212, 213]. Moreover,
there are applications of a scatter search [116], a combination of a GA with simulated anneal-
ing [84], and approaches working with multiple, concurrent applied searches like MEA [45] or
[205]. Also worth mentionable are two parallel genetic algorithms [1, 221] which are well suited
for multi-core application.

Unconventional Approaches: In the end, we would like to present some unconventional ap-
proaches which we could not classify to one of the previous groups. These methods are usually
not popular techniques for (meta)heuristics. One group in this context are a couple of solvers
based on the combination of cellular automata and learning automata [229, 230, 6, 79]. In these
algorithms, each cell is associated to a vertex and has certain actions, which are trained to find
the best action (color) for the graph.

Other approaches use a neural network (e.g. [197, 96, 70]) or a DNA computation [257].
One hardware-based solution is described in [246] where the authors solve the GCP with the
help of coupled oscillators.

4.2 Features

One central element for algorithm selection is a representative set of attributes (also called fea-
tures) that shows individual characteristics of an instance. These features can be used to estimate
the hardness of an instance. Features must be easy (and fast) to compute and should cover dif-
ferent constraints, aspects and representation of the problem.

For the GCP, we choose the following features based on graph invariants, greedy heuristics
and local search elements. For simplicity, we introduce a naming scheme where each feature x
belongs to a certain class C and is denoted as Cx.

Feature elements targeting single nodes (e.g. node degree or betweenness centrality) leading
in a statistical population, a frequency distribution (or just a set of values) enforce using aggre-
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gate functions for a meaningful outcome. For the proposed approach, Table 4.1 displays the used
aggregate functions (and corresponding shortcuts). All features are, when suitable, normalized
using n = |E|, m = |V | or (in case of maximum or minimum of a set of values) by their mean
value.

Name Shortcut Description

minimum min minimum value of the population
maximum max maximum value of the population
mean mean arithmetic mean of the population
variation coefficient vc a normalized measure of dispersion
median med median (or second quartile) of the population
first quartile q25 the value that splits lowest 25% of the data
third quartile q75 the value that splits lowest 75% (or highest 25%) of the data
entropy e entropy in the population

Table 4.1: Aggregate functions for a set of values.

Note that we are aware that some of the following features may seem redundant or use-
less. Nevertheless, we think that the elimination of features should occur in the process of fea-
ture selection based on scientific evidences rather than eliminating based on an educated guess.
Therefore, we decided to generate a wide range of features and evaluate their usability in a sub-
sequent step, the feature selection (see Section 2.4.4 for general information and Section 5.6 for
implementation details).

Note that some of the following features have also been used for other applications of algo-
rithm selection. For example, information about the degree of the nodes is used in [253] while
[182] also considers attributes of a tree decomposition for their selection procedure. Further-
more, [222] describes size-related attributes and recommends the usage of statistical properties
in case of a set of values.

Graph Size

This class of features (denotes as Sx) targets the size of the graph represented by the number
of nodes Sn = |V | and the number of edges Se = |E|. In addition, we use the ratio between
these values Sne = m

n , its multiplicative inverse Sen = n
m and the density, which is defined as

Sd = 2·m
n·n−1 .

Node Degree

The degree of a node u is the number of adjacent nodes (the number of edges of u) and therefore
a measurement how constrained u is. For the corresponding feature class Dx we take the set of
node degrees and calculate the features Dmin, Dmax, Dmean, Dmed, Dq25, Dq75, Dvc, De normal-
ized by the number of nodes. Note that Dmean is similar to Sen and can therefor be omitted. We
included it in this listing only for the sake of completeness.
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Maximal Clique

A clique in a graph G = (V,E) is a subset of vertices C ⊆ V such that for each two vertices
u, v ∈ C there exists an edge (u, v) ∈ E. A maximal clique is a clique which cannot be enlarged
by adding an additional adjacent vertex without loosing its clique state. This also implies that a
maximal clique is not included in any other clique of G.

For our purpose of finding good graph features, the cliques of a graph reveal interesting
details about its colorability. First of all, the size (also called cardinality) of each clique forms a
lower bound of colors needed, as each node in a clique must receive a different color. In addition,
the size and number of the cliques where a particular node u is included may also indicates how
strong the adjacent nodes of u are connected with each other. To find large cliques, we designed
a greedy construction heuristic that works as follows: Starting from a clique C containing a
single node u, it iteratively adds one node v which (a) is adjacent to all nodes of C and (b)
shares the highest number of neighbors with all nodes w ∈ C, until no further nodes can be
added. Roughly speaking, the algorithm enlarges the clique by selecting the node with the most
legal expansion possibilities.

With this algorithm, we can find for each node u ∈ V as start node a maximal clique mc(n)
(not necessarily the largest one) and its cardinality |mc(n)| whereby we only keep the latter for
further usage. From this set of clique sizes, we calculate the maximal clique features CSmin,
CSmax, CSmean, CSmed, CSq25, CSq75, CSvc, and CSe normalized by the number of nodes n.
In addition, we add the computation time CStime and the size of the greatest found clique CSm
(without normalization) to our feature set. The reason for the latter is that CSm forms a lower
bound and therefore may be useful.

Betweenness Centrality

The betweenness centrality [85] of a node is a measurement how central a node is within the
graph. Given a node u, it is defined as the number of shortest paths from all vertices to all other
nodes that pass through u. More formally, the betweenness centrality g(u) of u is

g(u) =
∑ σs,t(u)

σs,t
|s, t ∈ V, s 6= u 6= t

where σs,t is the number of shortest paths from s to t and σs,t(u) is the number of shortest paths
that include u.

For calculating the betweenness centrality for all nodes of a graph, we use an algorithm by
Brandes [26] with runtime O(n ·m), resulting in a set of betweenness centrality values of the
nodes. Again, we apply various aggregate functions and normalize these outcome using n,m
and the mean value, resulting in the features BCe, BCvc, BCm

min, BCm
max, BCm

mean, BCm
med, BCm

q25,
BCm

q75, BCn
min, BCn

max, BCn
mean, BCn

med, BCn
q25, BCn

q75, BCBCmean
min , BCBCmean

max , BCBCmean
q25 , BCBCmean

q75 ,
and BCtime.

As already mentioned, calculating the betweenness centrality requires finding all shortest
paths between any two nodes. These paths can further be used to determine the distance between
two nodes (called eccentricity) which might also be an useful graph invariant (which is described
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later). As these information is already computed with the algorithm by Brandes, we modified
the method slightly to save the corresponding value and gain the eccentricity features for free.

Clustering Coefficient

The clustering coefficient is a degree how strongly a graph is clustered together. There are two
different kinds of clustering coefficient - a global clustering coefficient and a local clustering
coefficient. The global clustering coefficient [165] is the ratio between the number of closed
triples (which equals the number of closed triangles multiplied with 3) and the total number
of triples where a (closed) triple consists of three nodes which are connected with two (three)
undirected edges. Formally, it is defined as

CCg =
3 · no. triangles

no. connected triples
=

no. closed triples
no. connected triples

.

The local clustering coefficient [240] of a node u indicates how strong the adjacent nodes of
u are connected and how close they are to forming a clique. It is defined as the proportion of
the number of edges between its neighbors and the maximal possible amount of edges between
them. Suppose that u has du neighbors and the number of edges between them is

eu = |{(v, v′) : (u, v) ∈ E, (u, v′) ∈ E, (v, v′) ∈ E}|,

then the local clustering coefficient is Cu = eu
du·(du−1) . A value Cu = 1 means that all adjacent

nodes of u are connected within each other while a coefficient of 0 denotes that there exist no
edges between the neighbors of u.

For the aspect of finding graph features based on the clustering coefficient CCx, we use the
set of clustering coefficients and calculate the aggregate functions described in the Table 4.1 to
receive CCmin, CCmax, CCmean, CCmed, CCq25, CCq75, CCvc, and CCe. In addition, we also save
the time needed for calculating the clustering coefficient in the variable CCtime

Although the clustering coefficient is a normalized value and therefore a good statistical
measurement, it has one major drawback - it hides the information about the size of the neigh-
borhood of a node. To counter this lack of information, we compute for each node u a weighted
clustering coefficient by multiplying the clustering Cu with the degree of u. Then, the features
WCCmin, WCCmax, WCCmean, WCCmed, WCCq25, WCCq75, WCCvc, and WCCe, are calculated
based on these values using the mentioned aggregate functions.

Eccentricity

This class of features considers the distance between the nodes of a graph. Consider two vertices
u, v ∈ V of a graph. The distance between u and v is defined as the number of edges on the
shortest path between them [113] (or infinite, if no path exists). Then, the eccentricity of a node
u is the greatest distance between any node v ∈ V : v 6= u, indicating how far u is from the
most distant node in the graph. The minimum eccentricity of a graph G is called radius, while
the maximum eccentricity is the diameter of G.

For our purpose as graph metric, we consider the radius (ECmin), diameter (ECmax) as well
as ECmean, ECmed, ECq25, ECq75, ECvc, and ECe. In addition, we normalize the radius, the
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diameter and the first- and third quartile with the mean eccentricity ECmean, resulting in the
variables ECECmean

min , ECECmean
max , ECECmean

q25 , ECECmean
q75 .

Local Search Features

local search (LS) is a widely-used technique in (meta)heuristics and all of here discussed algo-
rithms for the GCP include some local search component. As a logical consequence, it may
be useful to gather performance information of a LS itself. This idea is closely related to the
concept of landmarking, which is a successful applied approach for algorithm selection (e.g.
[196, 159]). Moreover, also SATzilla [253] and CPHYDRA [191] use features extracted from
short runs of simple solvers. Of course an entire and highly sophisticated LS would be too time-
consuming, for which reason we only search for the first local optima in combination with a
fixed number of iterations and a time limit. For our LS, we use a neighborhood changing the
color of one conflict node applied in a best-improvement manner by minimizing the number
of conflict edges. One drawback is that each LS needs a (not necessary legal) initial solution,
usually created randomly or in a greedy way. For this purpose, we decided to use a greedy
procedure with random components that returns for a given number k a coloring with at most k
colours. As we want to observe the progress of the LS, we ensure that the found coloring is not
legal (for a non-trivial graph) by selecting kinit as follows:

kinit = max{GCbest · 0.9, kLB}

whereby GCbest is an upper bound obtained by the minimal colors needed of DSAT and RLF
and kLB is the lower bound, CSm. As we are using random elements and for more stable results,
we execute the search 10 times with different values as random seed. Every time a local optima
is found, we store the iteration number (nto), the number of conflict edges (ce) and number of
conflict nodes (cn) as graph features. Furthermore, also if no local optima is found, we save
at the end of one run the number of conflict edges (cee), number of conflict nodes (cne), total
improvement (i)2 and the improvement per iteration (ii). Based on these values, we calculate
the average over the 10 runs, resulting in the attributes LSce, LScn, LScee, LScne, LSnto, LSii, and
LSi. In addition, we also record the number of local optima found LSnlo and the runtime LSt.

Greedy Coloring Methods

As already mentioned (see Section 4.1.3), there exist two widely-used greedy coloring methods
for the GCP. These algorithms, DSAT [29] and RLF [157], are often used as initial procedures
for various other heuristic algorithms. Furthermore, they are fast and result in a legal coloring
that forms an upper bound, which makes them perfectly suitable for our needs.

For our feature class GCx, we calculate for each of these two algorithms the number of
colors needed GCDSAT (GCRLF), and their runtime GCT−DSAT (GCT−RLF). Furthermore, we
take the minimum number of colors GCbest = min{GCDSAT,GCRLF} and the ratio between
them, GCR/D = GCRLF

GCDSAT
and GCD/R = GCDSAT

GCRLF
, as additional attributes.

2the number of conflict edges at the beginning minus the number of conflict edges at the end
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Beside these very useful attributes, a complete coloring obtained by such a greedy method
provides additional benefits - it also includes the construction of independent sets. The reason for
this is that in a coloring for a graph, all nodes with the same color assigned form an independent
set and as these information comes for free with each colouring, we use it for additional informa-
tion about the graph (more precisely, the found colouring). For this purpose, we evaluate the size
of the different color classes and calculate the features hmin, hmax, hmean, hmed, hq25, hq75, hvc, he
(h ∈ {ID, IR}), which are normalized using the number of nodes n.

Tree Decomposition

Tree decomposition is a mapping of a graph into a tree structure. Formally, a tree decomposition
of a graph G = (V,E) consists of a tree T such that for each node t ∈ T , there exists a subset
of vertices Vt ⊆ V . Furthermore, for each of these subsets Vt, t ∈ T the following statements
hold [114]:

• for each vertex v ∈ V there is some Vt such that v ∈ Vt (Node coverage)

• for all edges (u, v) ∈ E there exists some Vt including u and v (Edge coverage)

• for any two sets Vt2 , Vt2 of the nodes t1, t2 ∈ T containing both a node v ∈ G (v ∈
Vt1 ∧ v ∈ Vt2) and any third node t3 ∈ T lying on the path from t1 to t2, the node v is
also included in Vt3 .

In this context, the width of a tree decomposition is the size of its largest set Vt minus one and
the treewidth of a graph G is the minimum width over all possible tree decompositions of G.

Tree decomposition itself is applied to different problems in mathematic and computer sci-
ence. Tree decomposition characterizes the difficulty of solving a particular problem, and usu-
ally, problems that have small tree width can be solved more efficiently. Unfortunately, finding
a tree decomposition with lowest width for a graph is NP-HARD for which reason this is usually
computed using heuristic approaches. For our purpose, we use a minimum-degree heuristic im-
plemented in the hypertree library [68]. Note that the resulting width still can be improved with
(meta)heuristic techniques like genetic algorithms [187] or iterated local search [186]. However,
these techniques consume usually more time. Therefore, we decided to use minimum-degree
heuristic to find a decomposition because it is a simple, but very efficient method. Given a
tree decomposition for a graph, we use its width normalized by the number of nodes as feature
TDwidth. Moreover, we also store the time needed for the graph decomposition TDtime.

Lower- and Upper Bound

This class of features, denoted as Bx, targets the question how much space for improvement
is given, starting from a trivial solution as upper bound kUB to a theoretical lower bound kLB.
Central idea is that the range between these values may indicate how complex (or easy) it is to
find colorings with less than kUB colors. In addition, an upper bound can also be used as initial
number of colors for the optimization variant of the GCP as well as starting number for our
evaluation of the different algorithms. Note that also some heuristics itself use lower and upper
bounds for their calculations (e.g. MMT [169]).
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For our purpose, we can use other, already introduced features as bounds. For the upper
bound, we can either use the maximal node degree Dmax + 1, or the number of colors needed
when using the greedy algorithms DSAT or RLF. As both, DSAT and RLF, always require less
or equal Dmax + 1 colors, we take the value kUB = min{GCDSAT,GCRLF}GCbest, krlf} as upper
bound.

For the lower bound, one obvious limit for the number of colors is the cardinality of a
maximum clique (also denoted as clique number ω(G) of a graph G). Recall that a maximum
clique is a clique of largest possible size in G, which forms a valid lower bound as each node in
these clique must be colored with a different color. Unfortunately, finding the maximum clique
(the maximum clique problem) is also NP-HARD [94] and therefore not suitable as feature.
Nevertheless, also the cardinality of any other clique represents a lower bound and as we already
search for a maximal clique mc(n) for each node n, this data can be used for the lower bound

kLB = max{|mc(n)| : n ∈ V }

of the chromatic number.
Note that other lower bounds, which are maybe more tight, can be found in [121], although

most of them require higher computational effort and are therefore less applicable [168].
Regarding graph features, we use the ratio between the lower and upper bound Blu = kLB

kUB
,

its inverse Bul = kUB
kLB

, the distance between the bounds normalized by the lower bound BkLB
dist =

kUB−kLB
kLB

and upper bound BkUB
dist = kUB−kLB

kUB
as instance attributes.

4.2.1 Remarks

During some preliminary experiments, we discovered that calculating the betweenness centrality
and the eccentricity might require very long time. Although the used algorithms have a worst-
case complexity which is polynomial with respect to the graph size, they need up to one hour
for their computation (e.g. on very large graphs with 4000 nodes). For this reasons, we removed
these features from our collection. Nevertheless, we mention them in this work for the sake
of completeness. Moreover, they might contain important information, so in case that faster
algorithms (or heuristics) for these features are invented, it is definitely worth making further
investigations on these graph features.

4.3 Proposed Approach

According to Rice’s original work, algorithm selection consists of the main components:

• the problem space P,

• the feature space F,

• the algorithm space A, and

• the performance space Y.
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Following this notation, our proposed system targets instances for the GCP (P) (see Section 4.1.1)
of which we extract up to 78 different attributes (F) (see Section 4.2). Furthermore, we consider
state-of-the-art heuristics for the GCP (A) (see Section 4.1.3) and use the quality of the obtained
coloring and the runtime as performance criteria (Y) (see Section 3.1).

For the decision procedure itself, we follow a empirical approach using classification algo-
rithms from the area of machine learning. These classifiers are trained with a representative
amount of training data consisting of the features and the best algorithm according to Y for
each instance. For predicting the most appropriate heuristic for a new graph, such a system cal-
culates the feature of the graph and uses this information with the trained model to determine
the corresponding algorithm.
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CHAPTER 5
Experimental Setup and Environment

In this chapter, we describe the environment and setup for our experiments. In the first part, we
explain the settings for evaluation of different (meta)heuristic approaches for GCP. In detail, we
list the used heuristics, their parameter configuration and the benchmark instances. Afterwards,
we describe the setup for experiments with machine learning techniques used for algorithm
selection problem. We list the chosen classification algorithms and describe the techniques that
were applied for feature selection and discretization.

5.1 Algorithms for the Graph Coloring Problem

For the experiments, we needed a wide-range of algorithms for the GCP. Therefore, we ana-
lyzed different approaches and selected several state-of-the-art algorithms as candidates for our
comparison. We contacted the authors of these algorithms to get their original implementations
and used public available programs. Due to pleasant support of various researcher, we ware
able to collect 12 different (meta)heuristic algorithms for the GCP, namely EVODIV [201, 203],
GLS [47], HEA [90], ILS [51], MACOL [164], MAFS [250], MEA [45], MMT [169] (only the
component containing the genetic algorithm), PRTS [45], FOO-PARTIALCOL [20] (further
abbreviated to FPC), SA/TS [192], and TABUCOL [122] (further denoted as TABU). Unfortu-
nately, we had to exclude PRTS, MEA and SA/TS because they were incompatible with our test
environment. These solvers were compiled for a Windows operating system and enforced the
usage of a graphical user interface, which was no compatible with our test setup. In addition, we
also removed EVODIV from out algorithm set because it showed poor performance compared
to other algorithms. In the end, we had 8 different (meta)heuristic algorithms in 3 different pro-
gramming languages (C,C++ and Java). In the following paragraph, we explain why we have
chosen these algorithms.

The main reason for selecting the TABU solver, because it is one of the most-studied heuris-
tics and is often used as LS in various population-based algorithms for the GCP. In addition,
according to a comparison by Chiarandini [47], TABU is besides HEA and ILS the most effec-
tive algorithm for random graphs. The same study also identified GLS as best algorithm for
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geometric graphs and it is, as ILS, also well-suited for Leighton graphs. HEA is chosen because
it shows good performance on flat graphs and it is used as basis for many other evolutionary
heuristics that are applied for GCP. This also motivated us to use MACOL, which is a direct
successor of HEA. Moreover, it achieves the best known solution (BKS) on some hard graphs
of the Dimacs challenge. We selected FPC and MMT because we also wanted to use algorithms
working with partial colorings and these two candidates are the correspondent versions of TABU
and HEA. The last competitor, MAFS, is included because it shows good performance on large
graphs. Table 5.1 displays the chosen algorithms and their parameters. Note that concerning
the parameter settings, we used the values proposed in the original publications and that were
suggested by its developers. We did not apply any parameter tuning nor did we test the effect of
instance-specific settings. The only parameter which we vary is the stopping criteria (the time
limit or the number of iterations).

Name Parameters

GLS [47] λ = 1, no. sidewalks = 20

FPC [20] α = 0.5

HEA [90] α = 0.5, no. tabu Iterations = 10000

ILS [51] α = 0.5, ilsprob = 100, pert = 0.0(ROS), γ = 0.35

MACOL [164] no. tabu iterations α = 75000, λ = 0.8, population size p = 20, RPN = 20

MAFS [250] no. agents = 25, no. iterations = 70 · time limit
MMT [169] no. tabu Iterations = 20000, tabu tenure = 45, (population size) p = 20

TABU [122] α = 0.5

Table 5.1: Algorithms for the GCP and corresponding parameter configurations used for the
evaluation.

We also made some experiments with other approaches like one that transforms the GCP
to SAT(ColorSat [233]), constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) (GeCol [107]), and integer
linear programming (ILP) using a supernodal formulation [34]. Additionally, we also im-
plement a program for answer set programming (ASP) [99]. Unfortunately, the results of these
solvers obtained by preliminary tests were always far behind those achieved by the above algo-
rithms. Therefore, we did not include these approaches in our final comparison.

5.1.1 Variations of the Algorithm Space

After our preliminary experiments, we selected 8 different algorithms for solving the GCP which
should, in combination with a classification algorithm, form our system for algorithm selection
for the GCP. However, the performance of the different classification algorithms depends, be-
sides the used attributes and the data itself, also on the number of possible classes. Thus, it is
possible that by removing heuristics from the set of possible algorithms the overall performance
is improved.

To evaluate this aspect, we also investigated the usage of only a subset of algorithms. In
detail, we evaluated if and how removing some heuristic changes the performance of the clas-
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sification algorithm for algorithm selection. Therefore, we used several subsets of algorithms
denoted as hx with x ∈ {8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3} where x stands for the best x heuristics. As selection
criteria, we took the number of first places according to our ranking scheme. The best algorithm
is the one which achieved on the most instances the best coloring in the shortest time. Note that
also other configurations are possible, e.g. selecting an algorithm that dominates on a particular
subset of instances with some specific attributes. However, this is beyond the scope of this thesis
and is therefore left for the future work.

5.2 Benchmark Graphs

5.2.1 Training Data

For the evaluation of different algorithms, we took as training data three different public avail-
able sets of instances. The first set, further denoted as dimacs, consists of difficult graphs
from the Graph Coloring and its Generalizations-series (COLOR02/03/04) 1 which builds up
on the well-established Dimacs Challenge [133]. This set includes benchmark instances from
the coloring and the clique part of the Dimacs Challenge and are graphs obtained by various con-
struction methods. The second and third set of instances, denoted as chi500 and chi1000,
are provided by Marco Chiarandini and Thomas Stützle [53] and contain 520 instances with 500
nodes and 740 instances with 1000 nodes respectively. These instances are created using Cul-
berson’s [62] random instance generator by controlling various parameters like the edge density
or the edge distribution. The former variable, denoted as p, determines the ratio of edges be-
tween the vertices. Considered values for these two sets are p = {0.1, 0.5, 0.9}. Regarding the
edge distribution, the graphs can be classified into three groups: uniform graphs (G), geometric
graphs (U) and weight biased graphs (W ). In an uniform graph the edges are assigned for
each pair of nodes with a fixed probability p which is equal to the desired density. Geometric
graphs are created by uniformly locating the nodes in a two-dimensional square and assigning
an edge between two nodes if their euclidean distance is less or equal to some parameter r. For
the last category, weight biased graphs, the nodes are first assigned to independent sets. Then,
a weight is assigned to each pair of nodes and the edges are iteratively created with a probabil-
ity proportional to the weight of the pair of nodes. Each time a new edge is generated, these
weights are decreased such that large cliques becomes unlikely. to prevent the creation of edges
between nodes in one independent set, the weight of these pairs is set to 0. Considering the
second and third set of instances, Table 5.2 gives an overview on the number of graphs with
different attributes. As the reader may have noticed, the number of instances of the different
subgroup is not distributed homogeneously. Especially sparse graphs with a density of 0.1 are
less represented. In addition, these sparse graphs tend to be less hard to color. Consequently, the
number of hard instances in these graphs is smaller than on the graphs with higher density. Also
worth mentioning is that the number of uniform graphs is larger compared to the other types of
graphs.

1available at http://mat.gsia.cmu.edu/COLOR04/
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n = 500 n = 1000
Type p = 0.1 p = 0.5 p = 0.9 p = 0.1 p = 0.5 p = 0.9

G 30 60 90 40 140 70
U 30 110 60 50 200 70
W 30 60 50 30 90 50

Table 5.2: Number of instances of the set chi500 (left) and chi1000 (right) separated by
density and graph type.

5.2.2 Test Data

For the final evaluation of our algorithm selection approach with the underlying heuristics for
the GCP, we used as a test set a complete new and unseen set of instances. For this purpose,
we used Culberson’s instance generator to construct instances of different size, density and type.
We adopted the main parameters of Chiarandini’s graphs and focused on uniform (G), geometric
(U ) and weight biased (W ) graphs. We used 4 different sizes n = {500, 750, 1000, 1250} with
density values p = {0.1, 0.5, 0.9}. For each parameter setting we created 5 graphs, leading to
a total of 180 instances. Note that for the weight biased graphs the density is also affected by
the initial weighting W . To achieve the desired values p = {0.1, 0.5, 0.9}, we set W according
to [59] to {2, 115, 404}, {3, 173, 605}, {5, 232, 804}, {6, 290, 1003} for graphs of size 500, 750,
1000 and 1250, respectively.

5.2.3 Time Limit

As already mentioned, the GCP is an NP-hard problem, so deciding whether a graph is k-
colorable or not may take very long time and usually it is not possible to estimate the time
needed. To prevent programs to run for a very long time, we specified for each instance some
time limit after which the execution is stopped. Different approaches for such threshold have
been used in practice like using fixed values (ranging from 5 to 120 hours [164, 203, 248]) or
comparing with some reference algorithm, e.g. TABU with a fixed number of iterations [48]. We
decided to use a maximal runtime based on instance attributes itself. In detail, we set the time
limit tmax as

tmax = min(3600,
√
|E| · x)

where |E| is the number of edges and x is 15, 5 and 3 for the sets dimacs, chi500 and
chi1000, respectively. For the test set which contains graphs of different size, we stick
to the values used for chi1000 (x = 3). These values for x were obtained experimentally.

Our general assumption is that the chosen time limit does not influence the ranking of the
algorithms, as long as it is not customized to one heuristic and if it is between some "rational"
boundaries. This means that on the one hand, the time limit should be long enough so that the
data input and the initialization processes does not effect the timing. On the other hand, the
time limit should be within practical limits, because an unrealistic long value is not useful for
real-world applications.
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In this context, according to our results, these limits do not restrict the search. For example,
on the instances of chi1000, the average time needed for the best solution on the hard instances
is only 21.58% of the allowed value tmax. Even more, 90% of the best solutions are found within
62.66% of tmax.

5.2.4 Trivial-, Easy- and Hard- Instances

The graph coloring instances used in this work are of different difficulty. For algorithm selection,
easy instances are usually uninteresting - calculating features and performing predictions for the
best algorithm may often take longer than even the slowest search procedure that solves the
problem optimally. Therefore, we are interesting in problems that are hard to solve.

So we came up with the questions (a) how to define easy and hard (or difficult) instances,
and (b) how to assign an instance to a particular category before applying a solver.

The first question is hardly discussed in literature and usually this depends on the specific
problem. Typically, in the literature an instance is classified as hard or easy based on attributes
like [46]:
• the number of possible solutions,
• the size of basins of attraction, or
• the frequency of nearly-optimal local optima.

Beside these theoretical aspect, there are some common practices described in literature which
are often based on implicit mutual agreement or an established historical classification (e.g., used
in [118]). Typical criteria for classifying an instance as easy are for example a short runtime of
multiple solvers to achieve a best known solution (e.g., used in [164]). Also the comparison to
low-level algorithms that obtain the optimal solution indicates that an instance is of low com-
plexity (e.g., used in [250, 47, 51]). On the other hand, hard instances are usually characterized
by a lack of an exact solution, relatively long runtime and a strong variations in the performance
of different heuristics.

Also, to denote in which category an instance belongs to is not trivial. Of course, this can be
performed by the application of one or multiple algorithms, but from the practical point of view,
this is often inefficient, unusable or just not possible. Much more interesting would be to clas-
sify in advance and before applying some solvers. This question is closely related to finding the
phase transition [46], an idea following the observation that easy instances are either undercon-
strained or overconstrained and that the hard problems usually occur on the boundary of these
two regions. This area, where the difficulty of the problem changes abruptly, is called phase
transition and can be described for each problem by a critical values of some order parame-
ters. Unfortunately, finding these transition may also be complex and requires explicit empirical
research.

One possible practical alternative might also be machine learning - under the precondition
that extracting the relevant features is efficient (with respect to time), machine learning classifiers
seem as the perfect decision tool for classifying instances as easy or hard.

Another different approach is implemented in SATzilla [253], which runs as first step a
general algorithm for a short predefined period of time and checks whether this method finds
a solution or not. Only in the latter case, when the instance seems to be hard, the program
applies its algorithm selection techniques.
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For this thesis, we will ignore these questions and just focus on hard instances. Therefore,
we manually separated our instances into four categories: trivial, trivial2, easy and hard.

The first class, trivial, contains instances where we already get the best known solution dur-
ing the computation of features. In detail, we use greedy coloring techniques and an algorithm
for finding maximal cliques to obtain lower and upper bounds for the chromatic number. If these
two values equal, it is impossible to find a better coloring. Therefore, the instance is trivial. The
second category, denoted as trivial2, follows a related principle: It includes all instances where,
starting with the color number obtained by the greedy algorithms, no further improvements can
been found by any search algorithm. For these instances, it seems that the greedy approaches
return the best known solutions. We further denote instances as easy if the heuristics find better
solutions than the greedy methods, but these results are found by at least 50% of the solvers
and in at most 5 seconds. And finally, all other instances which do not belong to one of the
introduced categories are categorized as hard.

We focus on hard instances because these instances require the most effort to solve them.
Therefore, the algorithm selection can be useful for these instances.

5.3 Test Methodology & Experimental Environment

5.3.1 Evaluation System

All tests have been performed on the same system, a Transtec CALLEO 652 Server containing 4
nodes, each with 2 AMD Opteron Magny-Cours 6176 SE CPUs (2 ·12 = 24 cores with 2.3GHz)
and 128 GB memory. For resource control and job scheduling, we used the Condor workload
management system 2 (for more information about the Condor system, we refer to [226]). Each
algorithm is executed for each instance on a separate core with a memory limit of 5 GB. The
programs itself are compiled, in cases where we got the source code, on the same machine using
the g++ compiler with optimization level -O3. For the Java program, we use the JDK version
1.6.0_23.

5.3.2 Algorithm Evaluation

As already mentioned, we gathered both decision- and optimization methods for GCP. Luckily
for us, all optimization-based approaches also print the time when they found a new (better)
coloring during their search. This allowed us to treat both variants in an uniform way using
similar input (the instance, start number of colors k and time limit tlimit). Moreover, we ensured
by an external time limit that no heuristic takes longer then the provided time limit and also
limited the memory to 5 GB. As output of each execution, we collected for each number of
colors k the time needed to find that coloring.

On each particular instance, we took the lowest number of colors obtained by the greedy
coloring methods and reduced it by one (formally, k = ks = min{GCDSAT,GCRLF} − 1). So,
we assumed that all solvers are able to find a coloring with ks + 1 colors. Then, we called each
algorithm n = 10 times (n = 20 for the dimacs instances) using different random seeds. After

2 http://research.cs.wisc.edu/condor/
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all executions had been finished, we checked whether a coloring with k colors has been found. If
so, we recorded the runtime, and, after checking if we reached a lower bound or not, repeated the
process with k − 1 colors. For solvers that solve the optimization version of GCP, we recorded
the computation time for all numbers of colors k − 1, ..., kx which have been found by all n
program calls separately. Then, we continued by searching for a coloring using kx − 1 colors.
For both types of solvers, the process stopped if none of the n executions found a coloring using
k colors, or if a lower bound (e.g. obtained by the clique size) was reached.

After applying the algorithms to all instances, we calculated for each algorithm, each in-
stance and each number of colors k for which a coloring has been found these two parameters:

(a) the median time needed and

(b) how often a coloring has been found (the risk).

Having this information for each instance and all algorithms, we measure the performance of
a method as follows: Let a be an algorithm, i be an instance and mi

a(k) be the median time
needed for a to solve i with k colors. Furthermore, let kia be the lowest number of colors
of a on i where the risk of a is above 50%. Then, we define the performance measurement
f(a, i) = 〈kia,mi

a(kia)〉.
Using this measurement, we are able to rank different methods according to their reached

number of colors k and the computation time for a particular instance. More formally: Let i be
an instance and a and b be two algorithms. Then a is better or equal b on instance i (a ≤i b)
with f(a, i) = 〈kia,mi

a(kia)〉, f(b, i) = 〈kib,mi
b(k

i
b)〉 if and only if

• kia < kib, or

• kia = kib and mi
a(kia) ≤ mi

b(k
i
b).

It is easy to see that≤i is a total preorder over the set of all algorithmsA, as it fulfills reflexivity,
transitivity and totality.

Using this binary relation, we can define the "best" algorithms 3 B for an instance i as

Bi = {a ∈ A : ∀b ∈ A(a ≤i b)}

5.3.3 Classifier Evaluation

Besides measurements for the used GCP algorithms, we also need metrics indicating the per-
formance of the algorithm selection itself. One of the most interesting metrics for this is of
course how often the "best" algorithm is predicted. As we were using classifiers, this value is
related to the accuracy of a classifier, which is the percentage of correct classifications among
all instances. However, in our experiments, we also investigated the effect of using only a sub-
set of the tested heuristics. Unfortunately, using only the accuracy for this kind of comparison
is less informative and does not contain information about the usability of algorithm selection.

3Note that according to our definition, there can be multiple algorithms that give the best result. Although this is
rare in practice (especially on hard instances), it is unpractical for machine learning. Therefore, in case of a tie, we
use an ordering based on the average rank of the algorithms and select the method that is ranked on the first place.
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Therefore, we introduce the term success rate, which indicates how often the algorithm selection
returns the best algorithm among a set of tested heuristics. In detail, the success rate s(c, I, A)
of a classifier c on a set of instances I and the algorithm space A is defined as

s(c, I, A) =
|{i ∈ I : c(i) ∈ Bi}|

|I|

where c(i) is the predicted algorithm for the instance i. Note that for the rest of this thesis, we
will only use the success rate considering all tested heuristics A = h7.

One advantage of this metric is that it also considers algorithm predictions that are not correct
with respect to the training data, but which are also ranked on the first place (because there were
multiple best algorithms). Thus, it takes all cases into account where the predicted algorithm
obtains the best solution, regardless if it is the expected class in the training data or not.

Besides this measurement for the number of best-selected algorithms, another interesting
information is how “close” the prediction of a classifier is to the optimal value and how the
algorithm selection performs in comparison with single heuristics for the GCP. For this purpose,
we treat the classifiers like a normal heuristic and use for each instance the performance of the
predicted algorithm as the classifiers result. This allows us to apply different evaluation criteria
used for other comparisons.

In detail, we consider three different measurements: err(k, i), a classical ranking (in terms
of the average rank and the standard derivation) and a formula one ranking.

5.4 Discretization

As already mentioned, various classifiers show significant better performance when they are
trained with nominal data instead of continuous values. To evaluate the results of such a dis-
cretization, we used two different discretization methods in our experiment which transformed
our numeric features into nominal ones. The first one is the classical minimum-descriptive
length (MDL) algorithm by Fayyad and Irani [81], while the second method is a derivation
of MDL by Kononenko [145] using a different criteria (further denoted as Kononenko’s crite-
ria (KON)). Concerning the nomenclature of our data sets, we denote a set which has been
discretized using the first method with the extension mdl, while sets obtained by Kononenko’s
criteria with kon. In addition, we also use the non-discretized data set for the following classi-
fication, which is marked with none.

5.5 Chosen Classification Algorithms

One key assumption for this thesis is that different algorithms show diverse performance on
the same data. This includes of course also classification techniques from machine learning.
Therefore, before each successful application of classification, first appropriate algorithms must
be selected. This task of choosing the best machine learning algorithm is itself an algorithm
selection problem and is subject to various research projects (e.g. [3, 30, 27, 28, 158, 7]), where
also automated approaches have been developed.
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However, applying such selection methods is outside of the scope of this thesis, wherefore
we test exemplary the performance of several well-known machine learning-algorithms. For
the classification part of our experiments we used six different machine learning techniques,
namely: Bayesian networks (BN), C4.5 decision trees (DT), k-nearest neighbor (kNN), multi-
layer perceptrons (MLP), random forests (RF), and support vector machines (SVM).

For all these techniques, we used the implementation included in the Weka software col-
lection, version 3.6.6. Many of these methods offer a wide range of parameters, which may
effect the performance and the success of the learning task. Therefore, we manually identified
important variables and used for each learning algorithm multiple settings. The following para-
graphs describe the most important decisions. Final parameter settings included in the original
Weka-calls can be found in Appendix A.1.

For the Bayesian Network (BN), one of the most important parameters is the maximal num-
ber of parent nodes P that each node can obtain. The more parent nodes, the more complex
relations can be represented, but also the more possible structures exist, which results in a larger
search space. For our application, we tested 5 settings denoted as BNp with p = 1, ..., 5. Another
parameter worth mentioning is the method for finding the most probable believe-network struc-
ture, which is itself a NP-HARD problem [55]. For this purpose, we used the K2 heuristic [55]
which is a hill-climbing method combined with a strict variable ordering.

Concerning the C4.5 Decision Tree (C4.5), we experimented with four settings regarding
different confidence factor C (used for pruning) and minimal number of objects per leave, M .
Table 5.3 gives a more detailed view on the settings and the concrete variable values. Note that,
to avoid confusions, we denote the configurations DTx with x = 1, ...4.

Setting C M

DT1 0.250 2

DT2 0.125 2

DT3 0.250 3

DT4 0.250 4

Table 5.3: Parameter settings for the DT classi-
fier.

Setting c Kernel e

SMO1 1.0 Poly 1.0

SMO2 1.0 Poly 1.2

SMO3 1.0 Poly 1.4

SMO4 1.5 Poly 1.0

SMO5 1.5 Poly 1.4

SMO6 2.0 Poly 2.0

SMO7 3.0 Poly 2.0

SMO8 2.0 PUK -

Table 5.4: Parameter settings for the SVM clas-
sifier .

Concerning the Random Forest (RF), we experimented with the depth, the number of chosen
attributes and the number of trees. Based on our experiments, have not observed any advantage
in cutting the depth or limit the number of chosen attributes. Therefore, we considered only two
settings, specifying the number of trees used to 10 (denoted as RF1) and 15 (RF2).

Regarding the Support-Vector Machine (SVM), we used the sequential minimal optimization
(SMO) algorithm [199], which is a fast and easy to train SVM. Relevant parameters are the
complexity parameter c where we tested values for c ∈ {1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0}, and the underlying
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kernel function. As kernel function, we used a polynomial kernel with K(x, y) = 〈x, y〉p or
K(x, y) = (〈x, y〉 + 1)p and a Pearson VII function-based universal kernel (PUK) [232]. For
the former one, we tested different values for the exponent e ∈ {1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 2} while for the
latter one, we used the default parameters. Table 5.4 shows the different settings for SVM. Note
that we named the configurations with SMOx with x = 1, ...8 according to the SMO algorithm.

Concerning the Multilayer Perceptron, we almost entirely used the default parameters from
Weka. The number of hidden layers was set to (no. attr.+no. classes)

2 and the number of training
iterations was 500. We experimented with different learning rates and selected two settings with
a value of 0.3 (denoted as MLP1) and 0.4 (MLP2) respectively.

For the k-Nearest Neighbor, an obvious variable is the number of neighbors k. We exper-
imented with k = {1, 3, 5, 7, 9} and the corresponding settings are denoted as IBk (according
to the name of the classifier, IBk in Weka). For other parameters like the search algorithm or
distance weighting, we used the default values of Weka.

5.6 Feature Selection

For feature selection, we used two search methods: a genetic search and a best-first selection
strategy with backtracking abilities. The former one is a simple implementation of the classical
genetic algorithm by Goldberg [105], using a 〈0, 1〉-vector for the chosen features as chromo-
some. Important parameters for this method are the crossover probability C, the number of
generations G, the population size R and the mutation probability M . We used a parameter set-
ting of C = 0.6, G = 100000, R = 50 and M = 0.033. These values are, except the number of
generations, the default setting of the Weka system. We also want to note that for the expanded
features, we reduced the maximal generations to G = 10000 because of runtime reasons.

The second method was a greedy hill climbing algorithm which is enhanced with (limited)
backtracking. The search starts with an empty or predefined set of attributes and adds iteratively
the feature with the highest improvement concerning the chosen measurement. Backtracking is
limited by the number of consecutive non-improving decisions N , which was set to N = 10000
for our application based on preliminary experiments. Moreover, we used the empty set as start
set.

For the evaluation, we used in both methods the CfsSubsetEval (CFS) criteria [115]. This
method evaluates a subset by measuring for each feature its prognostic value concerning the
classification, in combination with the degree of redundancy between the attributes. Using this
two measurements, CFS prefers feature subsets which have a low correlation within each other,
but are highly correlated with the classification value.

Concerning our experiments, we first performed a feature selection on our base features,
which are denoted as b. The resulting data sets of this process are denoted with bff for the
best-first forward selection, and gen for the genetic search. After the feature selection, we
combined for each subset of algorithms hx, x ∈ {8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3} and discretization method
disc ∈ {none, mdl, kon} the two resulting feature subsets and applied on these sets a process
called basis function expansion. In this process, the features of an instance i are multiplied
pairwise and the product is added as new feature xi,j ·xi,k for j = 1...m and k = j + 1...m. In
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addition, we also add the quotient xi,j/xi,k of each pair of features. As result, we obtained for
all subsets of algorithms three sets of expanded features, denoted as:

• e1 from the feature subsets using no discretization,

• e2_mdl from the subsets based on mdl as discretization method, and

• e3_kon from the data using the kon criteria.

Note that for the last two, we performed the expansion on the non-discretized features and ap-
plied the discretization procedure afterwards. The feature selection itself occurred on the dis-
cretized attributes, but as these features are nominal, it is no longer possible to multiply or
divide them. After this expansion, we performed another stage of feature selection to determine
for each expanded set two reduced subsets.

All feature selection variants were performed using a 10-fold cross-validation. Using this
method, Weka returns as result for each attribute the occurrence in the 10 attribute sets. For the
basic features, we took all attributes which were selected at least once within the 10 folds. For
the expanded attributes, this procedure resulted in very large sets of features, especially when we
were using the genetic search. Therefore, we reduced the chosen features by considering only
attributes which were selected in at least x folds with x ∈ {3, 6, 8, 9} such that the total number
of attributes is around 100. This is necessary as the execution time for testing some classifiers
(especially the MLP) raises dramatically with increasing size of the attribute set, which makes
systematic testing impracticable.
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CHAPTER 6
Experimental Results and Evaluation

In this chapter we present an evaluation of 8 state-of-the-art solvers for the GCP on the instances
of three public available instance sets. Main issue of interest is to find for each instance the
algorithm that achieves the best results and to analyze the performance of the different heuristics
on subsets of instances. For this purpose, we calculate several performance measurements of the
algorithms and investigate the impact of graph features on the behavior of the algorithms.

In the second part of this chapter, we investigate automatic algorithm selection for the GCP
using machine learning techniques. In detail, we train several popular classification algorithms
and study their performance using several parameter configurations and data-discretization tech-
niques. Furthermore, we compare the results of the different classifiers and investigate the effect
of feature selection and reducing the algorithm portfolio. Finally, we compare our solvers based
on automated algorithm selection with the underlying heuristic algorithms on a set of new gen-
erated instances.

6.1 Heuristics Evaluation

To begin with, we take a look on the results on the different sets of instances and analyze the
behavior of solvers on different subsets of instances.

6.1.1 Instance Set chi500

Of the 520 graphs with 500 nodes from the instance set chi500, we detected 65 trivial instances
which can be solved optimal by greedy algorithms. After our experiments with the chosen
heuristics, we discovered 8 instances where none of the heuristics found a better coloring than
the greedy methods (marked as trivial2). We further classified 170 instances as easy (according
to our definitions in Section 5.2.4) and categorized the remaining to 277 instances as hard. To
compare different algorithms, we calculated multiple performance metrics of the heuristics.

The first and maybe most interesting issue is the comparison of the performance between the
different algorithms. For this purpose, we rank all methods according to our metric described
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in 5.3.2 and count how often a heuristic gives best results. Figure 6.1 shows for each algorithm
the number of instances on which it can obtain the best performance. Note that according to our

Figure 6.1: Number of instances of the test set chi500 on which the algorithms obtain the best
solution.

definition, there can be multiple programs performing equal on one instance, so it might be that
for an instance there are several heuristics achieving the best result. In detail, on 154 (90.1%) of
the easy instances at least two methods found the best solution in equal time while on the hard
instances, only 17 (6.1%) times no unique best algorithm was detected. In addition, the data
clearly indicate that counting the number of first places on all instances is not representative for
the success on hard instances. For example, HEA and ILS have nearly similar number of best
solutions on all instances (191 to 195), but considering only hard graphs shows that the former
obtained on 66 instances best results while the latter performed only in 38 cases best. Also FPC,
who achieved on 100 of all 447 tested instances the best results, showed on hard graphs with 6
best-solved instances a worse performance than MAFS, which achieved on 88 graphs, including
17 hard ones, the best solution.

More interesting are the results on the different subsets of instances. Therefore, we separated
the instance set into 9 subgroups depending on their class (G, U and W , see Section 5.2) and
their density (0.1, 0.5, and 0.9). Figure 6.2 shows the result of the hard instances according to
these subsets. As expected, the different algorithms show different performances concerning the
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Figure 6.2: Number of hard instances from chi500 on which the algorithms obtain the best
solution. The graphs are separated according to their class and the density.

graph attributes. Even more, the results clearly show that no algorithm outperforms all others
on all subsets. The figures also illustrates that only few graphs with a low density of 0.1 are
classified as hard and the results on these three subsets do not clearly identify any dominant
algorithm. Concerning a density of 0.5, the results on the instances of G-0.5 and W-0.5
reveal a strong performance of HEA, followed by TABU. This is interesting as HEA uses TABU as
embedded LS, which seems a successful approach on these graphs. A complete different result
can be observed on the subgroup U-0.5, where MMT outperformed other heuristics on most
instances. Also on the other geometric graphs, grouped in U-0.1 and U-0.9, MMT achieved
the highest number of best solutions, which indicate that MMT is in general well-suited for these
type of graphs. On the remaining two subsets with high density (G-0.9 and W-0.9) ILS and
TABU showed the best performance.

Concerning the distance err(k, i) to the best colorings found so far, Figure 6.3 gives a
more detailed view (the results are again separated by the density and the class of the graphs).
Remarkable is especially MMT, which has a very low value on the subsets U-0.5 and U-0.9.
This indicates that this method finds in our experiments most of the time the best coloring on
these instances. In addition, the results suggest that the success of this algorithm is due to finding
colorings using fewer colors and not necessarily because of a quick search. A different, but also
interesting observation is that GLS achieves in almost all subsets a worse performance than any
other algorithm. Only on the instances of U-0.9 and U-0.5 it shows competitive results, but
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Figure 6.3: Distance metric err(k, i) of the algorithms on the hard instances of chi500. The
results are grouped by the graph class and the density.
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it is never among the leading approaches. Worth mentioning is also that the values of err(k, i)
on the sets G-0.9 and W-0.9 are in general low. One explanation could be that the greedy
methods achieve worse results compared with other heuristics. Therefore, upper bounds used
are relative high and there is much space for progress by finding better colorings. This is also
justified because on average, the best coloring found by the heuristics has 22.44% less colors
than the solution obtained by the greedy algorithms.

A similar observation is reported in [47] using the same instances where the improvement
of heuristics over the RLF function is studied.

The figures also highlight that the median of the different algorithms are often located at
similar areas among one subset, which shows a similar performance of these solvers. Only on
the subsets containing the geometric graphs (U-*) there is no such clustering.

Another interesting measurement for the performance are the results concerning our ranking
method. Table 6.1 contains the results using a classical ranking and a formula one ranking. The

Algorithm
Classical

F1
No. Ranks

avg std 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

FPC 5.26 1.72 1063 6 14 24 37 75 49 43 29
GLS 6.74 1.75 640 1 12 16 10 9 23 77 129
HEA 2.47 1.25 2036 66 95 63 33 14 5 1 0
ILS 3.57 1.86 1638 38 59 46 54 31 18 31 0
MACOL 4.74 1.42 1201 3 15 34 72 57 69 25 2
MAFS 4.70 1.74 1239 17 14 45 38 55 62 45 1
MMT 3.17 2.06 1845 89 51 26 17 39 40 15 0
TABU 2.75 1.51 1939 74 61 58 42 30 10 1 1

Table 6.1: Ranking results on the hard instances of chi500. The best results among this ranking
are marked bold.

second and third column show the average rank and the standard derivation using a classical
ranking. The lower the value, the better is the algorithm compared with the other competitors.
It is easy to see that GLS achieves on average the worst rank while the most successful algo-
rithms in this category is HEA followed by TABU and MMT. Surprisingly, MACOL, which does
not obtain on many graphs the best solution, is clearly better than FPC and competitive to MAFS.
Concerning the ranks using the formula one (F1) method, which is given in the third column,
the results are quite similar and only the gaps between the values differ. The reason for this is
that the method rewards top rankings more than good average results, which sometimes effects
the ranking of closely related competitors. The remaining columns in this table give detailed
information how often an algorithm achieves a particular rank. As the reader may notice, GLS
shows on 129 of the 277 (46.57%) graphs the worst performance while more robust methods
like HEA or TABU are almost never ranked worse than on the sixth place.

For a more detailed view, Figure 6.4 displays the ranks on the hard instances grouped by
the different subsets. Areas of interest are especially subgroups where many algorithms achieve
similar distance metric err(k, i) (see Figure 6.3), like for example G-0.9 or W-0.9. On these
sets, we can clearly see that, although many heuristics find on average solutions with closely
related number of colors, there are clear patterns concerning the rankings. In both cases ILS
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Figure 6.4: Boxplot diagram showing the ranking of the algorithms on the hard instances of
chi500. The results are grouped according to graph class and the density.
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and TABU are the leading approaches followed by HEA while MMT is always located at the lower
ranks. Another observation is that GLS is on most subclasses the worst performing algorithm.
Only on U-0.9 it achieves a median rank of 3, but as on these instances MMT is clearly the
dominant algorithm, it is not a sufficient criteria to keep GLS in our algorithm set.

As consequence of these results, we excluded GLS for further tests. Main reason is that it
shows poor performance with respect to err(k, i) and is only a few times the best algorithm.
The latter holds also for MACOL, but due its better results concerning the distance metric we
decided to apply further tests on this heuristic. The results of GLS surprised us, as this method
is one of the best on geometric random graphs in the experiments by Chiarandini [47]. One
explanation is that our experiments involved much larger computation time, which may allow
other algorithms to find better solutions while GLS reaches quickly colorings for higher k, but
is unable to make further improvements (i.e. find better colorings).

6.1.2 Instance Set chi1000

The second instance set, chi1000, contains 740 instances, from which we separated 71 as
trivial after the feature computation. We further classified 5 instances as trivial2 after the exper-
iments with our algorithms where none of our heuristics found a better coloring on that graphs
than the greedy methods. From the remaining 664 graphs, we identified 136 as easy and the
remaining 528 as hard.

Figure 6.5 gives an overview on the number of best solutions each algorithm reaches. As
on the set chi500, MMT shows an very good performance and achieves the highest number of
best solutions. Also TABU, HEA and ILS reach many times the best solution. Mentionable is
also the performance of MACOL, which is on no instance among the best heuristics. Considering
only the hard instances, the ranking stays the same although some algorithms seem to achieve
many of their first places on easy instances (e.g. TABU and ILS, which are both ranked on 92
easy graphs at the first place).

Figure 6.6 reveals a closer look on the results on the different subsets. We can see that again
almost all classes have their most appropriate algorithm. On five of the nine groups (G-0.1,
G-0.5, U-0.1, U-0.5, U-0.9), MMT is the best method, which supports the observations
from chi500 that this algorithm is well-suited for geometric graphs. On G-0.5, MMT it is
closely followed by HEA, which also shows very good results on W-0.5. These results also cor-
respond to the results on chi500 where HEA is also very successful on instances with density
0.5. On the subsets of graphs with high density G-0.9 and W-0.9, TABU and ILS seems to
be adequate. These algorithm show also on some graphs with medium density the best perfor-
mance. One difference to the instances of chi500 is observed on the subset W-0.1, where
FPC clearly achieves the highest number of best solutions. One explanation is that the graphs
of the equivalent subgroup of chi500 are mostly classified as easy so that the group W-0.1 of
chi500 consists only of 5 instances, which do not provide much insight into the performance
of the heuristics on that graphs. The algorithm MAFS is again on no subset the dominating algo-
rithm but shows on instances with medium density, especially on G-0.5, good performance.

Note that the number of instances are not uniform distributed among the different instance
subset (neither in chi500 nor in chi1000), which affects the results concerning the total num-
ber of instances on which an algorithm showed best performance. Especially U-0.5 consists
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Figure 6.5: Number of instances from the set chi1000 on which the algorithms show best
performance.

of more hard graphs than any other subgroup which also has an effect on the gap between MMT
and other heuristics (see Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6).

Concerning the distance metric err(k, i), Figure 6.7 reveals some interesting explanations
for the ranking of the algorithms. First of all, it seems that on some instance sets (G-0.9,
W-0.5, W-0.9), the distance between the different algorithms is very small meaning that the
number of colors found differ only slightly. In contrast to this, on the geometric graphs, and
especially on U-0.5 and U-0.9, the values diverge and on these subsets MMT achieves the
lowest values. A different, but also interesting behavior are the results of MAFS on the instances
of G-0.1 and G-0.5. On the former subset, this algorithm shows the worst results while on
the related instances of G-0.5 it is one of the best heuristics. Unfortunately, we could not find
some explanation for this behavior. Also mentionable is that HEA and ILS fail to improve their
initial colorings on some instances of G-0.9. This is remarkable as HEA was handled as robust
method [160] and ILS is among the best in this subgroup.

Table 6.2 shows the results using the classical and the formula-one ranking. In addition, it
contains the detailed information how often a particular rank is obtained. The data on this table
clearly reveal that algorithms MMT and HEA are on average the most effective ones followed
by TABU. Then, with some gap, lies ILS before MAFS while FPC and MACOL are located at
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Figure 6.6: Number of hard instances from the set chi1000 on which the algorithms show best
performance. The results are grouped according to the class of the graphs and the density. Note
that the y-axis on the diagram for U-0.5 has a different scale.

Algorithm
Classic

F1
No. Ranks

avg std 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

FPC 4.64 1.91 2424 35 50 78 81 80 73 131
HEA 2.79 1.39 3631 74 206 104 81 35 18 10
ILS 4.14 1.87 2732 44 78 69 135 67 41 94
MACOL 5.59 1.15 1818 0 16 24 29 115 253 91
MAFS 4.22 1.58 2623 19 61 110 91 139 58 50
MMT 2.30 1.67 4141 263 80 68 40 40 29 8
TABU 2.97 1.50 3513 109 109 120 105 63 10 12

Table 6.2: Ranking results on the hard instances of chi1000.
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Figure 6.7: Distance metric err(k, i) of the algorithms on the hard instances of chi1000. The
results are grouped by the graph class and the density.
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the end of the ranking. The formula-one method enlarges the distance between MMT and HEA,
mostly because it is not normalized and depends on the number of instances where the algorithm
achieves the first place. However, using this criteria does not change the order of the heuristics
compared with using average rank, although the gaps between some competitors change slightly.

For a more insightful illustration, Figure 6.8 shows the ranking results on the hard instances
grouped by the different subsets. As expected from the err(k, i) measurement, MMT achieves
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Figure 6.8: Boxplot diagram showing the ranking of the algorithms on the hard instances of
chi1000. The results are grouped according to graph class and the density.

ordinary good results on the geometric graphs U-* while on the subsets G-0.9 and W-0.9,
TABU is the best-suiting algorithm, followed by ILS. One observation worth mentioning is that
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on some subsets, where MMT obtained very low values of err(k, i), MMT is not the one with the
lowest average rank. Especially on the uniform and weighted graphs, this method is many times
ranked on mid-level positions although the required number of colors seems to be low. This
confirmed our assumption that the success of MMT is most times not caused by a fast search, but
rather by the quality of the found solution. A good example for this is W-0.1 where FPC is very
effective. On these instances, MMT, HEA and FPC perform equally with respect to the distance
err(k, i), but FPC is apparently faster and therefore to prefer. Another example is W-0.9 where
the median rank of MMT is only 5 although it offers competitive results concerning err(k, i).

6.1.3 Dimacs Instances

The third set containing the instances of the DIMACS challenge consists of 174 graphs of dif-
ferent size where we identified 33 of them as trivial. We further separated 35 instances where
no better coloring has been found during our experiments (marked as trivial2) and from the
remaining 106 graphs, we classified 52 as easy and 54 as hard.

Figure 6.9 gives an overview on the number of best solutions each algorithm achieves. In

Figure 6.9: Number of instances from the set dimacs on which the algorithms show best
performance.

contrast to the previous two instance sets, all heuristics showed on at least one hard instance
the best solution. Moreover, the gaps between the different algorithms are rather small, which
may also depend on the small number of instances. The method which has at the most instances
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the best performance is again MMT, but only with a small margin of 4 instances to its successor
TABU.

Figure 6.10 gives a detailed view on the distance err(k, i) on some selected subsets of
instances. Surprisingly, MAFS, which does not shine out so far, shows the best performance
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Figure 6.10: Distance metric err(k, i) of the algorithms on the hard instances of dimacs. The
results are grouped by the graph class and the density.

on the graphs of the set brock, closely followed by HEA. On the graphs grouped in c*, TABU,
ILS and MMT are well-suited while FPC fails completely to find any coloring lower than the
greedy methods. On the instances of dsjc, MMT and HEA are the leading approaches and on
dsjr, MMT is able to find on all instances the best known solution. In contrast to this, this
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algorithm performs badly on flat graphs where HEA, MACOL, MAFS, FPC, and TABU form
the most appropriate algorithms. The results on subset p_hat reveal a rather inhomogeneous
distribution among the different heuristics where TABU is the most robust and successful one.
On the graphs of r*, MMT is again able to find in most cases the best coloring while MAFS is,
as for the instances of dsjr and wap, inappropriate. Concerning the latter subset, FPC and
MMT are well-suited with slightly advantages for FPC. We further conclude the results of the
remaining graphs in the category rest, where besides MMT, MACOL and MAFS achieve good
performance.

As already mentioned, one central disadvantage of the distance err(k, i) is that it only con-
siders the number of colors and ignores the runtime. To include also the runtime of the heuristics,
we also analyzed the rank within the tested algorithms, which combines the solution quality and
the required time. Figure 6.11 shows the ranking of the algorithms separated by the different
subsets. One interesting observation is that, although HEA and MAFS show similar values for
err(k, i) on the set brock, the latter achieves a lower median rank which indicates that is re-
quires less time than HEA. A similar conclusion can be drawn between HEA and MMT on the
instances of dsjc where HEA’s median rank is below the value of MMT. Also on the graphs of
dsjr, where MMT finds on all instances the best solution, is MMT’s mean rank equal to the one of
HEA and above the one of the ILS. Concerning the graphs of c*, the algorithm with the lowest
ranks is TABU followed by ILS. On the subset dsjc the best heuristic is HEA while on dsjr,
ILS shows the strongest performance. On flat graphs is FPC the leading heuristic followed
by MAFS while on the subset p_hat these two algorithms are the worst and TABU is the best.
On the remaining three subsets r*, wap and rest MMT reaches the lowest mean rank although
on the last group the results are diffuse.

6.1.4 Conclusion

Our experiments clearly show that none of the algorithm is superior to the others on all classes of
graphs. Although this observation is not new and it coincides to previous work [160, 47], it is one
essential requirement for algorithm selection. On most of our considered subclasses of instances,
there are one or two heuristics which perform better than the rest and which qualify themselves
to be included in a potential set of candidate solvers. Furthermore, many algorithms showing
good results on some subset of instances perform bad on other classes, which conforms to our
assumption that heuristics follow some hidden structure which highly influences the progress of
the search.

The second observation is that there must be some intrinsic features of a graph that influence
the performance of the different coloring algorithms and that can be ascribed to construction
parameters like the graph class. Thus, the different methods to build graphs result in instances
with different inner structure that also influences the solving of the GCP

These are two crucial preconditions for algorithm selection and the goal for the following
experiments is to evaluate if these inherent attributes can be extracted using simple metrics and
if they allow a prediction of the best-suited algorithm for a particular instance.
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6.2 Solvers based on Algorithm Selection

6.2.1 Terminology

Before we take a look on the results of our experiments regarding algorithm selection based
on machine learning, let us shortly describe some terminology and nomenclature used in the
following section.

As mentioned before, we tested graphs from three different sets, called chi500, chi1000
and dimacs. Unfortunately, the last set contains only 54 hard instances (according to our defi-
nition), but usually more instances are needed for a meaningful application of machine learning.
Therefore, we combined these instances with those of chi500 and chi1000 to one big set
denoted as mixed. This set comprises all 859 hard instances and represents, as it is much more
heterogeneous than chi500 and chi1000, a more realistic and harder setting for an algorithm
selection. For that reason, we will focus our evaluation on the mixed set of instances.

In our experiments, we tested different instance sets, preparation steps and feature subsets.
To provide a better overview on these modifications, we introduce here a naming scheme for
the data sets. In detail, the different sets are labeled as set_hx_base_disc_fs where set ∈
{chi500, chi1000,mixed} represent the set of instances, hx with x ∈ {3, ...8} the number of
used heuristics, base ∈ {u, e1, e2, e3} 1 the attributes on which the feature selection is applied,
disc ∈ {none,mdl, kon} the applied discretization method and fs ∈ {none, bff, gen} the method
used for feature selection. For example, the data set chi500_h7_b_mdl_bff represent the
data for the instances of chi500 using the best 7 algorithms. Moreover, the features contains
of non-expanded attributes (b), which are discretized using the MDL criteria and selected via a
best-first forward selection search.

Concerning the used heuristics, we test 5 sets containing the best x ∈ {3, ...8} heuristics with
respect to the number of first places in our ranking. Therefore we start with all algorithms h7
(see Section 5.1.1) and exclude successively the algorithms with the lowest success. A detailed
description about the different sets of heuristics and the sorting criteria is shown in Table 6.3.

6.2.2 Feature Selection

Before we take a look on the performance of the various classification algorithms, let us shortly
discuss the results of our feature selection. Main purpose of this process is to eliminate redun-
dant or useless attributes so that the classifier can focus on the relevant characteristics of the
instances. To analyze the importance of the different classes of attributes, we count for each
attribute how often it is selected, sum this value up according to their class and normalize the
sum by the number of attribute selections. Figure 6.12 shows the average number of attributes
per class on the selected subsets of the unexpanded data sets. From the figure it is apparent
that data sets which have been discretized contained significant less attributes compared to the
non-discretized ones. One reason for this might be that in the course of the discretization, the
values of some features are all mapped to one single nominal value. Thus, all instances have

1 We applied a basis function expansion on the results of the feature selection using the numerical values and
those of the discretized ones. The result of the non-discretized cases is marked as e1 while e2 (e3) is based on
outcome of the feature selection on data discretized with the MDL (KON) criteria.
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Rank Algorithm
No. Best

Algorithm Set
Solution

1 MMT 367

h7
h6

h5
h4

h32 TABU 194
3 HEA 143
4 ILS 88
5 FPC 51
6 MAFS 46
7 MACOL 4
8 GLS 1

Table 6.3: Ranking according to the total number of best solutions on the instances of mixed.
Note that GLS has only been tested on the instances of chi500 and is listed for the sake of
completeness.
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Figure 6.12: Average number of attributes selected per attribute class in the unexpanded data
sets.
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on that features the same value, which makes it meaningless and therefore, it is removed by the
feature selection. Another explanation is that the discretized data are more significant than the
original one and therefore, less attributes are needed for a similar performance with respect to
the selection criteria. Nevertheless, these are just some possible explanations and more detailed
investigations in this topic are left for future work.

Concerning the chosen attributes, it is easy to see that features of some classes are more
frequently used than others. Surprisingly, the frequency of being selected varied over the three
sets of instances, especially between chi500 and chi1000. For example, attributes con-
cerning the lower and upper bound are frequently used in chi500 while never on the data of
chi1000, in contrast to the attributes based on the tree width, which are only selected for the
data of chi1000.

The most selected features are in almost any settings those based on the clustering coeffi-
cient, the weighted clustering coefficient and the clique size. In detail, in each selected subset
there are on average between 2 and 6 attributes of that three classes, which indicates high im-
portance to these features. Note that these figures highly depends on the number of attributes
per type, which is for some classes higher than others (e.g. the class CC (clustering coefficient)
has 10 different attributes while the class S (size features) 5 and the class TW tree width only
2 attributes). Nevertheless, we believe that it reveals some insight on the selected attributes and
the importance of the classes.

Concerning the expanded attributes, Figure 6.13 shows the results using all selected subsets
(expanded and unexpanded). Note that, as the expanded attributes are based on attributes of two
classes, we count them twice - once for each class of the underlying attributes.

Again, attributes based on the clustering coefficient or the weighted clustering coefficient
are highly represented while the features concerning the clique size occurred, in relation to the
results on the unexpanded attributes, less frequently. On the feature sets of chi500, attributes
depending on bounds, the node degree and local search are often selected while for the data of
chi1000, besides clustering coefficient and the weighted clustering coefficient, also the class
of features using the clique size is important. On the data of mixed, again the classes clustering
coefficient and weighted clustering coefficient are those with the most selected members.

Another interesting result is that for all three sets of instances, there were some features
which are included in almost any selected subset. For example, on the data sets for chi500
the attribute GCD/R is selected in 95.89% of the subsets, closely followed by GCR/D which
is included in 89.04% of the subsets. On the data sets for chi1000, the most-selected at-
tribute is CCg (83.33%) followed by CCmean (75.00%). These attributes occurred also in the
results from the feature selection on data sets containing all graphs very often (GCD/R (81.01%),
GCR/D(50.63%), CCg (64.56%), CCmean (82.28%)). This indicates that these attributes have a
higher correlation to the classification variable. However, the attribute with the highest number
of occurrences in the data of mixed is CCmax (86.08%). For more information about the single
attributes, we refer to the Appendix A.4 where a detailed listing of the most-selected attributes
can be found.

A different aspect of this evaluation is also to detect attributes which do not correlate with
the best algorithm and are therefore never selected. As also seen in Figure 6.12, one class of
attributes which is almost never chosen are the features concerning the tree decomposition. The
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Figure 6.13: Average number of attributes selected per attribute class in all data sets.

attribute TDtime is never selected and the minimal tree width TDwidth is only used on the data
sets of chi1000. This let us conclude that these metrics are in general not very important for
algorithm selection for the GCP.

Another features which are (almost) never selected are the results of the two greedy methods,
GCRLF and GCDSAT and the time needed for their calculation, GCT−DSAT and GCT−RLF. Only
GCDSAT is selected in two subsets while the others are never chosen. The reason for this is
that these variables are not normalized and contain therefore none general meaning. Moreover,
multiple related attributes like GCD/R or GCR/D are among the most-used ones, which leads us to
the conclusion that the greedy algorithms DSAT and RLF are important, but only in combination
with other attributes.

There are of course other variables which are never selected (e.g. LSii or Dmax), but most
surprising for us was that also the number of nodes Sn is one of the unused attributes. This was
expected for the data sets of chi500 and chi1000 where all instances have the same size, but
also on the set of all instances, mixed, this attribute is never selected. One explanation is that
the number of nodes does not vary so much to have a high dependency on the performance of
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the algorithms.

6.2.3 Classifier Parameter Evaluation

In the following section, we analyze the performance of the different parameter settings for the
classifiers. For this purpose, we take a look on the accuracy on the classifications grouped by
the used discretization method and the algorithm space.

Bayesian Network

As mentioned before, we tested 5 different settings for the BN classifier. These settings differ
on the number of parent nodes each node can have. Figure 6.14 shows the accuracy values of
the different configurations on the observations from the instance set mixed. Considering the
different settings, the plot clearly shows that using only 1 parent node always leads to suboptimal
results and that by incrementing the value of this parameter, also the accuracy increases. At
value of 3, this effect stagnates and additional parent nodes do not further improve the results.
In addition, the diagram reveals that the less algorithms for the GCP are used, the higher the
average accuracy gets, regardless of the used parameter setting. This is reasonable, as the less
heuristics are used, the less classes are available and the higher are the number of classifications
for the remaining algorithms, which makes it easier for the classification algorithms. Another
interesting observation is that on all tested data sets, the classifier seems to perform on the non-
discretized data sets worse than the using those from the groups MDL or KON.

k-Nearest Neighbor

Figure 6.15 shows the results of the different parameter configurations for the kNN classifier
on the instances of the data set mixed. For this algorithm, we experimented with the number of
nearest neighbors k (denoted as IBk) whereby we tested values of k ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 9} . The exper-
iments clearly illustrate that on the non-discretized features a larger neighborhood is more suc-
cessful than considering only a small number of neighbors. This effect is especially observable
on the dataset of chi500, where the difference between using 1 and 9 nearest neighbors is up to
10%. On the discretized data of mixed, this effect on the average accuracy almost disappears.
Only between using 1, 3 and 5 neighbors, marginal improvements can be observed. Although
there is on average no advance in using higher values, the best results were almost always ob-
tained when using a large neighborhood. In addition, increasing the number of neighbors leads
on average almost never to decreasing accuracy. Therefore, although larger k requires more
computational effort, it may result in a better performance and can therefore be recommended.

Decision Tree

For the C4.5 decision trees (DT) classifier, we tested 4 parameter configurations with different
confidence factor and number of objects per leave node (see Table 5.3).Figure 6.16 gives an
overview on the accuracy of these settings on the instances of mixed. Unfortunately, none of
the configurations seems to be clearly better than the others. On the non-discretized data, the
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Figure 6.14: Accuracy of the BN classifier on the instances of mixed using the different pa-
rameter settings. The results are grouped by discretization method and algorithm set. The dots
represent a result on a particular data set and the black line indicates the mean value.
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Figure 6.15: Accuracy of the kNN classifier on the instances of mixed using different parameter
settings. The results are grouped by the discretization method and the algorithm set. The dots
represent a result on a particular data set and the black line indicates the mean value.

settings DT2 and DT4 perform slightly better than the rest while when using discretized fea-
tures, these configurations perform worse than DT1 and DT3. In the latter cases using nominal
values, the default parameters of Weka (DT1) work on average marginally better than the others.
Remarkable is the gab between using the best 4 and 3 algorithms, where the accuracy increases
on average up to 5% with the decreasing amount of used heuristics.

Random Forest

For the random forests (RF) classifier, we tested 2 parameter settings that differ only in the
number of generated trees (RF1 using 10 decision trees, which is the default value of Weka,
and DRF2, which comprises 15 trees). Figure 6.17 gives an overview on the results on the data
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Figure 6.16: Accuracy of the C4.5 decision trees (DT) classifier on the instances of mixed
using different parameter settings. The results are grouped by the discretization method and the
algorithm set. The dots represent a result on a particular data set and the black line indicates the
mean value.

sets of mixed. The data show that both settings are performing nearly equal with some minor
advantages for the second configuration, especially on the non-discretized data.

Multilayer Perceptron

Concerning the multilayer perceptrons (MLP), we tested 2 configurations which only differ on
their learning rate (MLP1 with a value of 0.3 and MLP2 with a value of 0.4). The results for the
data sets of mixed are displayed in Figure 6.18. On the non-discretized data, the accuracy of
both settings is on average nearly similar and varies only in correlation with a decreasing amount
of heuristics used. The graphic further reveals that this classifier has major problems on the
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Figure 6.17: Accuracy of the random forests classifier on the instances of mixed using the
two tested parameter settings. The results are grouped by the discretization method and the
algorithm set. The dots represent a result on a particular data set and the black line indicates the
mean value.

discretized data and in particular when using the best 6 or 7 algorithms for the GCP. Especially
with larger amounts of features, a MLP approach required much more time compared with the
other methods. In detail, testing one classifier took on 10 of the 186 data sets of mixed more
than 12 hours and the average accuracy on these cases was 50% for the configuration MLP1
and 33% for MLP2. Surprisingly, using a similar amount of continuous parameters does not
result to such a behavior, which leads us to the conclusion that this classifier is not suited for
discretized data. Concerning the 2 parameter settings, our results indicate that when they are
applied on discretized data, the default setting of Weka is with 65% slightly better than using an
increased learning rate, which results in an average accuracy of 60%. On the numeric data, both
settings seem to be equal successful (an accuracy of 64% versus 65%) with also competitive
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Figure 6.18: Accuracy of the MLP classifier on the instances of mixed using the two tested
parameter settings. The results are grouped by the discretization method and the algorithm set.
The dots represent a result on a particular data set and the black line indicates the mean value.

results concerning the runtime.

Support Vector Machines

The last considered classifier uses support vector machines (SVM) and we tested 8 parameter
configurations with different kernel functions, exponentials and complexity parameters (see Ta-
ble 5.4). Figure 6.19 shows the results of the parameter settings on the data sets of mixed
separated by the discretization method and the considered heuristics for the GCP. Concerning
the non-discretized data, it is easy to see that using a PUK kernel (SMO8) leads to the best
results. The highest average accuracy using the polynomial kernel can be achieved with the set-
tings SMO6 and SMO7. On the discretized cases, the most suitable configurations are SMO1 and
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Figure 6.19: Accuracy of the SVM classifier on the instances of mixed using the tested param-
eter settings. The results are grouped by the discretization method and the algorithm set. The
dots represent a result on a particular data set and the black line indicates the mean value.

SMO4 while the approach using a PUK kernel (SMO8) obtained by far the worst values. Another
observation is that on nearly all data sets, there was no difference between the configurations
SMO6 and SMO7 which indicates that increasing the complexity factor further does not enhance
the accuracy. In general, the accuracy of the discretized data is, depending on the configuration,
up to 10% better than using only numerical values (e.g. see the best values of the configuration
SMO1 using the algorithm set h3).

6.2.4 Variation in the Algorithm Space

One question that arose during our experiments was if and how the choice of the algorithm space
influences the performance of the classifier. Assuming that, the less choices a classifier has,
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the more likely it will predict the correct class, we wanted to see if dropping some algorithms
result in a higher total performance. For that reason, we applied all our tests using only the
best x ∈ {3, ..., 8} heuristics. Figure 6.20 displays the results concerning the success rate
of the different classifiers separated by the discretization method. Recall that the success rate
s(c,I,A) of a solver is the ratio between the number of instances an which the solver achieves
the best solution and the total number of instances. Thus, this metric gives information about
the performance of a solver in relation to a set of solver (in our case, the set of tested algorithms
h7). It is easy to see that using only the best 3 heuristics always leads to worse performance
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Figure 6.20: Success rate s(c,I,A) of the tested classifiers using the best x ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6, 7}
heuristics (denoted as hx) on the instances of mixed. The dots represent a result on a particular
attribute subset and parameter configuration while the line displays the best achieved result.
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compared to using 4 or more algorithms. Especially between the algorithm sets h3, h4 and
h5 all classifiers show larger gaps on their achieved success rate. For example, the classifier
using a Bayesian network achieved on the non-discretized data sets of h3 a best result of 62%,
on h4 a value of 65% and on h5 a success rate of 67%. Considering the algorithm sets with
more heuristics, our data show that the benefit of including additional algorithm decreases in
relation to the performance of the new algorithm. Thus, changing the algorithm set from h5
to h6 (include MAFS) or adding MACOL to the set h6 results only in minor advantages on the
success rate.

6.2.5 Comparison of Classifiers

Besides the question of selecting a good algorithm portfolio, one important issue is the per-
formance of the different classification algorithms in our experiments. For this purpose, we
compared the success rate s(c,I,A) of the classifiers using their best parameter configuration.
Figure 6.21 shows the highest achieved success rate per classifier separated by the discretization
method and the used algorithm set. Again, it is easy to see that for all classifiers and starting
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Figure 6.21: Success rate of the tested classifiers on the instances of mixed. The values are the
best (highest) values using different attribute subsets and parameter configurations.

with the algorithm set h3, adding further heuristics increases the overall performance. Then, at
a certain point the improvement stagnates and only minor progress, or in some cases, even a loss
of the performance, occur. In the case of the numeric attributes, this effect occurs at the set h5,
from where the classifier SMO, BN, kNN and MLP show only small changes compared to h6.
Even more, the DT classifier has on h6 a worse performance than on h5 and only RF is able to
use the additional heuristics for a better algorithm selection.
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Method
BN C4.5 kNN

avg (%) best(%) avg(%) best(%) avg(%) best(%)

MDL + 2.54 + 3.43 + 5.38 + 6.03 + 7.42 + 7.00
KON + 3.50 + 4.70 + 4.97 + 5.22 + 7.84 + 8.92

Method MLP RF SVM

MDL + 2.64 + 4.69 + 2.32 + 3.01 + 2.85 + 3.18
KON - 7.47 + 3.59 + 2.58 + 4.38 + 3.07 + 4.52

Table 6.4: Improvements of the success rate s(c,I,A) (in percent) when using discretized data in
relation to the results achieved with non-discretized data on the instances of mixed.

Concerning the data sets prepared with the MDL criteria, the graphic shows that also some
classifiers reach a peak using h5. For example, the RF and SMO show their best performance
using h5 and loose both on the success rate when they are applied with h6. In contrast to
this, kNN reaches its best results on h6 while BN seems to be the only classifier which makes
advances of the bigger choice of algorithms of h7.

On the data where we applied Kononenko’s criteria (KON) for discretization, it is observable
that except BN and DT, all classifier reach a higher success rate when tested with the algorithm
set h3 than the corresponding settings on the non-discretized data or using the standard MDL
criteria. However, applied with h4 many classifiers achieve worse results compared to the clas-
sical MDL criteria. Especially MLP and DT show only a flat increase on their success rate. The
other four classifiers reveal in general a slightly better performance than using the MDL criteria
with a peak on h6 for BN, kNN and RF while SMO reached its highest values on h7.

6.2.6 Effects of Discretization

Besides a comparison of the different considered heuristics, Figure 6.20 and Figure 6.21 re-
veal also some insights for the effects of the different methods of discretization. As mentioned
before, transforming numerical values into nominal ones can have a significant effect on the
performance of the classifier. Hence, we tested, apart from using the original data, two dis-
cretization methods denoted as MDL and KON. Concerning the impact of this data preparation,
Table 6.4 clearly show that all classifiers can achieve higher values than using nominal values.

In detail, the column avg refers to the average success rate of the best parameter configu-
ration for each data set while the column best represents the difference between the best value
obtained on all data sets using no numerical values and the best value of the discretized data sets.
As the reader can see, both discretization variants improve the best reached success rate whereby
using the classical MDL method raises the value on average by 4.36% while using Kononenko’s
criteria increases s(c,I,A) by 3.80%. However, the best parameter and portfolio configurations,
the benefits of discretized values for some classifier are up to +7.00% with MDL and even
+8.92% using KON. Also worth mentioning are the bad results of the MLP using KON, where
on average the success rate decreases by 7.47%.
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Setting Data Set
Accuracy s(c, I, A) err(k, i) Rank t

(%) (%) (%) avg stdev F1 (min)

BN3 h7_e3_kon_bff 71.89 72.49 4.06 1.50 1.01 7810 1
IB5 h6_e3_kon_gen 72.14 72.86 4.20 1.49 0.99 7827 1
DT3 h6_e2_mdl_bff 69.81 70.54 4.86 1.57 1.09 7724 1
MLP1 h5_e2_mdl_gen 70.91 69.56 4.45 1.57 1.10 7715 52
RF2 h6_e3_kon_gen 71.66 72.33 4.19 1.50 1.00 7816 1
SMO1 h7_e3_kon_gen 71.44 71.98 4.55 1.53 1.04 7773 1

Table 6.5: Summary of the best-performing parameter settings with respect to the success rate
s(c,I,A) of the different classifiers on the instance set mixed.

6.2.7 Analysis of the Best Configuration per Classifier

To conclude these various parameter configurations and used algorithm set, we manually se-
lected for each classifier the setting with the highest success rate. Table 6.5 gives an overview
on these results considering the different performance measurements.

From these figures, it is apparent that discretization is one of the key factors for a successful
algorithm selection on the GCP. All results of the Table 6.5 are reached on nominal attributes
with only marginal differences between using MDL or KON. As the latter seems to provide
slightly better outcome (with respect to the best configurations per classifier), we focus for the
remaining comparisons on data prepared with this method.

Furthermore, we decided to fix our set of used heuristics to h6. The reason for this is that
all classifiers show high performance on that set and neither adding additional algorithms nor
removing some lead to significant improvements concerning the success rate.

For a more detailed statistical analysis, we executed all classifiers (except the MLP) using
their best configurations with a 10-fold cross-validation on the data set h6_e3_kon_gen. Then
we applied a corrected resampled T-test [188] on these results. These experiments, applied with
a level of significance of α = 0.05, reveal that BN3, IB5 and RF2 are significant better than
DT3 while all other pairwise comparisons do not show significant differences.

A detailed view on the performance with respect to the different classes (heuristics) can be
seen with the help of a confusion matrix. Table 6.6 shows the aggregated and normalized values
over 20 runs for the BN classifier. The figures reveal that the classifier focus especially on clas-
sifying MMT, HEA and TABU, which is reasonable, as these are the most-successful algorithms.
Remarkable is also the low true positive (TP) rate on ILS, where most cases are classified as
TABU instead of the correct heuristic.

A slightly different behavior can be seen in Table 6.7 where the confusion matrix of IB5 is
given. In addition, this This classifier shows slightly lower success predicting instances for MMT
compared with BN, but a higher TP rate regarding ILS and TABUB.

The confusion matrix for the setting RF2 is presented in Table 6.8. The data here show that
RF2 and IB5 have similar performance concerning prediction of the different classes.

For a better overview on the prediction per class on the different heuristics, we summarize
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FPC HEA ILS MAFS MMT TABU ← classified as

3.6 0.2 0.0 0.1 1.1 0.7 FPC
0.1 10.1 0.5 0.3 4.2 1.5 HEA
0.1 0.8 2.7 0.0 0.6 3.3 ILS
0.0 0.7 0.2 2.1 1.5 0.3 MAFS
0.5 2.1 0.2 0.2 39.1 0.7 MMT
0.0 1.3 0.7 0.0 6.7 13.8 TABU

Table 6.6: Confusion matrix of the setting BN3 of 20 runs using the data set
mixed_h6_e3_kon_gen. Note that the values are normalized by the number of instances.

FPC HEA ILS MAFS MMT TABU ← classified as

3.0 0.4 0.1 0.1 1.4 0.6 FPC
0.1 10.4 0.9 0.5 3.3 1.5 HEA
0.2 0.3 4.4 0.1 0.3 2.2 ILS
0.0 0.6 0.4 2.7 0.7 0.4 MAFS
0.5 3.0 0.2 0.7 36.4 2.1 MMT
0.0 1.0 2.2 0.1 4.0 15.2 TABU

Table 6.7: Confusion matrix of the setting IB5 of 20 runs using the data set h6_e3_kon_gen.
Note that the values are normalized by the number of instances.

FPC HEA ILS MAFS MMT TABU ← classified as

3.7 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.8 0.5 FPC
0.2 10.1 0.5 0.6 3.8 1.5 HEA
0.2 0.4 4.3 0.2 0.5 2.0 ILS
0.1 0.7 0.3 2.5 1.0 0.3 MAFS
0.6 3.0 0.2 0.7 36.2 2.2 MMT
0.2 1.0 1.7 0.3 4.4 14.9 TABU

Table 6.8: Confusion matrix of the setting RF2 of 20 runs using the data set h6_e3_kon_gen.
Note that the values are normalized by the number of instances.

the individual results in Table 6.9. This statistic clearly shows that all classifiers offer good
results concerning MMT, which is the appropriate choice in the majority of instances. In detail,
all classifiers show a TP rate of up to 91.35% (average value 84.62%) for this class, which
is recommended on 42.84% of the 859 observations. In contrast to this, from the examples
of the second biggest group, TABU, are on average only 64.06% correct classified. Although
this is the desired behavior, it poses some risk because the success of MMT is intensified by the
inhomogeneous training set. On a different (balanced) training data, the performance of MMT
might be inferior in relation to its competitors. On such data, the learning algorithms would
have to increase their prediction rate on the other classes to achieve similar performance.
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Class
No. Best

BN C4.5 kNN RF SVM
abs. (%)

FPC 48 5.59 63.65 65.42 54.06 65.52 68.75
HEA 143 16.65 60.38 56.05 62.48 60.49 63.81

ILS 65 7.57 35.46 47.23 58.62 56.46 57.54
MAFS 41 4.77 43.41 46.95 55.98 51.83 47.32
MMT 368 42.84 91.35 83.68 84.93 84.59 78.55
TABU 194 22.58 61.29 59.72 67.42 66.19 65.70

TOTAL 859 71.34 68.14 72.14 71.66 69.56

Table 6.9: Percentage of correct predictions per class on the data set
mixed_h6_e3_kon_gen. The second column represents the number of instances
where the heuristic achieves the best solution.

6.2.8 Comparison of Algorithms for the GCP using Cross-Validation

So far, we have evaluated different parameter configurations, classifier, discretization methods
and used heuristics. In the following paragraph, we compare the best found classifier with the
underlying heuristics to show the benefits of algorithm selection. For this purpose, we selected
for each classifier the parameter configurations which achieved high success rate and inspect
their behavior on the different subsets of instances.

In detail, we tested each classifier 20 times using a 10-fold cross validation on the data set
mixed_h6_e3_kon_gen. Figure 6.22 shows the average number of correct predictions per
classifier separated by the three instance sets. For a good comparison with the tested solvers
for the GCP, the graphic contains also for each algorithm the number of instances on which
they show the best performance. The diagram clearly illustrate that 5 of 6 tested classifiers
achieve nearly similar results. Only the MLP fails completely on this data set. This method
requires more than 24 hours for one cross-validation and its results are even below those of the
underlying heuristics. Nevertheless, the other approaches show an overwhelming performance
by obtaining on up to 625.9 (72.86%) instances the best solution. Compared with the best single
heuristic for the GCP, MMT, this is an improvement by 259 (30%). Even more, this increase can
be observed on all three tested sets of instances, chi500, chi1000 and dimacs.

A more detailed comparison is given in Table 6.10 where we evaluate the classifiers using
different metrics. Due to the poor performance of MLP on the data discretized with KON, we
also add the results of the data set mixed_h5_e2_mdl_gen for this classifier. According to
this data, we can say that our systems for algorithm selection are clearly better on all evaluated
measurements. All tested classifier, except MLP, show a lower distance err(k, i) than the best
heuristic, MMT (up to −1.35%) and are way ahead of the other algorithms (between 8% and
32%). Concerning the ranking, the classifiers reach on average a rank between 1.49 and 1.57,
which is much better than the best single heuristic (MMT with 2.63). In addition, the algorithm
selection shows a lower standard derivation of the ranking (average values around 1.04 versus
1.64) and win also using the formula-one criteria (7827 versus 6348) by an increase of +23.30%.
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Figure 6.22: Number of predicted best algorithms of the different classifiers on the data set
mixed_h6_e3_kon_gen in comparison with the underlying (meta)heuristics. The classifiers
are tested 20 times using 10-fold cross-validation. The asterisk denotes that this heuristic is only
tested on chi500. Please note that the MLP classifier is only tested once because of time
reasons.

Next, we analyze the behavior on the different subsets of the instance sets chi500 and
chi1000. For this purpose, we compare the results of the RF classifier using the setting RF2
with the heuristics for the GCP. Note that according to our experiments, the data of the other
classifiers are in the majority of cases similar to those presented here, for what reason we omit
these additional results.

Figure 6.23 illustrates the results of RF2 on the instances of chi500. It can be seen that the
classifier chooses for all subsets appropriate algorithms and is in 6 of the 9 subgroups better than
any single heuristic. On some subsets, especially U-0.5 and U-0.9, the proposed approach is
not better than MMT which indicate that the used features might be unable to characterize these
cases in a perfect way. Another noteworthy observation is that on the subset G-0.5 it seems
that the classifier is able to distinguish well between the two dominating algorithms HEA and
TABU and achieves relative good success rate.

The results for the instances of the larger set chi1000 are given in Figure 6.24. As on the
previous figure, the diagram clearly shows that the classifier is able to identify on all subsets
appropriate heuristics and the number of correct classifications is always at least near to those
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Solver
s(c, I, A) err(k, i) Rank

(%) (%) avg stdev F1

Algorithm Selection
BN 71.68 3.78 1.53 1.07 7772
C4.5 68.99 4.62 1.58 1.06 7693
kNN 72.86 4.20 1.49 0.99 7827
RF 72.33 4.19 1.50 1.00 7816
MLP 17.69 26.32 4.02 2.05 4665
MLP’ 69.56 4.45 1.57 1.10 7715
SVM 70.16 5.02 1.57 1.11 7718

Heuristics
FPC 5.94 36.57 4.74 1.83 3829
HEA 16.65 12.23 2.72 1.37 6001
ILS 10.24 19.26 3.89 1.88 4720
MACOL 0.47 25.29 5.22 1.32 3294
MAFS 5.36 21.72 4.36 1.68 4159
MMT 42.84 5.41 2.63 1.86 6348
TABU 22.58 16.00 2.92 1.54 5791

Best (heuristic) 42.84 5.41 2.63 1.86 6348
Best (AS) 72.86 3.78 1.49 0.99 7827

Table 6.10: Comparison of several performance metrics between the an cross validation of the
classifiers on the data mixed_h6_e3_kon_gen and the underlying heuristics on the instances
of mixed. Note that MLP’ denotes a configuration on the set mixed_h5_e2_mdl_gen.

of the best algorithm. In detail, on 6 of the subsets is our algorithm selection better than the best
underlying method and the gap on the remaining 3 groups is always marginal. The data further
indicate that on the instances of W-0.5, where multiple heuristics perform best, the classifier is
able to discriminate between the different graph types as its performance is better than any single
solver for the GCP. On the other side, the prediction rate on G-0.5 is in relation to MMT and
HEA not very well, which is a strong clue that the classifier is not always able to distinguish when
to apply one of these two algorithms. This is interesting, as on the subset G-0.5 of chi500,
RF shows good performance. However, on the instances of chi500, the most successful solvers
are HEA and TABU while on the instances of chi1000, MMT achieves the highest number of
best solution. This diverse information in the data could explain the suboptimal performance of
the classifier.

6.2.9 Comparison with Algorithms for the GCP on the Test Set

In the previous section, we compare the predictions of the different classifiers with the single
heuristics for the GCP on the data set mixed, which is also used for the learning process itself.
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Figure 6.23: Number of predicted best algorithms on the instances of chi500 using the setting
RF2 in comparison with the underlying (meta)heuristics. The classifier is tested 20 times on the
data set mixed_h6_e3_kon_gen using 10-fold cross-validation.

However, a more realistic scenario is that an already trained classifier has to choose an algorithm
on new, unseen instances. To simulate this application, we trained each considered learning
algorithm using the instance set mixed_h6_e3_kon_gen and evaluated their performance
on the test set. This also allows a fair comparison between the underlying algorithms and
our approach based on algorithm selection, as the performance of the former on these instances
is not visible for the latter and can not affect their predictions.

Concerning the test set itself, we considered again only hard instances. In detail, from
the 180 instances we classified 16 as trivial after the feature computation. Based on the data of
the heuristic evaluation, we further separated 9 as trivial2 and 3 as easy leading to 152 remaining
hard instances.

As for the training set, we transformed all numeric attributes into discrete ones using KON.
However, this is a supervised method that uses the information about the correct class for finding
good decision boundaries and as this information is prohibited for the test set, we discretized
based on the nominal values of mixed_h6_e3_kon_gen.

Then we trained each classifier with the data of mixed_h6_e3_kon_gen as training set
and used test set as test set. We further used the parameter configuration which showed the
best performance during previous experiments (see Table 6.5).

The most interesting evaluation criteria is of course the number of instances on which the
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Figure 6.24: Number of predicted best algorithms on the instances of chi1000 using the setting
RF2 in comparison with the underlying (meta)heuristics. The classifier is tested 20 times on the
data set mixed_h6_e3_kon_gen using 10-fold cross-validation.

solvers show the best performance. Figure 6.25 gives on overview on this measurement. From
this diagram, it is easy to see that all learning strategies except MLP accomplish a higher number
of first ranks than any single solver for the GCP. The most successful classifiers are RF, BN and
kNN which forecast on up to 68.59% of the 156 graphs the most appropriate algorithm.

A more detailed view on the results using different metrics is given in Table 6.11. The figures
point out that again MMT is the best single heuristic with respect to the number of first places in
our ranking. Moreover, it accomplishes the lowest average distance err(k, i) with a larger gap
to the other approaches. Surprisingly, when we look at the average rank, MMT is not ranked first
because TABU and HEA show both a lower value. However, concerning the formula-one score,
MMT lies again in front of HEA, but is still behind TABU.

Compared with our solvers using all algorithms and an automatic algorithm selection mech-
anism, it is easy to see that for all considered metrics except err(k, i) at least one system shows
a stronger performance than the best single heuristic. The best selection mechanism provides
clearly RF, which is on all criteria except the err(k, i) better than the other classifier. In detail,
this system achieves a success rate of 70.39% (+33.55% compared with MMT) and an average
rank of 1.51 (−1.07 compared with TABU). Using the formula-one ranking, it reaches 1386
points (+292 or +26.7% to the results of TABU). Only on the metric err(k, i) MMT shows with
4.63% a lower value than RF, which predictions have an average distance of 6.44%. Surpris-
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Figure 6.25: Number of instances from the test set on which a solver show best perfor-
mance.

ingly, the approach based on a DT, which performs suboptimal concerning s(c,I,A) and the
ranking criteria, has with 4.90% one of the lowest value of err(k, i) from all solvers based on
algorithm selection. Only kNN achieves with 4.88 a slightly lower value. The worst perfor-
mance of the classifiers shows clearly MLP, which results concerning the number of instances
where it performs best are even below those of MMT. In combination with the long runtime, these
data confirm that this machine learning technique is in combination with KON not suited for the
GCP.

It is now clear that it is possible to implement algorithm selection for the GCP using machine
learning techniques. Let us now analyze the behavior of the most successful classifier, RF, on
the different types of graphs. For this purpose, we separated the results according to the graph
class and density and evaluate the performance of the heuristics and the RF with respect to that
subsets.

Figure 6.26 shows the amount of graphs on which the different methods show the best per-
formance. This diagram reveals that our solver based on algorithm selection is on 5 of the 9
subsets better or equal the best heuristic. Unfortunately, on the groups G-0.5 and W-0.5 our
approach is not able achieve better or equal performance than any single solver. This is sur-
prising as the best heuristic on that instances is HEA, which showed also on the corresponding
training data good results. Consequently, it seems that the classifier was not able to learn this
pattern correctly. On the groups U-0.9 and W-0.1 the algorithm selection fails by predicting
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Solver
No. Best s(c, I, A) err(k, i) Rank
Solution (%) (%) avg stdev F1

Heuristics
FPC 17 11.18 25.43 3.39 1.53 919
HEA 34 22.37 15.25 2.74 1.43 1065
ILS 1 0.66 21.97 3.99 1.56 784
MACOL 0 0.00 28.13 5.17 1.23 588
MAFS 7 4.61 31.71 5.34 1.94 585
MMT 56 36.84 4.63 2.88 1.99 1077
TABU 43 28.29 19.47 2.57 1.25 1094

Algorithm Selection
BN 102 67.11 5.85 1.58 1.02 1360
C4.5 76 50.00 4.90 2.26 1.62 1204
IBK 100 65.79 4.88 1.61 1.17 1357
MLP 52 34.21 22.92 2.64 1.54 1091
RF 107 70.39 6.44 1.50 1.07 1386
SVM 82 53.95 9.37 2.10 1.58 1240

Best (heuristic) 56 36.84 4.63 2.57 1.25 1094
Best (AS) 107 70.39 4.88 1.50 1.07 1386

Table 6.11: Performance metrics of the algorithm selection and the underlying heuristics on the
test set.

on only 3 of 10 and 6 of 20 graphs the correct algorithm. The reason for this bad results on the
former subset might be in the performance of algorithms: In contrast to the training data, where
MMT is the dominant method, on the test data also MAFS obtains in 4 cases the best solution.
Thus, the trained patterns might not fit and this leads the classifier to so many mispredictions.
We could not clearly identify why the results of the heuristics differ compared to the training set.
One possible explanation for the increased success of MAFS is that in contrast to the training set,
the new created instances do not hide any fixed coloring.

However, the suboptimal prediction rate on the latter subset can not be explained, as FPC is
also in related subset W-0.1 of chi1000 the best algorithm. Thus, is seems that the classifier
is just not able to learn this pattern correctly.

Concerning the distance measurement err(k, i), Figure 6.27 shows a box-whisker diagram
with the results on the different subsets. The figures clearly show that algorithm selection
achieves in almost all subsets a very low distance which often correlates with the best heuristic.
Only on the subsets U-0.9 there is a larger gap between the RF-based approach and the values
of MMT. Also noteworthy is that the distance of the heuristics on the instances of U-0.5 fluc-
tuates and varies much more compared with the other subsets and that MMT achieves by far the
best solutions. A similar behavior can also be discovered at the training data. However, on the
related instances of U-0.9 this does not hold for all techniques: only MMT and MAFS achieve on
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Figure 6.26: Number of graphs where a method shows the best performance on the instances of
the test set grouped by the graph type and the density.

average improvements over the greedy algorithms while the other heuristics are often not able
to find a better coloring. Regarding our classification approach, it seems that the RF is able to
learn the pattern for the class U-0.5 such that it predicts always the correct algorithm (MMT).
On the instances of U-0.9, its performance is worse than MMT. However, it is still above those
of the other heuristics.

A more detailed view on the ranking of the different approaches is given in Figure 6.28. As
in the training data, the diagram reveals that no heuristic performs best on all types of graphs.
Moreover, the ranks of the algorithms between related subsets may vary strong. A good example
for this are the sets G-0.5 and G-0.9 where for each algorithm, its median rank changes
between the former and the latter sets. Also worth mentioning are the results on U-0.9 where
most algorithms achieve a median rank of 2.5 except MMT and MAFS. This also correlates to
the solution distance (see Figure 6.27) and is mainly caused by the fact that in many cases, only
MAFS and MMT are able to improve the initial number of colors. As a result, these two algorithms
achieve better ranks and are therefore to prefer.

Concerning the algorithm selection approach, the figure show that the proposed method is
on every subgroup successful. In detail, on 6 subsets (G-*, U-0.1, U-0.5 and W-0.9) the
median rank of our method is 1 and also on the remaining 3 types of graphs, this value is never
higher than 2. It is clear to see that in most of the cases, the box and whisker correspond with the
dominating heuristic. Only on the subsets U-0.9, W-0.1 and W-0.5, our method based on a
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Figure 6.27: Distance metric err(k, i) of the heuristics and the algorithm selection on the hard
instances of the test set grouped by the graph class and the density.
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Figure 6.28: Ranking results of the heuristics and the algorithm selection on the hard instances
of the test set grouped by the graph class and the density.
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RF differ to the single algorithms for the GCP. However, compared with any single heuristic,
the classifier-based approach achieves a much lower average rank (1.50 versus 2.57) because it
exploits the strengths of the heuristics on the different subsets.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis, we have presented our approach to algorithm selection for the graph coloring
problem (GCP) based on machine learning. For this purpose, we identified 78 characteristic
attributes of a graph. We further gathered empirical data from experimental analysis of 7 heuris-
tics (HEA, ILS, MACOL, MAFS, MMT, TABUCOL, and Foo-PartialCol) on 1265 instances
of 3 different, public available sets of instances.

These information was used to train 6 classifiers (Bayesian networks, C4.5 decision trees,
k-nearest neighbor, multilayer perceptrons, random forests, and support vector machines). We
further experimented with different parameter settings for the classifiers and tested the effect of
two discretization techniques. In addition, we investigated how a reduced algorithm portfolio
effects the accuracy and the overall quality of the prediction.

The main findings of this thesis are:

• In our experiments, no heuristic was on all instances better than the rest.

• Some algorithm tend to be more successful on instances with certain attributes.

• Algorithm selection using classifiers outperforms the underlying heuristics.

• Supervised discretization techniques increase the performance of almost all classifiers.

• Removing worse algorithms from the portfolio may increase the overall performance of
the algorithm selection.

In addition, our experiments showed that Bayesian networks, k-nearest neighbor and ran-
dom forests are the most successful machine learning strategies to solve the algorithm selection
problem for the GCP.

Finally, we evaluated the performance of solvers that include all heuristics and an algorithm
selection mechanism and compared it with the heuristics for the GCP on a set of new generated
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instances. The experiments on these graphs, which have not been used for training the classi-
fiers, clearly showed that our proposed approach is able to achieve on more instances the best
performance than any heuristic alone.

For future work, we will consider a concrete implementation of the presented approach,
which is so far only an experimental patchwork consisting of multiple programs and scripts. In
addition, including further algorithms as well as experiments on other types of graphs would
be interesting. Such an extension could also include exact solvers and smaller instances. The
algorithm selection’s duty would be to decide whether an instance can be colored exactly or not
(like in [109]).

Another issue to investigate is a regression-based approach using runtime and solution qual-
ity predictions. This technique, which is successfully used for other systems, is an alternative
to our classification-based approach and in this context, a comparison on the suitability for the
GCP is definitely interesting.

Finally, it is also worth considering a portfolio system which execute more than one heuris-
tics. Especially dynamic approaches which can combine different heuristics offer the chance to
achieve a higher performance than any single algorithm on alone.
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APPENDIX A
Appendix

A.1 Weka Commands

The following tables contain the command line parameters for our experiments using the Weka
framework. Please note that <dataset.arff> denotes the used data set, i.e. the training observa-
tions consisting on the instance features and the best suited algorithm. For our evaluation, we
tested all classifiers 20 times using a random seed S = {1, ..., 20}. All following commands are
for performing a 10-fold cross-validation. For using a separate test set, see the Weka manual.

Name Command Line

DT1 java weka.classifiers.trees.J48 -C 0.25 -M 2 -t <dataset.arff>

DT2 java weka.classifiers.trees.J48 -C 0.125 -M 2 -t <dataset.arff>

DT3 java weka.classifiers.trees.J48 -C 0.25 -M 3 -t <dataset.arff>

DT4 java weka.classifiers.trees.J48 -C 0.125 -M 4 -t <dataset.arff>

Table A.1: Command line calls for the C4.5 decision trees (DT) classifier.

Name Command Line

RF1 java weka.classifiers.trees.RandomForest -I 10 -K 0 -S 1 -t
<dataset.arff>

RF2 java weka.classifiers.trees.RandomForest -I 15 -K 0 -S 1 -t
<dataset.arff>

Table A.2: Command line calls for the random forests (RF) classifier.
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Name Command Line

MLP1 java weka.classifiers.functions.MultilayerPerceptron -L 0.3 -M 0.2
-N 500 -V 0 -S 0 -E 20 -H a -t <dataset.arff>

MLP2 java weka.classifiers.functions.MultilayerPerceptron -L 0.4 -M 0.2
-N 500 -V 0 -S 0 -E 20 -H a -t <dataset.arff>

Table A.3: Command line calls for the multilayer perceptrons (MLP) classifier.

Name Command Line

BN1 java weka.classifiers.bayes.BayesNet -D -Q
weka.classifiers.bayes.net.search.local.K2 - -P 1 -S BAYES -E
weka.classifiers.bayes.net.estimate.SimpleEstimator - -A 0.5 -t
<dataset.arff>

BN2 java weka.classifiers.bayes.BayesNet -D -Q
weka.classifiers.bayes.net.search.local.K2 - -P 2 -S BAYES -E
weka.classifiers.bayes.net.estimate.SimpleEstimator - -A 0.5 -t
<dataset.arff>

BN3 java weka.classifiers.bayes.BayesNet -D -Q
weka.classifiers.bayes.net.search.local.K2 - -P 3 -S BAYES -E
weka.classifiers.bayes.net.estimate.SimpleEstimator - -A 0.5 -t
<dataset.arff>

BN4 java weka.classifiers.bayes.BayesNet -D -Q
weka.classifiers.bayes.net.search.local.K2 - -P 4 -S BAYES -E
weka.classifiers.bayes.net.estimate.SimpleEstimator - -A 0.5 -t
<dataset.arff>

BN5 java weka.classifiers.bayes.BayesNet -D -Q
weka.classifiers.bayes.net.search.local.K2 - -P 5 -S BAYES -E
weka.classifiers.bayes.net.estimate.SimpleEstimator - -A 0.5 -t
<dataset.arff>

Table A.4: Command line calls for the Bayesian networks (BN) classifier.
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Name Command Line

IB1 java weka.classifiers.lazy.IBk -K 1 -W 0 -A
"weka.core.neighboursearch.LinearNNSearch -A
ẅeka.core.EuclideanDistance -R first-last"̈ -t <dataset.arff>

IB2 java weka.classifiers.lazy.IBk -K 3 -W 0 -A
"weka.core.neighboursearch.LinearNNSearch -A
ẅeka.core.EuclideanDistance -R first-last"̈ -t <dataset.arff>

IB3 java weka.classifiers.lazy.IBk -K 5 -W 0 -A
"weka.core.neighboursearch.LinearNNSearch -A
ẅeka.core.EuclideanDistance -R first-last"̈ -t <dataset.arff>

IB4 java weka.classifiers.lazy.IBk -K 7 -W 0 -A
"weka.core.neighboursearch.LinearNNSearch -A
ẅeka.core.EuclideanDistance -R first-last"̈ -t <dataset.arff>

IB5 java weka.classifiers.lazy.IBk -K 9 -W 0 -A
"weka.core.neighboursearch.LinearNNSearch -A
ẅeka.core.EuclideanDistance -R first-last"̈ -t <dataset.arff>

Table A.5: Command line calls for the k-nearest neighbor (kNN) classifier.
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Name Command Line

SMO1 java weka.classifiers.functions.SMO -C 1.0
-L 0.0010 -P 1.0E-12 -N 0 -V -1 -W SEED -K
"weka.classifiers.functions.supportVector.PolyKernel -C 250007
-E 1.0" -t <dataset.arff>

SMO2 java weka.classifiers.functions.SMO -C 1.0
-L 0.0010 -P 1.0E-12 -N 0 -V -1 -W SEED -K
"weka.classifiers.functions.supportVector.PolyKernel -C 250007
-E 1.2" -t <dataset.arff>

SMO3 java weka.classifiers.functions.SMO -C 1.0
-L 0.0010 -P 1.0E-12 -N 0 -V -1 -W SEED -K
"weka.classifiers.functions.supportVector.PolyKernel -C 250007
-E 1.4" -t <dataset.arff>

SMO4 java wweka.classifiers.functions.SMO -C 1.5
-L 0.0010 -P 1.0E-12 -N 0 -V -1 -W SEED -K
"weka.classifiers.functions.supportVector.PolyKernel -C 250007
-E 1.0" -t <dataset.arff>

SMO5 java weka.classifiers.functions.SMO -C 1.5
-L 0.0010 -P 1.0E-12 -N 0 -V -1 -W SEED -K
"weka.classifiers.functions.supportVector.PolyKernel -C 250007
-E 1.4" -t <dataset.arff>

SMO6 java weka.classifiers.functions.SMO -C 2.0
-L 0.0010 -P 1.0E-12 -N 0 -V -1 -W SEED -K
"weka.classifiers.functions.supportVector.PolyKernel -C 250007
-E 2.0" -t <dataset.arff>

SMO7 java weka.classifiers.functions.SMO -C 3.0
-L 0.0010 -P 1.0E-12 -N 0 -V -1 -W SEED -K
"weka.classifiers.functions.supportVector.PolyKernel -C 250007
-E 2.0" -t <dataset.arff>

SMO8 java -W weka.classifiers.functions.SMO -C 2.0 -L 0.0010 -P 1.0E-12
-N 0 -V -1 -W SEED -K "weka.classifiers.functions.supportVector.Puk
-C 250007 -O 1.0 -S 1.0" -t <dataset.arff>

Table A.6: Command line calls for the sequential minimal optimization (SMO) classifier.
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A.2 Detailed Results

The following section contains detailed results using discretized (denoted according to the used
method mdl or kon and non-discretized (marked with none) data. For each of the three classes,
we present the best parameter configurations for the 6 tested classifiers and the results on the data
set mixed.

The set of instances mixed is the combination of the hard instances of chi500, chi1000
and dimacs and consists of 859 instances which we classified as hard according to our criteria.

In the following tables, we show the accuracy of the classification algorithm, the s(c,I,A),
the err(k, i) and two rank-based metric. In addition, the column BKS denotes the number of
instances on that our solvers based on algorithm selection finds a coloring requiring as less
colors as the best known solution (BKS).

Setting Data Set
Accuracy s(c, I, A) err(k, i) Rank

BKS
(%) (%) (%) avg stdev F1

BN3 h7_e1_none_bff 66.98 67.79 4.69 1.61 1.13 7657 771
IB9 h6_b_none_gen 63.38 63.95 4.89 1.68 1.15 7537 754
DT4 h5_b_none_gen 65.47 64.51 5.27 1.69 1.18 7542 745
MLP1 h7_b_none_bff 63.81 64.87 4.86 1.68 1.18 7557 761
RF2 h6_b_none 67.04 67.96 4.86 1.56 1.00 7708 765
SMO8 h6_b_none 66.84 67.46 4.16 1.60 1.10 7666 775

Table A.7: Summary of the best-performing settings with respect to the success rate for the
different classifiers on the instance set mixed using non-discretized features.

Setting Data Set
Accuracy s(c, I, A) err(k, i) Rank

BKS
(%) (%) (%) avg stdev F1

BN4 h7_e2_mdl_gen_50 70.36 71.23 4.38 1.55 1.11 7754 781
IB3 h6_e2_mdl_gen_50 70.28 70.94 4.63 1.57 1.12 7722 754
DT3 h6_e2_mdl_bff 69.81 70.54 4.86 1.57 1.09 7724 755
MLP1 h5_e2_mdl_gen 70.91 69.56 4.45 1.57 1.10 7715 763
RF2 h5_e2_mdl_gen_50 72.36 70.97 4.23 1.53 1.02 7770 769
SMO1 h5_e2_mdl_bff 72.20 70.64 4.64 1.59 1.16 7706 761

Table A.8: Summary of the best-performing settings with respect to the success rate for the
different classifiers on the instance set mixed using the MLD criteria.
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Setting Data Set
Accuracy s(c, I, A) err(k, i) Rank

BKS
(%) (%) (%) avg stdev F1

BN3 h7_e3_kon_bff 71.89 72.49 4.06 1.50 1.01 7810 783
IB5 h6_e3_kon_gen 72.14 72.86 4.20 1.49 0.99 7827 778
DT1 h7_e3_kon_bff 68.78 69.72 4.74 1.59 1.11 7689 756
MLP2 h7_b_kon_bff 67.80 68.46 5.05 1.60 1.11 7666 752
RF2 h6_e3_kon_gen 71.66 72.33 4.19 1.50 1.00 7816 778
SMO1 h7_e3_kon_gen 71.44 71.98 4.55 1.53 1.04 7773 764

Table A.9: Summary of the best-performing settings with respect to the success rate for the
different classifiers on the instance set mixed using Kononenko’s MDL criteria.

A.3 Feature Subsets

The following section contains selected feature subsets that were obtained by the feature selec-
tion on the data of the instances of mixed.
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Setname Features

h5_b_none_gen BkUB
dist , CCg, CCmax, CCmean, CCvc, CSmax, CSm, CSmean, CSmin, CSq25, GCD/R, GCR/D,

IDe, IRmin, LSce, LSnlo, Dmin, Dvc, Se, Sen, Sne, WCCe, WCCmean, WCCmin, WCCvc

h6_b_none BkLB
dist , BkUB

dist , Blu, Bul, CCe, CCg, CCmax, CCmean, CCmed, CCmin, CCq25, CCq75, CCtime,
CCvc, CSe, CSmax, CSm, CSmean, CSmin, CSq25, CSq75, CStime, CSvc, GCbest, GCDSAT,
GCT−DSAT, GCRLF, GCT−RLF, GCD/R, GCR/D, IDe, IDmax, IDmean, IDmed, IDmin, IDq25,
IDq75, IDvc, IRe, IRmax, IRmean, IRmed, IRmin, IRq25, IRq75, IRvc, LSi, LSii, LSce, LScee, LScn,
LScne, LSnlo, LSnto, LSt, De, Dmax, Dmean, Dmed, Dmin, Dq25, Dq75, Dvc, Sd, Se, Sen, Sn,
Sne, TDwidth, TDtime, WCCe, WCCmax, WCCmean, WCCmed, WCCmin, WCCq25, WCCq75,
WCCvc

h6_b_none_gen CCg, CCmax, CCmean, CCvc, CSmax, CSmean, CSmin, CSq25, GCD/R, GCR/D, IDmean, IRmax,
IRmean, IRmin, LSi, LSnlo, Dmin, Dvc, Se, Sen, Sne, WCCe, WCCmean, WCCmin, WCCvc

h7_b_none_bff Blu, CCg, CCmax, CCmean, CCvc, CSmax, CSmean, CSmin, CSq25, GCD/R, IDe, IDmean, IRmax,
IRmin, LScne, De, Dmin, Dvc, Sen, Sne, WCCe, WCCmean, WCCmin, WCCvc

h7_e1_none_bff BkLB
dist /CCg, BkLB

dist /CCmean, BkLB
dist ·CCg, BkLB

dist ·CCmean, BkLB
dist ·CSmax, BkLB

dist ·CSmean,
BkLB

dist ·CSmin, BkLB
dist ·CSq25, BkLB

dist ·Dmin, BkLB
dist ·Sen, BkLB

dist /IDmean, BkLB
dist /Sne, BkUB

dist /CCmax,
BkUB

dist /CCmean, Blu·CCmax, Blu·CCvc, Blu/IRmax, Blu/Dvc, Blu/WCCmin, CCg,
CCg/B

kLB
dist , CCg·CCmean, CCg·IRmax, CCg·Dmin, CCg·Sen, CCg/Sne, CCg/WCCvc,

CCmax/B
kUB
dist , CCmax·CSmax, CCmax·CSmean, CCmax·Sen, CCmax/Dvc, CCmax/Sne,

CCmean, CCmean·IRmax, CCmean·IRmin, CCmean·WCCmin, CCmean/CSmax, CCmean/IRmin,
CCmean/WCCvc, CCvc/WCCmin, CSmax/CCmean, CSmax·De, CSmax/GCD/R, CSmean·De,
CSmean/CSq25, CSmin·De, GCDSAT/Dmin, GCD/R/WCCmin, GCR/D/Sen, IDe·IRmin,
IDe/IRmax, IDmean·GCDSAT, IDmean/De, IDmean/WCCe, IRmax·Sen, IRmax/IRmin,
IRmax/Dvc, IRmax/Sne, IRmax/WCCvc, LScne·IRmin, LScne/De, LScne/WCCe, De·IRmin,
De/IDmean, De/LScne, Dmin/CCvc, Dmin·IDmean, Dmin·IRmax, Dmin·IRmin, Dmin·Sne,
Dmin/GCDSAT, Dmin/GCD/R, Dmin/Sen, Dvc/CCmax, Dvc/IRmax, Dvc/WCCmean,
Sen, Sen·Sne, Sen/Dmin, Sne/B

kLB
dist , Sne/WCCmin, WCCe·CSmax, WCCe·IRmin,

WCCe·De, WCCe·Dvc, WCCe/IRmin, WCCe/LScne, WCCmean·IRmax, WCCmean·LScne,
WCCmean/GCR/D, WCCmean/IRmin, WCCmean/Dvc, WCCmin/CCvc, WCCmin·IRmax,
WCCmin·LScne, WCCmin/GCD/R, WCCmin/Sne, WCCvc/CCg, WCCvc/CCmean,
WCCvc/IRmax, WCCvc/WCCmean

Table A.10: Selected subsets of non-discretized features based on the feature selection on the
data set mixed.
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Setname Features

h5_e2_mdl_bff CCg, CCg/CCmax, CCg·CCmean, CCg/CSmax, CCg/Dvc, CCmax, CCmax·CSmax,
CCmax·Dmin, CCmax·Se, CCmax/GCD/R, CCmax/WCCmean, CCmean, CCmean·Dmin,
CCmean/IDe, CSmax·CSq25, CSmax/Dmin, CSmean·Dvc, CSmean/CSq25, CSq25/Dmin,
GCD/R, GCD/R/WCCe, GCR/D/WCCe, IDe/WCCe, Dvc/CCmax, Dvc·IDe,
Dvc/WCCmean, Se/CCmax, Se/Dmin, Se/Dvc, Se/WCCe, WCCe, WCCe·CSmax,
WCCe·CSmean, WCCmean, WCCmean·Dmin, WCCmean/CSmax, WCCmean/Dvc

h5_e2_mdl_gen CCg, CCg·CCmean, CCg/Dvc, CCmax, CCmax·CSmax, CCmax·Dmin, CCmax·Se,
CCmax/GCD/R, CCmean, CSmax·CSq25, CSmax/Dmin, GCD/R/WCCe, Dmin/CSmax,
Dvc/WCCmean, Se/CCmax, Se/Dmin, WCCe, WCCe·CSmax, WCCe·CSmean,
WCCmean, WCCmean/CCmax, WCCmean·Dmin, WCCmean/Dvc

h5_e2_mdl_gen_50 CCg, CCg·CCmean, CCg/IDe, CCg/Dvc, CCmax, CCmax·CCmean, CCmax·CSmax,
CCmax·Dmin, CCmax·Se, CCmax/GCD/R, CCmean, CSmax·CSmean, CSmax·CSq25,
CSmax/Dmin, GCD/R/CCmax, GCD/R/WCCe, Dmin/CSmax, Dvc·IDe, Dvc/WCCmean,
Se, Se/CCmax, Se/Dmin, WCCe, WCCe·CSmax, WCCe·CSmean, WCCe·CSq25,
WCCmean, WCCmean/CCmax, WCCmean·Dmin, WCCmean/Dvc

h6_e2_mdl_bff CCg, CCg/CCmax, CCg·CCmean, CCmax, CCmax·CSmax, CCmax·Dmin,
CCmax·WCCe, CCmax/Dvc, CCmax/Sne, CCmax/WCCmean, CCmean, CCmean/CSmin,
CCmean/WCCmean, CSmax·CSmin, CSmax/Dmin, CSmin/CCmean, GCD/R, Dmin,
Dmin/Dvc, Dmin/Sen, Dvc/CCg, Dvc/CCmax, Dvc/WCCmean, Sen, Sen·Sne, Sen/Dmin,
WCCe, WCCe·CSmax, WCCe·CSq25, WCCmean, WCCmean/Dvc

h6_e2_mdl_gen_50 CCg, CCg·CCmean, CCmax, CCmax·CSmax, CCmax·Dmin, CCmax·Sen, CCmax/Dvc,
CCmean, CCmean/CSmin, CSmax/Dmin, CSmin/CCmean, GCD/R/GCR/D, Dmin·Sne,
Dmin/CSmax, Dmin/Sen, Dvc/CCmax, Dvc/WCCmean, Sen, Sen·Sne, Sen/Dmin,
Sne/CCmax, WCCe, WCCe·CSmax, WCCe·CSq25, WCCmean, WCCmean/Dvc

h7_e2_mdl_gen_50 BkUB
dist /CCg, BkUB

dist /CCmax, BkUB
dist /CCmean, BkUB

dist ·CSmax, BkUB
dist /Dmin, BkUB

dist /WCCmean,
Blu·CCg, Blu·CCmax, Blu·CCmean, Blu/IDmean, Blu/WCCmin, CCg, CCg/B

kUB
dist ,

CCg/Blu, CCg·CCmax, CCg·CCmean, CCg·Sen, CCg/Sne, CCmax, CCmax/B
kUB
dist ,

CCmax/CCg, CCmax·CSmax, CCmax·CSmean, CCmax·De, CCmax·Dmin, CCmax·Sen,
CCmax·WCCmin, CCmax/Dmin, CCmax/Sen, CCmax/Sne, CCmax/WCCmean,
CCmax/WCCmin, CCmean, CCmean/B

kUB
dist , CCmean·WCCmin, CCmean/WCCmean,

CSmax·GCR/D, CSmax·De, CSmax/GCD/R, CSmax/Dmin, CSmean·De, CSmean/CSq25,
CSq25·De, GCDSAT/Dmin, GCD/R, GCD/R/CSmax, GCD/R/GCR/D, GCD/R/WCCe,
GCD/R/WCCmin, GCR/D, GCR/D/WCCe, GCR/D/WCCmin, IDe, IDe/CCmean,
IDmean·GCDSAT, IDmean/De, IDmean/WCCe, IRmean/De, IRmean/WCCe, De/CCg,
De·GCDSAT, De/IDmean, De/Dmin, De/WCCmin, Dmin, Dmin/B

kUB
dist , Dmin/CCmax,

Dmin·IDmean, Dmin·IRmean, Dmin·Sne, Dmin/CSmax, Dmin/GCDSAT, Dmin/De,
Dmin/Sen, Dmin/Sne, Sen, Sen·Sne, Sen/Dmin, Sne/CCmax, Sne/WCCmin, WCCe,
WCCe·CSmax, WCCe·CSmean, WCCe·CSq25, WCCe·GCDSAT, WCCe·GCD/R,
WCCe·GCR/D, WCCe·IDe, WCCe·De, WCCe/GCD/R, WCCe/GCR/D, WCCmean,
WCCmean/B

kUB
dist , WCCmean/CCmax, WCCmean/CCmean, WCCmean·Sen, WCCmin,

WCCmin/Blu, WCCmin·GCD/R, WCCmin·GCR/D, WCCmin·Dmin, WCCmin·Sen,
WCCmin/GCD/R, WCCmin/GCR/D, WCCmin/De, WCCmin/Sne

Table A.11: Selected subsets of features discretized with the MDL criteria, based on the feature
selection on the data set mixed.
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Setname Features

h6_e3_kon_gen CCg, CCg·CCmax, CCg·CCmean, CCg·GCD/R, CCg/CSmax, CCg/CSmin, CCg/GCR/D,
CCg/Dvc, CCg/WCCvc, CCmax, CCmax·CSmax, CCmax·CSmean, CCmax·CSmin,
CCmax·GCR/D, CCmax·Dmin, CCmax·Se, CCmax·Sen, CCmax·WCCe, CCmax·WCCmin,
CCmax/GCD/R, CCmax/Dvc, CCmax/Sne, CCmax/WCCmean, CCmean, CCmean·IRmin,
CCmean·WCCmin, CCmean/CSmax, CCmean/CSmin, CCmean/IRmin, CCmean/Dvc,
CSmax/CCmean, CSmax·CSmean, CSmax·GCR/D, CSmax/GCD/R, CSmax/Dmin, CSmin,
CSmin/CCg, CSmin/CCmean, GCD/R, GCD/R/CCmax, GCD/R·LSi, GCD/R/GCR/D,
GCD/R/WCCe, GCD/R/WCCmin, GCR/D/GCD/R, GCR/D/LSi, IRmin/CCmax, IRmin/CCmean,
IRmin/Se, IRmin/WCCmin, LSi, LSi/GCR/D, LSi/Dvc, LSi/WCCe, Dmin·IRmin, Dmin·Sne,
Dmin/Sen, Dvc/CCmax, Dvc/CCmean, Dvc/LSi, Dvc/WCCmean, Se/IRmin, Se/Sne, Sen·Se,
Sen·Sne, Sen/CSmin, Sen/Dmin, Sne/CCmax, Sne·Se, Sne/Se, WCCe, WCCe·CSmax,
WCCe·CSmean, WCCe·CSmin, WCCe·GCR/D, WCCe·LSi, WCCe·Dvc, WCCe/WCCvc,
WCCmean, WCCmean/CCmax, WCCmean/Dvc, WCCmean/WCCvc, WCCmin·IRmin,
WCCmin/GCD/R, WCCmin/IRmin, WCCvc/CCg, WCCvc/CCmax, WCCvc/CCmean,
WCCvc·Se, WCCvc/WCCmean

h7_b_kon_bff CCg, CCmax, CCmean, CSmax, CSmin, CSq25, GCD/R, IRmin, LSi, Sen, WCCe, WCCmean,
WCCmin, WCCvc

h7_e3_kon_bff CCg, CCg·CCmean, CCg/WCCvc, CCmax, CCmax·CSmax, CCmax·CSmin, CCmax·Sen,
CCmax·WCCe, CCmax·WCCmin, CCmax/GCD/R, CCmax/Sne, CCmax/WCCmean, CCmean,
CCmean·IRmin, CCmean·WCCmin, CCmean/CSmax, CCmean/CSmin, CCmean/IRmin,
CSmax/CCmean, CSmin, CSmin/CCmean, CSq25, CSq25·Sen, CSq25/Sne, GCD/R,
GCD/R·LSi, GCD/R/Sen, GCD/R/WCCe, GCD/R/WCCmin, GCD/R/WCCvc, GCR/D,
IRmin/CCmean, IRmin·Sen, IRmin/WCCmin, IRmin/WCCvc, LSi/WCCe, Sen·Sne, Sne/CCg,
Sne/WCCmin, WCCe, WCCe·CSmax, WCCe·CSq25, WCCe·LSi, WCCe/IRmin,
WCCe/WCCvc, WCCmean, WCCmean/LSi, WCCmean/WCCvc, WCCmin·IRmin,
WCCmin·LSi, WCCmin/GCD/R, WCCvc/CCg, WCCvc/CCmean, WCCvc/WCCmean

h7_e3_kon_gen CCg, CCg·CCmean, CCg/CSmin, CCg/WCCvc, CCmax, CCmax·CSmax, CCmax·CSmin,
CCmax·GCR/D, CCmax·WCCe, CCmax·WCCmin, CCmax/Sne, CCmean, CCmean·WCCmin,
CCmean/CSmax, CCmean/CSmin, CCmean/IRmin, CCmean/WCCvc, CSmax/CCmean,
CSmin/CCmean, GCD/R/WCCe, GCD/R/WCCmin, IRmin/CCmean, LSi/WCCe, Sen·Sne,
Sne/CCg, Sne/CCmax, Sne/CSq25, WCCe, WCCe·CSmax, WCCe·CSq25, WCCe·LSi,
WCCmean/WCCvc, WCCmin·GCR/D, WCCmin·IRmin, WCCmin/GCD/R, WCCvc/CCg,
WCCvc/CCmean, WCCvc/WCCmean

Table A.12: Selected subsets of features discretized with the KON criteria, based on the feature
selection on the data set mixed.
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A.4 Most-Selected Features

Name # (%) Name # (%) Name # (%)

GCD/R 70 95.89 GCD/R/GCR/D 25 34.25 CCmean/CCvc 19 26.03
GCR/D 65 89.04 Blu ·Bul 24 32.88 IRe 19 26.03
LScne 61 83.56 CSq75 ·Dvc 24 32.88 BkUB

dist /LScne 18 24.66
CCmax 47 64.38 Dvc/CCmax 24 32.88 BkUB

dist · CCg 17 23.29
CStime 44 60.27 GCD/R/LScne 24 32.88 CCmean/CCmed 17 23.29
Dvc 44 60.27 CCe 23 31.51 CSmean ·Dvc 17 23.29

WCCmean 42 57.53 CCmax/Dvc 23 31.51 Dvc/B
kUB
dist 17 23.29

WCCvc 40 54.79 CCmed 23 31.51 LScne/GCR/D 17 23.29
CCvc 38 52.05 Blu/IRvc 22 30.14 Bul · IRvc 16 21.92
Blu 36 49.32 CCg 22 30.14 CCg/WCCvc 16 21.92
BkLB

dist 36 49.32 WCCmin 22 30.14 CCmed/CCvc 16 21.92
BkUB

dist · CCmean 34 46.58 WCCvc/B
kUB
dist 22 30.14 CCvc/CCmean 16 21.92

BkUB
dist 33 45.21 CSq75 22 30.14 CSmean 16 21.92

CCmean 33 45.21 CStime · LScee 22 30.14 BkLB
dist /LScne 15 20.55

IDe 31 42.47 GCR/D/GCD/R 22 30.14 CCe/Dvc 15 20.55
CCmean/Dvc 29 39.73 IRvc 22 30.14 CCe/LScee 15 20.55
BkUB

dist /WCCvc 27 36.99 Dvc/CCmean 21 28.77 CSe 15 20.55
GCD/R · LScne 27 36.99 BkUB

dist /Dvc 20 27.4 Dvc · IRe 15 20.55
Bul 26 35.62 BkUB

dist · CCmax 20 27.4 IDe/LScne 15 20.55
WCCmean · LScne 26 35.62 BkUB

dist · CCmed 20 27.4
LScee 26 35.62 CCg/Dvc 19 26.03

Table A.13: Selected features for the instance set chi500 which have been selected in at least
20% of the subsets.
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Name # (%) Name # (%) Name # (%)

CCg 40 83.33% CCmax 19 39.58% CCg · CCmean 11 22.92%
CCmean 36 75.00% CCmin · CStime 19 39.58% CCmin · CSq25 11 22.92%
CCmin 34 70.83% CCg · CStime 17 35.42% CSvc 11 22.92%

WCCmean 32 66.67% CSq25 17 35.42% GCbest 11 22.92%
Dmean 28 58.33% Dvc 17 35.42% CCmean/WCCe 10 20.83%
CCvc 26 54.17% GCR/D 16 33.33% CCmean · CSvc 10 20.83%

WCCe 26 54.17% IDe 15 31.25% WCCe/CCmin 10 20.83%
WCCmed 26 54.17% IRmin 15 31.25% LSi 10 20.83%
CStime 24 50.00% CCmin/WCCe 12 25.00% Se 10 20.83%
GCD/R 23 47.92% WCCvc · IRmin 12 25.00% TDwidth 10 20.83%
WCCvc 21 43.75% Dq75 12 25.00% TDwidth/CCg 10 20.83%

LSce 20 41.67% Sd 12 25.00%

Table A.14: Selected features for the instance set chi1000 which have been selected in at least
20% of the subsets.

Name # (%) Name # (%) Name # (%)

CCmax 68 86.08% Sen 25 31.65% CCmax/Sne 19 24.05%
CCmean 65 82.28% GCD/R/WCCe 24 30.38% WCCmin/GCD/R 19 24.05%
WCCe 64 81.01% IRmax/Dvc 24 30.38% IRmax/WCCvc 19 24.05%
GCD/R 64 81.01% CCmean/CSmin 22 27.85% Sen · Sne 19 24.05%

WCCmean 61 77.22% CCmean ·WCCmin 22 27.85% CCe/WCCe 18 22.78%
CCg 51 64.56% WCCvc 22 27.85% CCmean · IRmin 18 22.78%
Dmin 46 58.23% Blu · CCmax 21 26.58% WCCmin 18 22.78%

GCR/D 40 50.63% Blu · CCmean 21 26.58% CSmin/CCmean 18 22.78%
CCmax ·Dmin 34 43.04% CCg/WCCvc 21 26.58% LSi 18 22.78%

CSmean 31 39.24% CCmean/WCCvc 21 26.58% IRmax 18 22.78%
CSmin 30 37.97% WCCmean/Dvc 21 26.58% Se 18 22.78%

Dmin/Sen 30 37.97% Dvc/IRmax 21 26.58% CCmax · CSmin 17 21.52%
Dvc 29 36.71% CCmax/GCD/R 20 25.32% WCCe · CSq25 17 21.52%

CCmax · CSmax 28 35.44% CCmax · CSmean 20 25.32% WCCvc/CCmean 17 21.52%
WCCe · CSmax 28 35.44% CCvc 20 25.32% WCCvc/IRmax 17 21.52%
Dmin · IRmin 28 35.44% WCCvc/CCg 20 25.32% Dvc · IDe 17 21.52%

IDe 28 35.44% CSmax 20 25.32% WCCe/CCe 16 20.25%
CCg · CCmean 27 34.18% GCD/R/WCCmin 20 25.32% Dmin · IRmax 16 20.25%
Sen/Dmin 26 32.91% GCD/R/GCR/D 20 25.32% Dmin · Sne 16 20.25%
CSq25 25 31.65% IRmin 20 25.32%

Table A.15: Selected features for the instance set mixed which have been selected in at least
20% of the subsets.
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